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PREFACE

This manual relating to foreign languages is purposely condensed for ready

reference and is intended merely as a guide, not a textbook. Only elementary

rules and examples are given, and no effort is made to deal exhaustively with

any one subject. Minor exceptions exist to some of the rules given, but a close

adherence to the usage indicated will be sufficient for most foreign-language work.

In the Romance languages, especially, there are other good forms and styles

not shovm in the following pages.

It is desired to acknowledge the assistance and cooperation of officials and
members of the staff of the Library of Congress in the preparation of these pages

and, in particular. Dr. Herbert Putnam, Librarian of Congress; Mr. Martin A.

Roberts, Superintendent of the Reading Room; Mr. Charles Martel, Consultant

in Cataloging, Classification, and Bibliography; Mr. Julian Leavitt, Chief of

Catalog Division; Mr. James B. Childs, Chief of Document Division; Dr. Israel

Schapiro, Chief of the Semitic Division; Mr. George B. Sanderlin; Mr. S. N.
Cerick; Mr. Jens Nyholm; Mr. N. H. Randers-Pehrson; Mr. Oscar E. MoUari;

Dr. W. Kloss; Mr. T. W. L. Scheltema; and Mr. D. Tuneeff; John H. Williams,

Foreman, Library Printing Branch; also the Rev. James A. Geary, instructor in

Celtic languages and comparative philology, Catholic University of America.

Special acknowledgment is also due Prof. Romain F. Butin, of the Catholic

University of America and a member of the Harvard-Catholic University Joint

Expedition to Serabit in the Peninsula of Sinai in 1930, for his criticisms and
suggestions on the origin of the alphabets.

Acknowledgment is also made of the helpful interest and suggestions made by
the heads of the publication departments of the University of California, the Uni-

versity of Chicago, and of Columbia, Stanford, and Yale Universities.

In the work on the languages of the American Indians, the officials and scien-

tific staff of the Bureau of American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, extended

generous cooperation.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

It has been a source of gratification to note the enthusiastic reception accorded

the initial edition of the Foreign Language Style Manual by bibliographers and
editors, as well as scientists, in practically all countries of the civilized world.

The present edition has been revised and considerably augmented.

The editor takes this opportunity of acknowledging the valuable assistance

of Dr. Shio Sakanishi and Mr. B. A. Claytor, of the Division of Orientalia, Library

of Congress, for their valuable assistance, the former in the Japanese and the

latter in the Chinese.

Ill
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES

THE ALPHABET

The modern alphabet is derived from the Phoenician, through the Greek and
Latin. The Phoenician, in turn, probably was patterned originally from the

Egyptian hieroglyphics, which were given Semitic values.

The first man who desired to convey an idea other than by motions or speech

drew a picture that would be understood by his fellow tribesmen. This can be

illustrated by a drawing taken from an American Indian's message (fig. I, a),

by which he wished to convey the information that he had gone by canoe for

many sleeps to an island. This was drawn probably on the tanned hide of his

tepee.

There was always a tendency, under stress of time and material, after writing

began to be used, to conventionalize an earlier picture. This may be illustrated

by the Chinese ideogram for mountain in its earlier pictographic and its later

conventionalized form (fig. I, 6). The Assyrian bull's head (fig. I, c)

illustrates, in the primitive form, a greater advance from the pictographic; and,

in the latter, what happened when the scribes began impressing cuneiform char-

acters on wet clay with a wedge-shaped awl.

^t-T^^^ AlIJ jCS)
a h c d

FiGUEE I.

—

Development of writing: a, American Indian; b, Chinese; c, Assyrian; d, Egyptian.

The Egyptian writing dates from at least 4000 B.C. The cartouch (fig. I, d)

contains the name of Send, a Pharaoh of the second dynasty, and is regarded as

the earliest bit of writing extant. The Egyptian characters were of two kinds,

the hieroglyphic that was cut on the wood or stone work of the temples, and the

hieratic, written or painted on wood or papyrus, usually with a pointed reed.

The hieratic forms were cursive and more rapidly written than the hieroglyphics,

but their derivation from the older characters can be seen. (See fig. II, column

2.) The characters also began to lose their identity as pictures of objects and
began to represent sounds, becoming true letters. For example, in the Pharaoh's

name above referred to, the reading is not ''bandage, water, hand," the original

significance of the characters, but S N D (the vowels omitted, as usual with early

writing)

.

The early Semites came into contact with the Egyptians on numerous occasions,

one of which is narrated in the books of Genesis and Exodus in the Hebrew
Bible. They learned the art of writing, and put it to use in their commercial

ventures. Moses is thought to have been inducted into the Egyptian priestly

class and to have learned to write, as the art of writing was confined to the priestly

class at that time.

A connection between the Egyptian characters and the Phoenician characters,

the oldest of which date from about 1850 B.C., is found in the Sinai inscription,

discovered recently, which dates from about 1500 B.C. (See fig. II, columns

3 and 4.)

1
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Figure II.—1, late square Hebrew; 2, Egyptian, a, hieroglyphics, b, hieratics, c, variant forms; 3, Sinaitic;
4, Phoenician (Moabite stone); 5, early Greek; 6, Latin capitals and uncials or cursives; 7, Modern reman
capitals and lower-case.



POEEIGN LANGUAGES 3

The Phoenicians were great traders, and carried on an extensive commerce by
sea, reaching as far, in their small vessels, as the British Isles. They commu-
nicated the art of writing to the Greeks, and the earliest forms of Greek writing

are dated from the seventh to the fourth centuries, B.C. The earliest Latin

inscriptions date from about the year 200 B.C.

The modern majuscule or capital letters owe their forms to the characters that

were cut in stone on monuments, etc., and that required great care and time to

produce. There finally grew up a more hastily produced flowing character,

written first on papyrus and later on vellum with brushes, reed pens, and feather

pens. This became the minuscule, or lower-case letter.

The earliest printed books were attempts to reproduce manuscripts by the use

of movable type. The similarity between the Gutenberg Bible and contempo-
rary manuscripts can be seen by comparing them, as may be done at the Library

of Congress.

These manuscripts were written with a broad-nibbed pen that made heavy
down strokes. From this originated the black-letter type, in which works on
theology, law, etc., were customarily written and at first printed. The three

German text types, the Fraktur, the Gotisch, and the Schwabacher, originated

from the black-letter.

Lesser works, known as the humanities, were written in a simpler hand than

the black-letter, which was reserved for the graver subjects. Printing followed

the scribes in this respect, but the humanistic letters proved to be so much more
legible that they were, after a while, used almost exclusively as a letter text in

western Europe. It is from these that we have obtained the ordinary roman
letter, called by the Germans "Antiqua". Finally Aldus invented the italic, so

as to get more matter on a page.

In figure II, column 1 are given the square Hebrew characters, of a late form,

but significant for comparison, and forming the best key letters available. In

column 2 are the Egyptian (a) hieroglyphic, (b) hieratic, and (c) variant forms of

the letters concerned. Column 3 gives the Sinaitic characters, column 4 the

Phoenician (Moabite stone) alphabet, column 5 the early transitional Greek
characters, and column 6 Latin capitals and uncials or cursives, some of them
quite late, to illustrate the origin of upper- and lower-case roman. Column 7

gives the modern roman alphabets for comparison.

An attempt has been made to present in the text also some of the nonroman
alphabets. The Far Eastern languages have alphabets all their own. The near

eastern languages—e.g., Arabic and Coptic—have pursued a different course.

The Cyrillic and Glagolithic were developed from the Greek, with the aid of some
of the ancient runes for peculiar Slavic sounds. Modern Russian and the other

Slavic alphabets have been romanized as nearly as circumstances will permit.
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ALPHABETS OF CYRILLIC ORIGIN

Modified Cyrillic
Transliter-

ation
Russian Ukrainian

White
Russian

Bulgarian
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H
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K
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M
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X
^
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X
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m m
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X
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m m
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1 As initials in proper names, first word of a sentence, etc-: I^, ffi, TS.
* Final disregarded.
» Obsolete,
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DIACRITICAL MARKS

A-
a

a»

a*

a"

a

d
I

a
a:-

B b'

0

Bohemian, Hawaiian, Hunga-
rian, Icelandic, Portuguese,

Samoan, Slovak, Spanish,
Tagalog

Gaelic

Catalonian, French, Italian,

Latvian, Portuguese (re-

formed), Rumanian, Tagalog

Chinook, Fox, French, Iro-

quoian, Maidu, Malay, New
Turkish, Pima, Portuguese,

Rumanian, Tagalog, Tsim-
shian

Chinook, Eskimo (no. 2), Fin-

nish, Fox, German, Iroquoian,

Kwakiutl, Maidu, Malay,
Pima, Swedish, Tsimshian,

Zuni

Finnish, Norwegian, Swedish

Anglo-Saxon, Cherokee, Chi-

nook, Cree, Dutch, Eskimo,

Fox, Iroquoian, Kwakiutl,

Latin, Latvian, Maidu, Malay,

Persian, Samoan, Takelma,

Tsimshian

Dutch, Iroquoian, Malay, Pima,
Samoan

Rumanian
Portuguese

Dakota, Lithuanian, Polish

Cherokee, Navaho
Cherokee

Eskimo (no. 2)

Choctaw
Choctaw
Iroquoian

Fox
Fox
Takelma
Navaho
Navaho
Caddoan
Caddoan
Caddoan
Caddoan
Caddoan
Caddoan
Navaho
Navaho
Anglo-Saxon

Wendish
Gaelic

Polish, Serbo-Croatian, Wendish

^c

Q
C

5

Dd'
6

D «

D «

D d
DZ
D^
DZ

Bohemian, Latvian, Lithua-

nian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovak,

Slovenian, Wendish
Fox
Dakota
Albanian, Catalonian, Eskimo

(no. 2), French, Iroquoian,

Polish, Portuguese

Dakota, Osage
Gaelic

Cherokee

Cherokee
Cherokee

Bohemian, Slovak

Gaelic

Anglo-Saxon
Icelandic

Serbo-Croatian

PoHsh

Pohsh
Latvian, Serbo-Croatian, Wen-

dish

Pima
Bohemian, French, Hawaiian,

Hungarian, Icelandic, Portu-

guese, Samoan, Slovak, Span-

ish, Tagalog

Catalonian, French, Italian,

Latvian, Portuguese (re-

formed), Tagalog, Takelma
Gaelic

Albanian, French, Kwakiutl,

Lithuanian

Bohemian, Slovak, Wendish
Chinook, Esperanto, French,

Kwakiutl, Portuguese, Slove-

nian, Tagalog, Tsimshian

Anglo-Saxon, Latvian, Lithua-

nian, Polish

Navaho, Polish

Anglo-Saxon, Chinook, Dutch,

Eskimo, Fox, Hupa, Kwakiutl,

Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian,

Maidu, Malay, Persian,

Tsimshian

Dutch, Iroquoian, Latin, Malay,

Pima
Lithuanian

Navaho
Cherokee

Chinook, Kwakiutl, Tsimshian
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Fox
e* Takelma
e* Navaho
e " Navaho

V Gaelic

6 New Turkish

g Navaho
G Dakota

5 Gaelic

Q g Latvian

g Chinook, Eskimo (no. 2), Tsim-
shian

g" Chinook, Kwakiutl, Tsimshian

Fox

g Tsimshian

H h Dakota
H Persian

I Bohemian, Catalonian, Hawai-
ian, Hungarian, Icelandic,

Portuguese, Samoan, Slovak,

Spanish, Tagalog

1 Italian, Latvian, Portuguese
(reformed), Rumanian, Taga-
log

t Chinook, French, Kwakiutl,
Latvian, New Turkish, Ru-
manian, Tagalog, Tsimshian

1 Catalonian, French, Malay,

Portuguese (reformed)

I Anglo-Saxon, Chinook, Cree,

Dutch, Eskimo, Fox, Hupa,
Iroquoian, Kwakiutl, Latin,

Latvian, Maidu, Persian,

Takelma, Tsimshian

I Dutch, Iroquoian, Latin, Pima
1 GaeHc

I Lithuanian

i' Navaho
i " Navaho

I Dakota
'I Osage

Fox
i* Takelma
!>» Choctaw, Osage
'1° Osage

J Esperanto

K* Dakota, Pima
K Cherokee, Dakota, Osage

f Latvian

New Turkish

k' Navaho
k* Cherokee, Takelma
k' Chinook, Kwakiutl, Tsimshian

k! Chinook, Kwakiutl, Maidu,
Takelma

k'! Chinook, Kwakiutl, Tsimshian
'k Fox

If Zuni

Zuni

k Zuni

OhmooK, Kwakiutl

V' ^^nmooK, llwakiutl
1

1

1! 1 sunsnian
T¥ Latvian

L Slovak

L 1 Slovak, Wendish
ITi Gaelic

M Wendish
m™ i^ox

111 ! Tsimshian
TTiTnn TTr»r(nr»iQn IVToiHn "Pimo

opdiUihn

N xjcit viaii

JN Polish, Wendish
Tagalog

n'* rox
n

!

Tsimshian
Krr Pima

JN Bohemian, Slovak
J"u Navaho

Dakota, Iroquoian

O Bohemian, Catalonian, Hawai-
ian, Hungarian, Icelandic,

Polish, Portuguese, Slovak,

bpanish, Wendish
0 Catalonian, Italian, Latvian,

Portuguese (reformed), Wen-
dish

o Finnish, German, Hungarian,

Icelandic, Maidu, New Turk-
ish, Swedish

o Chinook, French, Kwakiutl,

Portuguese, (reformed) Slo-

venian, Tagalog, Tsimshian

Q Cherokee

0 Portuguese

0 Hungarian

0 Anglo-Saxon, Chinook, Dutch,

Eskimo, Fox, Hupa, Latin,

Maidu, Persian Takelma,
Tsimshian

0 Dutch, Latin, Pima

9 Anglo-Saxon

Navaho
0 • Navaho
o " Navaho
0- Choctaw, Osage

6 Gaelic
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\j Osage

X K 1 1 1 1 Ml

nin Eskimo
J: ox

iSX Wendisli
p
p*X JJaiiO ta

P! Ctiiiiook, Kwajkiutl, ^laidii,

X cbivcixiiai , X bill isiii<aii

J" OX

P
P 7lTni

iir vjacxiU/

n*4' i^Tiinnolr TCwpitinfl T'ssimtsTinnn

4 "PIclr-iTTn r> (rtn C^^

T**!! TTi qVi 1 n n-i. 1 ' * 1 1 1 1 <v 1 1

xv xjOLLcfn lan , oiovaK

Wendisli

XV

5
X oilsji, vv enaisn

Botieniiaii, Latvian, Lithua-

nian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovak,

Slovenian, Wendish.

s r ox

s Takelma

s PpTRian T? iiTYiaTiiaTi

s tl< ii-w L

s New Turkish.

X oiisn

X L 0 jBoliemian, Slovak
T Rumanian
T
-! Dakota, Osage

tc! dhin onk

ts! r^Viinnolr T^^wnTrinfl T'oVpItyiciV> 1 i 1 i AWW Jix, -LV Yy cliX\.X Li. I>X, X cLiVCTlJ-iXu/,

T'sim s?i ian
«+

It J? OX

JC 07

X ox
4-1 Kwakiutl, ^laidu, Takelma,

Tsmishian

IS 1

'
1

^Q It"o 1 TY^ QX diKeixiidi

I Zuni

Zuni

{8 Zuni

€ Navaho

tJ Bohemian, Catalonian, Hawai-
ian, Hungarian, Icelandic,

Portuguese, Samoan, Slovak,

Spanish, Tagalog

672890—35 2

tJ French, Italian, Latvian, Por-
tuguese (reformed), Ruma-
nian, Tagalog

tJ French, Hupa, New Turkish,
Pima, Tagalog

tr Catalonian, Eskimo (no. 2),

French, German, Hungarian,
Maidu, New Turkish, Portu-
guese (reformed)

,
Spanish,

Takelma
U Anglo-Saxon, Chinook, Hupa,

Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian,
Maidu, Persian, Takelma

C" Esperanto, Iroquoian, Latin,

Pima
u" Takebna
ii'^ Takelma

TJ Dakota

U Hungarian

U Bohemian, Lithuanian, Slovak
"U GaeHc
TJ Lithuanian

u* Navaho
u" Navaho
U° Choctaw
'U Osage

W Welsh

w^ Fox

Y Takelma

w ! Tsimshian

X Cherokee

X Chinook

X' Chinook, Kwakiutl

Kwakiutl

Y Dutch
^ Bohemian, Icelandic, Slovak

Y Welsh

yy Fox

y ! Tsimshian

Z Dakota, Lithuanian, Polish

2 Pohsh, Wendish

Z Persian

Z Persian

Z Bohemian, Latvian, Lithua-

nian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovak,

Slovenian, Wendish
* Dakota, Fox, Iroquoian, Maidu,

Malay, Persian, Pima, Samoan
Cree, Dakota, Fox, Hupa, Iro-

quoian, Persian, Pima, Samoan
' Hupa, Malay, Navaho, Persian,

Samoan
' Iroquoian, Kwakiutl

Malay
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LANGUAGES USING CERl

Albanian: AlQfiEEIOU
Anglo-Saxon: A^J^EIOO D'SU
Bohemian: A C D d' df E I 6 R S t

Caddoan: a d a a * a* a*

Catalonian: AgfiElIOOUU
Cherokee: a ^ ?i f k k* 6" 5 o* 5° t* u x

Chinook: a 4 a e e g g' i i k* k! k'! l

t ! 5 6 p ! q ! tc ! ts ! u X X* •

Choctaw: A A"^ 0° U"*

Cree: A I
*

Dakota: 4C'CGflhIKK*-PP'S
T U Z '

*

Dutch: AAEEIIOO'y'
Eskimo: A E I O 00 R'

Eskimo: (no. 2) : a a 5 g q ii

Esperanto: C G H J §

Finnish: A A 0
Fox: a ^ a e i *k m™ n° o 'p 's 't

'tc He w'' yy *

'

French: AAgfiE^fiEllOtrtJt
Gaelic: Al3Ct)6f5liiidpstl3
German: A 0
Greek, see p. 69.

Hawaiian: A 1 0 U
Hungarian: AfilCOOtJtU
Hupa: e i n o u *

^

Icelandic: AD^filoOtJ^
Iroquoian: aaaadggiinii^**'
Italian: A 1 O t
Kwakiutl: a a a e e e g* i 1 k" k! k"!

L l! 6 p! q! t! ts! x' x" •
'

Latin: AAEEIIOOut

JN DIACRITICAL MARKS
Latvian: AACDZEE:^9glllK

OJ^StJUZ
Lithuanian: 4CJ5EEEIS UUIJ
Z Z

Maidu: aa£ieik!noop!t!uii'
Malay transliteration : AA AAE E I'

"

'

Navaho: a' a " ^ ^" ae se' ce" e' e" §
i' i " k' n o* o " u* u " s f 2 g

*

Osage: Q 'E I '11° '1= K 'O O'* 'U P
T

Persian transliteration: A E H I O §
U Z Z " '

Pima: 4 a a e i fi 6 ii lj ng t* d* k* p* *

'

Polish: 4 C DZ D^ ^ N 0 S gC 2 Z
Portuguese: AAAQ£eI06
Portuguese (reformed) : A A A A Q E
fi^iiiooOouti

Rumanian: AAAII^TIJ
Samoan: A A A I 6 U ' *

Serbo-Croatian: C C D d DZ S ^
Slovak: ACDd'dffiEll^LrNCR
STtttJUlf Z

Slovenian: C E 0 S Z

Spanish: A I 6 IJ tJ

Swedish: A A O
Tagalog: AAAfifefillll^oO
0 U U tJ

Takelma:a a* e® e i» I k^ k! 6° o p! s* t!

ts! ts"! u*^ ii ii" ii V
Tsimshian: aaaeegg'gilk'k*!
l!m!n!o6p!q!t!rts!w!y!«

Turkish (New): AQGlKO^t-U
Welsh: tw
Wendish: Bb'OCDZELrLI^I^
OO^RgsWz^

Zuni: ak££p?tcts
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AFRIKAANS

Char-
acter Tone value and remarks

a Wlien closed/ like a in sat; open, like a in farthing

b b; final, soimded like p
c c, hard ; used only in proper names
ch ch in Scotch loch
d d; final, sound of t; preceded by I, n, or r. sound is assimilated

with preceding consonant

e e; closed, as in get; open in accented syllable, as in merely, but
in unaccented syllable as in manner

f In inflected forms sounds like w
g ch in loch, but when preceded by r (and sometimes I) and followed

by semiaccented 6, like ^ in go
gh g in go
ghw gu in guano
h A,, voiced
i i in wit in accented syllable ; e in unaccented syllable

ie ea in speak, but much shorter

j
2/ in year; never ^'

k k
I I

m m
n n
ng ng^ in singer

o 0 in pot, when in closed syllable; oo in moor, in open syllable

6 aw in law
oe 00 in foot, but shorter ; when followed by r, as u in rule

p p
T Always well trilled

s s in so

sch sk, except final when it is s; used in proper names only
sj sj in the English sjambok (sham'bek)
t t

^

u u in thus, when closed; u in German liber when open
V /; w is substituted where its syllable does not have the principal

stress

w V in very ; never w
X ks; used only in proper names
z s; used only in proper names
ai i in might
aai y, long, in why

1 A syllable ending in a consonant is closed; in a vowel or diphthong, open.

By act of the Parliament of the Union of South Africa, Afrikaans has been
adopted as the official language.

Capitalization

Use capitals as initials of geographic names, except when used adjectively;

names of religions, sects, and church organizations; any name referring to the
Deity; principal words in names of books, periodicals, and newspapers; principal
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words in titles of articles, etc.; titles of honor; names of months, weeks, and feast
days, and also any word to which the writer wishes to direct special attention.
The article 'n is not capitalized, even though it occurs at the beginning of a

sentence.

Cardinal numbers
een one tien ten
twee two eu eleven
drie three twaalf twelve
vier four Qertien thirteen
vyf nvc iwinug twenty
ses six een-en-twintig twenty-one
sewe seven honderd hundred

eight duisend thousand
nege nine

Ordinal numbers
eerste first tiende tenth
twede second elfde eleventh
derde third twaalfde twelfth
vierde fourth dertiende thirteenth
vyfde fifth twintigste twentieth
sesde sixth een-en-twintigste twenty-first
sewende seventh honderdste hundredth
ag(t)ste eighth duisendste thousandth
negende ninth

Months
Januarie
Februarie
Maart
Aprilmaand
Mei
Junie

Days
Sondag
Maandag
Dinsdag
Woensdag

Seasons

lente
somer

Time
uur
dag
week

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

sprmg
summer

hour
day
week

Julie

Augustus
September
Oktober
November
Desember

Donderdag
Vrydag
Saterdag

herfg
winter

maand
jaar
jaarhonderd

July
August
September
October
November
December

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

autumn
winter

month
year
century

Articles to be disregarded in filing

die 'n
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ALBANIAN

A a a in father NJ nj ni in opinion

B b b 0 0 0 in only

C c ts in nets P P
Q 9 ch in church Q q ky sound in cute
D d d (always)

DH dh th in father R r r, weak
E e e in end RR rr r strongly trilled

sE e a in table S s

F f /. SH sh sh in shut
G g g in garden T t t

GJ gj gy sound in exiguous TH th th in thin

H h h; almost kh U u 00 in ooze
I i ee in greet V V V

K k k X X dz in adze
J j y in young XH xh dj in adjective

L 1 gl in Italian egli Y y -u, French
LL U 11 in wall Z z z

M m m ZH zh s in pleasure
N n n

The Albanian was formerly written in Turkish, Greek, and Latin characters in

the different parts of the country, but Latin is now the official script for the two
principal dialects, Gheg and Tosk, and there is evidence of a strong Latin influ-

ence in the root words, as also in capitalization.

Syllabication

Division is on the vowel, with a consonant going with the next syllable; if

there be two consonants they may be divided, unless it be the indivisible dh, gj,

II, nj, rr, xh, or zh.

Accent

The stress generally, though not always, falls on the next to the last syllable,

e.g., Pipilo; but also VasU (Basil), and kungulli (pumpkin); the accent is seldom
written, however, but when the circumflex is used it indicates that the vowel
is stiongly nasalized.

Articles

The indefinite article (nji) precedes the noun and is variable for both masculine
and feminine.
The definite article is i for masculine singular, a for feminine singular, and

t for both masculine and feminine plural. It is never a separate word, but always
a suflax, e.g., mal, mountain, and mali, the mountain; are, field, and ara, the field;

male, mountains, and malet, the mountains; ara, fields, and arat, the fields.

The attributive article is always a separate word and is found before every
attributive genitive, most adjectives, and all possessive pronouns. It agrees
with its antecedent noun in number, gender, and case.

Cardinal numbers
one dh(j)et ten

dy two njimedh^te eleven
tre, tri three dymbedhete twelve
kdter four trimbedh^te'l

thirteen
pese five trimdhete /
gjdshte six njizet twenty
shtate seven nji qind

mije
hundred

tete eight thousand
nand nine
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Ordinal numbers
pari
dyti
treti, treta
kd,tert

p^set(i)

gjdshtet
shtdt^t
teti

n4nde(t)

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth

Months
jan^r
frder, shkurt
mars
prill, -i

maj
qershor
qorriq
gusht, -i

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

Days
di^le

hdne
marte
merkdre

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Seasons

prendv^re, -a
vere

spring
summer

Time
6re
dite

hour
day
week

dh(j)6tet
njimedh^te
dymbedh^tet
trimbedhetel
trimdh^ti j

njizetet
qindet
mijte

tenth
eleventh
twelfth

thirteenth

twentieth
hundredth
thousandth

shtatder"!
shtator j
tetderl
tetor /
nandderl
nentor J

dhetderl
djetor J

September

October

November

December

enjte
premte
shtdne

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

vj^shte
dimen

autumn
winter

mdaj
vjet

month
year
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ANGLO-SAXON

A a a in German Mann N n n
A si Preceding* sound lenQ'th.- 0 0 0 in German Gott

ened u U 1 1 1 lUW

M SB U> SJJ. iX \J V <? 0 m not
nil Preceding sound length- D

*l k

;

ened
V HB b h

L/ c K
p P P

JJ

hi

d Ja
R r r, trilled

S s Voiceless sound, except s

e in let, men between vowels has z

!' sound
e e m tiiey i t

j;

t

r I (

)

TTu u u in full

G g u ii u in rule
XTH n w w w
I i i in hit X X X

I i ^ in machine Y y u in German hiibsch

L 1 I CE ce 0 in German schon

M m m

1 The Jew or qu sound is represented by cw ; C8 has value of x.
2 This letter has two values. In the initial and final positions, in the combinations if,

f8, ft, and in the medial position it has the usual (voiceless) sound ; between vowels and
voiced consonants it has the sound of v.

« Almost always like g in German sagen. or like y in you, according to its pronunciation
with guttural or palatal vowels ; when doubled it is pronounced like g in go ; eg sounds
like dg in ridge.

* Like h in German ach when guttural, otherwise as h in German ich.
5 These two characters are used without distinction to give the th sound as in thin, ex-

cept between vowels and voiced consonants where the voiced spirant is employed, as in
thine. The second is called " thorn."

The Anglo-Saxon is of Teutonic origin; introduced into England about tiie

fifth century, the West Saxon dialect became dominant for literary purposes
during the reign of Alfred the Great (871-901), and maintained its supremacy
until the close of the Anglo-Saxon period.
The following is a sample of one of the Anglo-Saxon faces of type used in the

classical period:

Capitals: 55:BEDeFI});)IKL0QNOPR8TUFX YZDp3
Lower case : abcbep^hi^klmnopj^jiftupxyz^

Diphthongs
The diphthongs are ie, le, ea, ea, eo, eo, io, lo, and these (both long and short)

receive the stress on the first element, the second, being unaccented, is very
much obscured in pronunciation; ea, ea is equivalent to ae + a (perhaps more
nearly ae + uih) ; otherwise the component parts will be pronounced as shown
in the table.

Accent
Simple words are accented on the first syllable, while substantive compounds

receive the stress on the first and the accent of the second component is usually

retained as a secondardy stress. A verbal compound is accented on the radicle

syllable of the verb, the prefix beings unaccented.
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Cardinal numbers
an one
twegen, tii, twa two
Srie, Srio ( Sreo ) three
flower (feower) four
fif five

siex six

siofon (seofon) seven
eahta eight
nigon nine

tien
^ndlefan, -lefan, -lufan
twelf
Sreotiene, -tene, -tyne
twentig
an Qnd twentig
hundteoutig, hund,

)^

hundred J

Susend

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one

hundred

thousand

Ordinal numbers
forma, formesta, fir- eahtoSa, -eSa, -eo6a eighth

mest, fyrest, fyrst

;

1
first nigoSa, -eSa, -eoCa ninth

aerest teoSa tenth
Sder, sefterra second cndlefta, eHefta eleventh
Sridda third twelfta twelfth
feowerSa, feorfia fourth Sreoteo'Sa thirteenth
fifta fifth twentigoSa, -tiga twentieth
siexta sixth an ^nd twentigoSa twenty-first

seofoSa, -eSa seventh hundteoutigoSa hundredth
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ARABIC

Name Isolated Final Median Initial
Transliteration

tone value Eemarks

Alif 1 I Spiritus lenis

Be ;
h

Te ; t-

Se ; t English thy mute

Jim 9 Varies in different dialects, hard
g in gay to the French j

He T
s_

9c >- h Strongly aspirated

Khe r 9t, >• b As in Scotch loch, guttural

Dal A d

Zal d Weak glottal

Re r

Ze 3 z Voiced, as s in sat

Sin s Mute, as s in German
griiszen

Shin
* *

I sh

Sad •a s sz, glottal

Dad J" l> d d, hard, glottal

Ta J. J* k \> t t, hard, glottal

Za z is, usually

Ain t c
e

Semitic guttural

Ghain t 9 Soft g

Fe » f

Qafi
(i a 9 9 Guttural, hard

Kef ij k Soft

Lam J J I

Mim
C r

« in

Nun j <>
1 n

He a « h

Waw2 J w English bilabial w

Ye iS t5 •
1 J

1 Also KM. 2 Also Vav.
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The expansion of Islam during the 7th and 8th centuries spread the Arabic
language over many countries where it is spoken in one form or another and
sometimes in connection with a local language. Its influence is manifest even in
modern Spanish. There are dialectic differences even in Arabia, but the WTitten
language has almost invariably conformed to that type which is called "classical
Arabic".
Most pure Arabic words can be traced back to a triliteral root, and some of

two consonants only. For instance, from the root ktb (write), we get katahnd
(we wrote), naktuba (we will write), katih'^^ (writing, a writer), etc.

The Arabic verb has but two tenses: Perfect and imperfect. The meaning
of the simple verb may be modified by the addition of one or more letters to the
root, in which manner about 14 conjugations may be formed.

There are two articles: Definite, al (the) preceding the noun, and the indefi-

nite, un (a, an) attached to the end of a noun, etc., al maliki (the king) ; malikun
(a king).
There are two declensions of nouns in the singular and only two genders,

masculine and feminine.
With the exception of the first two, which are adjectives, the cardinal numbers

are all substantives and are followed, from 3 to 10, by the genitive of the broken
plural whenever possible, taking the feminine form when the objects numbered
are masculine, and vice versa; from 11 to 99 by the accusative singular, and from
100 to 1,000 by the genitive singular.

There is no record of any written Arabic literature prior to the Koran, and the
poems and proverbs of the northern Arabs really form the beginning of Arabic
literature.

Note.—The characters Ain and Ghain appear to be hard gutturals; Ghain is

always g, but from a grammatical standpoint Ain cannot be well defined in any
of the three Near Eastern languages. While at best it has only a very short
sound, it cannot be omitted from the alphabet because of the effect it has on the
proper pronunciation of the words.

It is also considered a vowel, especially at the beginning of words, taking the
place of o, a, ^, i, u, u. In a median position it generally takes the place of i or n,
depending mainly on the proper relation of the words and its nearest tran-

scription and pronunciation into the Latin alphabet.
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ARABIC LIGATURES

Lam-Alif 4 Ain-Jim Lam-Mim

^. Be-Lam-Alif Ghain-Jim
>Kef-Lam

Lam-Be-Mun

Be-Alif
Fe-Jim

Kaf-Lam-Dal Lam-Ta-Mim

Id
Ta-Alif

Qaf-Jim
Lam-Dai Mim-Mim

fee-Aiii \. 1* *t

Lam-Zal Mim-Jim-
1.

I JN un-Alii
i- Fe-He Mim

Lam-Re

I Ye-Alif
% Oaf-Hp

JjA Lam-Ze
Mim-He-Mim

Mim-Khe-
Jim-Alif i- Fe-Se Lam-He Mim

He-Alif
r>- Kef-Jim Lam-Waw He-Mim

Khe-Alif Kef-He t Be-Lam-He Be-Nun

Ain-Alif
'

Kef-Khe Lam-Lam Be-He

5 1

t-
TiflTTl-.TTTTI AW AW 1 idrl 1 l-J-jdlll-lXC

Kef-He

uw Fe-Alif Lam-He Jim-Lam
Kaf-Lam-He

"1*

Qaf-Alif Lam-Khe
1 He-Lam C? Be-Ye

u Mim-Alif
i Lam-Mim- Khe-Lam Ta-Ye

Be-Mim-Alif
i

Jmi

Lam-Mim-He Be-Mim (J
tee- 1 e

1- Ta-Mim- AlifX Cl lVJ.lliJ.~XXi.ll

Lam-Mim- Be-Be-Mim (J Nun-Ye

\» Sp-MTtti- Alif Khe
if Be-Ta-Mim \^ Ye-Ye

Nun-Mim- IVIim-Jim Be-Se-Mim Jim-Ye
Alif Mim-He ^ Be-Nun-Mim He-Ye

!<• Ye-Mim-Alif

He-Mim-Alif C Mim-Khe
Ba-Ye-Mim

Khe-Ye

Kef-Alif
He-Jim

J?- Jim-Mim
oin- i e

Kef-Mim- Be-Re ^- He-Mim bmn- Ye

Alif Te-Re Khe-Mim Ta-Ye

X\.ei — 1 l<h \ 1 1
—XTlIII Se-Re

i:
Lam-Jim-
Mim

\' I" rj- "SjTi

T» - "r» —Be-Be J J" Nun-Re
i-

Lam-He-Mim Ain-Ye

Be-Be
/.^ Ye-Re

3-
Lam-Khe- Ghain-Ye

d^ Be-Jim Ain-Re
Mim

Fe-Ye

r>e-±ie
0^ Ain-Sa

A 1 T1 —IvTimxXl11~ IVJ.1111

i J Qaf-Ye

Be-Khe Ghain-Ra Ghain-Mim Kef-Ye

f Sad-Jim
Ghain-Sa

Fa-Mim Kef-Lam-Ye

f Dad-Jim

$ad-He

Mim-Re

Mim-Sa

i i Qaf-Mim

Kef-Mim
Lam-Ye

Mim-Ye
Dad-He He-Re

Kef-Lam-
Mim He-Ye
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ARMENIAN

a dz 9
21

dsh(tch)

' r bCp) h ^ Vfe/
IL n. rhfr)

^ CI ' T > h < h u u u s

' r ' C d(t) a d 2 ds J «/ J y

h h n n n nL s Ul in

9 n ry
li diCi^ p r U

b t h t KS IT if IT m 8 a aU ts(tz)
w
e 3 J 3 y(h) 1. u(v)

fh p th(t) \ a n Ph(p)
3- J- zh 2 sh f $ q(kh)

^ t ^ b i n n n o(wo) 0 0 o 6(o)

I I I. L 1 a ch * & ?• f

h ]u la [u kh "1 P(b)

^ b = i instead of e in the ending buM^ or biuul^^ in family names, e.g.,

Dashfan not Dashean.

This table shows the vertical and slant letters of Armenian with their Eng-

lish equivalents. In the roman transliteration columns, the first letter repre-

sents "classical" Armenian; the second letter (in parentheses) modern Arme-

nian usage, when it differs. In case the latter mode is followed, letters enclosed

in parentheses must be used to avoid confusion.

Vowels are: um {a),b {eovye), ^ (e),^ (e),^ {i), n (oovwo), u {uorv),o (o).

Compound vowels : m/., muj, buM, bo, bu, pi., tiL. and nj.

Diphthongs : ^u/, [tn, jto, jmL., nuji, ni.^, nt-ui, ni.n, ^n, l^nt. and J^Jt.

Contractions : L for bu, and ifit for i/*2#.

Capitalization is the same as in English

Accents are not used in Armenian.

Syllabication

In the division of Armenian words, a syllable is usually an articulate sound,

as

—

uin. ar, %ui na, rf-uap tar, wqui aghd, npiT worm, ftuiprj- part, t^-iunii karn.

A syllable may also be composed of six letters, as

—

ubiuifp^ siampk, ^f^pp^
chiurpk. Two or three consonants are sometimes formed before or after a

vowel. Double consonants often mark the end of a syllable, as miupp darr,

^ujquj^^ caghack, but a syllable may end with a vowel or diphthong if it is

preceded by one or more consonants. Separated syllables usually begin with a

consonant. Compound vowels or diphthongs are never separated in the division

of words.

Articles

Indefinite article «/*^ (a or an) follows the noun to which it belongs. The

iffi becomes ifph when it is followed by a word which begins with a vowel, as

iuij bif, bii^, ^p, etc.

Definite article ^ (the) is added to the end of nouns terminating in a conso-

nant, and If to nouns ending in a vowel.
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Figures
Figures (1, 2, 3, etc.), are used as in English.

The letters of the Armenian alphabet are also used as numbers. [In classic

literature a line is generally placed over the letters when used as numbers] :

Ul 1 J. 10 Ok n. 1 flflA

F 2 b 20 J' 200 MM 2000

t 8 L 30 J 800 L 3000

t 4 40 400 in 4000

b 5 50 t 500 V 5000

1 6 k 60 n 600 B 6000

k 7 70 t 700 L. 7000

C 8 80 800 b 8000

9
n.

90 I 900 9000

The new letters o and ^ have no numerical value.

Cardinal numbers
zero uiluu'hbubo ft^ seventeen

one uiUl u'iibun L.p-fi^ eighteen

two inuiu'bbL.ji'ii
fi^ nineteen

three ^uuAm twenty

four ^uuAibL.if1^1^ twenty-one

<bH five bpbuntii thirty

six ^LurLLuunL^U forty

seven Jjiuntil fifty

eight tjjup-until sixty

t^a nine boP'u/iiUlun til seventy

ten nlJJun til eighty

mtuu'uhLjTi^ eleven jiiiiiuniii ninety

uiuju\ibp Ij^n L. twelve AuipItup hundred
uiuju'iibpb^ thirteen bp l^n L.^ Ulji^1 two hundred
uiiuuiibu^npu fourteen bjjib Ulp^ three hundred

utuju'bbi.^ ji^tj. fifteen ^ UlfJUl

p

thousand

UlUlu'bbt-ij^b^ sixteen ifji^Jin^ million

Ordinal numbers
uinui^jiii

bftpnpij.

t"FF"Vt
4 ji^ij-bpnpi^

ilbgbpnjiij.

bopiibpn p.rj.

nup-bpnptj.

yViibpnpt^
tnuiu^bpnpij.

first

second

third

fourth

fifth

sixth

seventh

eighth

ninth

tenth

^u lu'tibpnpij.

bpbuniiibpnpq.

j^untiib

pnpij.

pnpij.

iibpnpq.

ui'iiUlun tilbpnp ij^

i[uip

bop
ni-Puniiibpnpij-

ji'iAiun liibpnptj-

^uipftL-pbpnpr^

Auitjuipbpnpq.

twentieth

thirtieth

fortieth

fiftieth

sixtieth

seventieth

eightieth

ninetieth

hundredth

thousandth

Months
Sntiint-Uip

<l>bmpn L.UI

ITtupin

ITUlJ^U
Qntii^u

January
February

March
April

May
June

Qnt^iJiu

Ubui

'hbll

nuuinu
mbiTpbp

niimbifpbp
jbifpbp

bifpbp

July

August
September

October

November
December
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Days
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Seasons

ujtflun.

spring

summer
autumn
winter

Time
tf-tMltf

op

uin.uii.oui

hour

day

week
month
year

morning

^tUUlflif^

HturjiuhrL

noon
evening

Easter

Christmas

'Onp 5«'/»^New Year's

Day

Abbreviations

[In classic literature a line is placed

uitf. uiifL'huij'h (all, whole)

Ikh-* Huutnt-uib^ (Deity)

fiilif * fiustini-if (many, several)

L bu (and)

^ » p^rj- (in, on)

Pn* PnjIJ (poison)

/^i/ . u^l^u (as, same as)

i^i/ . ij^uiuli (for)

///I. IJnLpp (Saint)

^uiuj* ^uiuini-b^li (Rev.)

/JcA. fiJ^p^J^ (Dr.)

^uipn'ii (Mr.)

Conjunctions most frequently used
bi., L, or nu = and

bi.u = still, more
liuitf, = or, either

jp.iujg, ui
jn^
— but

t(LlL'"J Pk = lest

iu'ju ^ = it is, to-wit

pi/^ti^^u, n£iu£i^u = as

ifl/L^rj-bn. = whereas, wherefore

np = that

^ui^p^ = than

^lubi. = also

«#^ = too

pi^' ... p^' = both ... and

iJuiV ... l^tu'if = either ... or

"t "'L
~

the abbreviated letters]

Of,* Oplinpq. (Miss)

AbrL* ^bnuirpftp (manuscript)

pb. pbpp (folio)

p* pjiL (number)

^fi * Itup^ (series)

ij-^tf * ^Jfiji^-^//' (versus, against)

bt.ui . bi.iujfp (et cetera)

iuju* «/y/#/ri#^i/ (that is)

IT * \r * IT[lUJtjbujf \fUJ^ui*iitjibp

(United States)

ttJ*. }lifbp[,liui (America)

t "' "' t ~ ii^^ther ... nor

ij[uiu'ii = for

Jiulf = even

tuji^bi. = but also

uijuufl^u — so

uijbufl^u np = SO that

bpfi, bpp.np = when, as

P^bt. = though

nLuujp = therefore

t^pq- — then

iffiii^bi. np = until

^uihifi np = since

*^b^t ~ ^l^ile

bp^ = otherwise

p^ jih^uL. = why
^buibupuip = consequently
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BOHEMIAN (Czech)

A a 0 in done N n

A a Ll/ 1 1 1 CLX 1 1 1 N n ny in canvon ^

B b 6 0 0 0 in opinion

C c 0 6 0 in lord

C 6 c/^ in child p P P
.

D d Q q 5 in question ^

f) d'

d

d in French diable R r r in rest

E e e in end R r rsh ^

E e e in ere S s s in sink

fin m V^AQfifnrlp ^ S s sh

J? 1
T t f in test

t/ ill gitiaU f t'

t

^ m French tien

H h in ham U u u in push
IT 1, y 2 in lick u in rude
I,Y i, y i in pique V V ?;

J j y in yes X X X in expect ^

K k c^' in stick Z z 2 in zeal

L 1 I Z z 2 in azure
M m m

1 Takes sound of d' when followed by e or i.

' When it follows d, n, t, these letters take soft sound of d', n, V, and e then sounds like «.

' Occurs only in foreign words.
* Sound of ny when followed by e or i.

5 iV"is used quite frequently for n in modern publications.
8 Peculiar to Bohemian.

g, q, and x appear only in foreign words.
The Bohemian language is divided into three dialects—Pure Czech, Moravian,

and Slovak. As in many of the other continental countries, the Latin alphabet
has replaced the German.

Stress is invariably on the first syllable.

Vowels with the acute accent are sounded long.
Punctuation is according to the general rules of the English language.

Syllabication

Division occurs after a vowel, as stra-ka, ha-vl-na. In the second syllable of
the latter it will be observed that I (as also is true of r and v), frequently has the
characteristics of a vowel.
The consonants sk, sk, st, st, and sd must not be divided, and they form the

beginning of a syllable.

Division also occurs between two vowels or two consonants.
When ly r, or f occur before a vowel, they also take along the preceding con-

sonant (with the exception of n), and also the indivisible consonants sk, sk, st,

st, and sd.

Cardinal numbers
jeden "j osm eight
jedna > one devet nine
jedno J deset ten
dva"!

two jedendct eleven
dvej dvandct twelve
tfi three trinket thirteen
ctyfi four dvacet twenty
pet five dvadcet jeden twenty-one
§est six stovka hundred
sed(u)m seven tisic thousand
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Ordinal numbers

prvnij
druh^
tfeti

ctvrt;^-

I>m
sesty
sedm;^
osmy

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

Months
leden (led.)

unor (un.)

bfezen (bfez.)

duben (dub.)

rn^f1 *-t.)

cerven (cerv.)

January
February
March
April

May
June

Days
nedele
pondef
uterf
stfeda

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Seasons

jaro, n.

vesna, /.

leto, balvan,"!

hlavni, tram/

spring

summer

Time
hodina
den
tyden

hour
day
week

desd,t^

jedendet^
dvanact^
tfindcty
dvacdtj-
st^
tislci

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
thousandth

cervenec (cervec.)
srpen (srp.)

zd,fi

fijen (flj.)

listopad (list.)

prosinec (pros.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

ctvrtek
pdtek
sobota

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

podzim"!
jesen j

autumn

winter

mesic
rok

month
year
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BULGARIAN

A a (X in father C c

B 6 b T T t

B B V y y 00 in book
r r g in good /

X X ch in Scotch loch

E e 6 in very ^ d; in hoots

5K s in pleasure ch in church
3 3 z m m sh in shawl
H H i in ink ni; sA^ or st in German
a H V in boy Stein

K K k T> 16 as in but; at the end
JI JI I L :l of a word mute.^

M M m 'B le or ye ^

H H n K) K) u in union
0 (0 0 in mother H ya in yard
n n V u in but
P P r m

1 When "B is mute it is for the purpose of rendering the preceding consonant hard; when B is mute, it ren-

ders the preceding consonant soft.

2 In an accented syllable often pronounced like the H (ya)

.

3 This letter originally occurred in Old Slavonic and had a nasal pronunciation. Now, however, nasals
are found only in some of the Bulgarian dialects.

* This letter seems to be going out of use, being sometimes supplanted by fl, pronounced very short.

The Bulgarian language belongs to the southeastern Slavic group; but during
the 500 years of Turkish domination it has absorbed many foreign elements,
both from the Turkish and from the languages of the neighboring states. Out-
side of ecclesiastical works the alphabet used is that of the Russian Cyrillic

plus the addition of two Bulgarian characters, and iao. The vowel sound o of

the Tb of the old Bulgarian Cyrillic is retained. The final i. is mute.
Punctuation is very similar to that in the English language.
Initial capital letters are used for all proper names, including proper adjec-

tives; also names of months and days of the week.

Syllabication

Division of words is the same as in the Russian (p. 147).

Cardinal numbers
CAHHt, efi;Ha, e^no one
^Ba, flB'fe two
Tpu three
^eT(e)pH four
neTij five

mecTB six

ceneMij seven
oceMB eight

aeseTB 0

eAHHaficeTB
ji;BaHaiiceTi>

TpHHanceTB
;];Bafi:eceTi>

CTO
XHJlH^a

nme
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
n-BpsHfi
n-Lpsa
ntpBO
BTOpHfi"!

BTopa >

BTOpO J

first

second

TpeTHfil
TpeTa >

TpeTo J

HeTBtpTHa^
neTHH:
mecTH^

third

fourth
fifth

sixth

1 Beginning with this number only the masculine forms of the ordinals are given. The feminine
and neuter may be formed, as in the preceding three cases, by changing mm. to a and o, respectively.

67289°—35 3
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Ordinal numbers-

ceAMHfi
OCMHft

aeceTHii
CAHHaficeTHS
ABanaficeTHfi

-Continued

seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth

Months
ilnyapH
<l)eBpyapH
MapT
AnpHjii)
Mafl
K)hh

January
February
March
April
May
June

Days
HeA-fejia

nOHe^'fejIHHK'L
BTOpHHKt
Cp-tfla

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Seasons

npoji^TB
JT-feTO

spring
summer

Time
HacT. y

caaTtj
fleHb
ceAMHii;a"l

HeA-fejiff J

hour

day

week

Articles to be disregarded in filing

Tt, Ta, to; pi. T-fe

efliHH-L, eAua, eAHo

TpHHaflceTHfi
ABaftceTHfi
CTOTHli 1

CTOTHHH

/

xHjia^i;HHfi

thirteenth
twentieth

hundredth

thousandth

IOjih
AerycTTb
CenxeMBpH
Oktombph
HoeMBpn
J^eKCMBpH

July
August
September
October
November
December

^eTBtpTtK-B
IleT'LK'L

CatSoTa

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

eceHb
3HMa

autumn
winter

M'fecen;'B

roAHHa
month
year
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BURMESE

Character Transliteration Character Transliteration Character Transliteration

a O ga 3 da

S30 gha O dhd
•

% C nga na

a/
I

u

o

90

ca

cha

o
v9

O

pa

pJia

ha

©
8 u ©1 jha 00 7 7

olia

G e

it

na

ta

o

GO

ma

ya

> 0

au

O
9
0

tha

da

dlia
•

OO

O

00

ra

la

wa

sa

an OD na 00 ha

oo ka OO ta 39 a

9 IdIa oo tha
8

la
•

Note.—Continental sounds are used in transliteratioa

Vowel signs

n 1 1 . .. 6 G O G -CT

d i z u u e d o au
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This alphabet is borrowed from the old rock-cut Pali of India, and thus, together
with a number of its words, is of Indian origin.

The language is monosyllabic and agglutinative, and is more nearly like the
Chinese than the Indian. A single syllable may have a great many meanings,
depending on the tone used or the manner in which the syllable is stressed. In
writing, these syllables are differentiated by accents (points) which are placed un-
der or after the characters. A point under the character indicates the soft or
acute accent, while two, one above the other, after the character indicate the
grave accent.

With English, Burmese is the official language of Burma, although Hindostani
is widely spoken.

Numerals

2

1

6

5 6 9

0

2. 3 7

4 O 8
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CATALONIAN

Char-
acter Tone value

a a in Spanish ; a in French Paris ; a in French ame ; e in German Gabe

c k; kk after accent; g before voiced tone; mute in nc; s before e

g s before a, o, u; s, voiced, before m
ch k; occurs only in chor, choral, chorista

d (i as initial and before or after consonants ; th between vowels and
voiced consonants; t before unvoiced tone and as final; g in

combination dj; mute after n and between r and s

e e, open, in French mere
;
e, closed, in French e; as in German Gabe

f / .. . .

g ^, hard, as initial and before a, o, u, and a consonant m the initial

syllable
; gg in the combination gly but only when it occurs after

the stressed syllable
;
kj when before final mute s; g, medium soft,

between a vowel and mute consonant; g, soft, when initial

before e or i; gg, soft, in the combination tg or ig; ch in the com-
bination (final) ig; French j when initial before e or i; ng as in

ring before n
gu g, hard, before e or i; g, medium soft, after a vowel and before e

or i; gu before a; gu, medium soft, after a vowel and before a
gii gw in Gwendolyn, before e or i

h Always mute
i 6 in we
j j in Jew when initial ; otherwise French j
k k; occurs only in foreign words
I I, when initial and elsewhere when between vowels ; I in milk when

at close of a word or syllable
;
Ij in combination tl

1.1 II, generally pronounced as a single I

II II, like II in Spanish gallo

m m
n n; ng before c or g; sometimes nj before II or x; m before a labial

ny n, as in Spanish
o o, open, as in French mort; o, closed, as in German so; u in

unstressed syllables

p JO, before and between consonants; like Italian p before vowels;

pp in the combination pie, when after the stress; b when final

and the following word begins with a voiced tone ; mute after m
qu k, before e or i; gu as in Enghsh before a or o

qii qw, same sound as in question
r r, weak Ungual between and after vowels and after all consonants,

except I, m, n; roUed lingual when final, after I, m, n, or when
doubled ; mute when final in -er, -ar, -or, or in carnselada

s s, voiceless, sharp, when initial of word or syllable after a conso-
nant, as well as before a mute consonant or at the end of a word,
and in ss; z, between vowels, before vowels and h, and after n;
mute in the combination igs

t t, before and between consonants; Spanish t before a vowel; d,

before a voiced sound; g, in the combinations tg, tj; ce, ci in tx;

mute when final after n, I; before II; in the verbal ending
4tzar=i2a; before m, and between r or s
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CATALONIAN—Continued

Char-
acter Tone value

u u, closed, as in German Uhr; mute when the preceding word ends
in a vowel

;
it, which occurs in the combinations gii or qii before

By has the gw or qiv sound
V b, when initial and after a consonant

; v, bilabial between vowels
X ks, in the prefix ex- before a mute consonant

;
gz between vowels

;

Sj ts sound, when initial, when initial after a consonant, when
final, and in the combinations (Italian) in combination
tx; z in combination ix between vowels in syntactic combina-
tions; gg in combination tx between vowels, as also before
voiced consonants in syntactic combinations

z s in German Rose, when initial or toward end of word
;
unvoiced,

sharp s after t

Note.—y occurs only in the combination ny.

Catalonian is the language of 4,500,000 people living in a long and rather broad
district extending along the eastern border of Spain, the island of Sardinia, and
in the French Departement des Pyrenees Orientales. There is an extremely wide
divergence in the dialects spoken in the different districts, but Central Catalonian,
which is used in Barcelona, is the literary language of the present. Catalonian
is one of the so-called Romance languages.

Accents and signs

The grave and acute accents are used to indicate not only stress but also the
quality of the vowel bearing the accent. The grave denotes the open and the
acute the closed vowel. The a takes only the former, i and u only the latter.

The cedilla g is used for the unvoiced s sound before a, o, or u.

The apostrophe indicates the elision of a vowel, as Vhome, the man.
The hyphen is used to divide syllables, in compounding, and to connect the

verb and the personal pronoun: pa-re, father; compta-goteSj drop counter; vestir-se,

he dresses.

The dieresis is used on the 'i to denote that it does not form a diphthong with
the vowel preceding, and on the u to show that the u is to be sounded in the
combinations gwe, giii, que, qiii.

The stress is either on the last syllable, or, most often, on the penult or the ante-
penult. In view of the uncertainty of locating the proper stress, it is suggested
that a sign be used only in case the stress is on the antepenultimate or on the last

syllable, and thus all words not bearing a written accent would be stressed on
the penult.

Syllabication

A single consonant goes with the following syllable: ne-bo-da, niece; the same is

true of the semiconsonants i and u when between vowels: es-gla-iar, frighten;
pe-ua-da, footprint; also the second of a double consonant: im-md-bil, immovable.
The combinations bl, br, cl, cr, dr, fl, gl, gr, gu, II, ny, pi, pr, qu, and ir also go
with the following syllable. The first of a double consonant does not go over,
and the prefixes des, en, and trans always remain intact.

The articles

Definite: Singular Plural

Masculine el, V els

Feminine la, V les

Indefinite:

Masculine un uns
Feminine una unes

Personal:
Masculine en
Feminine na, n'
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Cardinal numbers
un, u, una
dos, dugues(/)
ties

quatre
cine
sis

set

vuit
nou

Ordinal numbers
primer
segon
terg, tercer
quart
cinqu^, quint
sise, sext
sete, septim
vuite, octau

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth

d^u
onze
dotze
tretze
vint
vintiun, vintiu
cent, -es (/)

doscent, -centes (/)

mil

dese, decim
onz6
dotze
tretze
vinte
ventiun^
cente
mile, milesim

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one
hundred
two hundred
thousand

tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
twenty-first
hundredth
thousandth

The ordinals also have a feminine which is formed as follows: Those ending in

a consonant take an a (primera), while na is added to those ending in e, and the
accent is dropped.

Months
janer, jener
febrer
marg
abril

matj
juny

Days
diumenge
dilluns

dimars
dimecrez

Seasons

primovera
estiu

Time
hora
dia
setmana

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

spring
summer

hour
day
week

juliol

agost
setembre
octubre
novembre
desembre

dijous
divendres
dissabte

tardor
ivern, hivern

mes
any
segle

July
August
September
October
November
December

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

autumn
winter

month
year
century
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CHINESE

No.
Char-
acter

Sound Definition No. Char-
acter

Sound Definition

It il one 30

1

P k'ou^ a mouth

2 I kun^ a downstroke 31 P wei2 an enclosure

3 chu^ a dot
32t ± t'u2 earth

4 ; a left stroke
33

1

± shih^ a scholar

5 a curve 34 chih* a step

6 J chtieh^ a crook 35 ts'uii to walk slowly

7t erh'^ two 36 hsii evening

8 t'ou2 a cover
37t ta* great

9a t A a man 38

1

ic nii^ a woman

b* -f 39t tzii^ a son

10 )l jen2 a man's legs 40* mien2 a roof

lit A Ju^ enter
41t ts'un* an inch

12t A pa^ eight 42

1

hsiao^ small

13* n chiung^ a limit 43 wangi lame
14* >—

*

mi^ to cover 44

1

p shihi a corpse

15*
?

pingi ice
45 ch'e'^ a sprout

16t chii a stand
46t shan^ a hill

17* u k'ans receptacle 47a t {{<

18at 7J jtao^ a knife b*
>ch*uani a stream

b*
IJ 48

1

X kungi work

19t ;^
strength

49

1

a chi^ self

20* pao^ to wrap
50

1

chin^ a napkin

21* pp a spoon 51t kan^ a shield

22 fang 1 a basket 52 yaoi small

23 i: hsi^ a ox 53t
1

yen^ a shelter

24

1

4-
1

1

h

shih2 ten 54 yin3 to move on

25

1

VKJ y.l.L V lilC
55*

If kung3 folded hands

26 D chieh^ a seal ; knot
56 i* a dart

r
57t kungi a bow

27 ban* a cliff

58 a. ch'i^ pointed
28* private

59 shani plumage

29

1

% and also
GO* ch'ih^ a left step
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CHINESE—Continued

Definition No.
Char-
acter

Sound Definition

the heart

88at
•huo^ fire

a spear

87a t

b*
chao^ claws

the family
88

1

fu'' fn f,ViPT

a hand
89 yao2 intertwine

90* ch*iang2 a bed

a branch 91t p'ien^ a strip

92

1

ya2 a tooth

to rap

literature

93a t

b
•niu2 an ox

a peck

a catty

square

94a*

V^*

ch*uan3 a dog

without 95 yiian2 dark

the sun

to speak
96a*

b*

HE

J

jade

the moon

wood 97 kua^ a melon

to owe 98

1

% wa^ a tile

to stop 99

1

kan- sweet

bad loot shengi to beget

to kiU; staff

do not

to compare

hair

a clan

lOlf

102t

lOSf

104*

HI

!£.

r

yung^

t'ien2

p'i^

ni^

to use

a field

a roll of cloth

disease

air 105* po* back to back

106t pai2 white

waie.
107t pM2 skin

Char-
acter

85at

b*

t

H
0

it

Sound

hsin^

koi

hu^

shou^

chihi

p'ui

wen2

tou^

chin^

fangi

WU2

jih^

yiieh^

yiieh^

mu*

ch'ien-

chih3

tai3

shu^

WU2

pi^

mao2

shih^

ch'I^

shui^
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CHINESE—Continued

No.
Char-
acter

Sound Definition No.
Char-
acter

Sound Definition

108 m a dish 128

1

drh^ an ear

109t an eye 129 yii* a pen

110

lilt

mou2

shih*

a lance

an arrow

130at

b*

[jou^

J

flesh

112t shih2 a a stone
131t ch'dn2 a statesman

113at

b*
jshih* to reveal

132

1

133t

tzu*

chih*

self

to reach

114 jou a track 134t chiu^ a mortar

115t he2 grain 135t sh#2 the tongue

llGaf

KU
J

a cave

136

137t /"J

ch'uan^

chou^

to oppose

a boat

117t

llSat

b

JUL

J

to stand

bamboo

138t

139

140a

b*

w

ken*

se*

Îts ao

a limit

color

grass

119t

120a

b*

jmi*

rice

raw silk

141*

142t

hu3

ch*ung2

a tiger

an insect

1
143 hsiieh* blood

121 fou' earthenware 144t n hsing2 to go

122a

b

c

d

no

wang3 a net

145at

b*

iioa

f

HIT

ii

1
ya*

clothes

rto cover; hsi

J (west) is of-

1
ten used for

[ this radical.

123t

124

125

1

yang2

yii^

lao^

a sheep

a wing

old

148t

149t

emeu

chiao^

yen2

to see

horn; an an-
gle

words

126t tin ^rh2 and; yet 150

1

ku3 a gully

127 lei3 a plow 151

1

tou* beans

a It takes the second tone when used as a verb*
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CHINESE—Continued

No.
Char-
acter

Sound Definition No.
Char-
acter

Sound Definition

152t shih* swine 174t ch'ingi green; azure

153 cnai* a reptile 1751 TV lei^ no

154t

155

156t

pei*

tsou^

a shell; valu-
able

bare

to walk

176t

177t

178*

179

%
Ml

mien*

ke2

wei^

chiu^

the face

hide; to strip

dressed leath-
[er

leeks

157at

b
|tSU2

rt h e foot;
\ enough

ISOf

181t

yini

yeh*

sound

a page

158t

159t

160t

1 A1 +

sheni

hsin^

the body

a cart

pungent

time

182t

183

184t

185t

186t

a
Ik

t
#

fengi

feii

shih2

shou^

hsiangi

the wind

to fly

to eat

the head; first

incense

162a Choi to go 187t ma^ a horse

b* 1

188t ku3 a bone

163a

1

a city 189t kao^ high

b* [5 190 piao^ bushy hair

164t M wine; harvest 191 tou* to fight

165 Ik pien* to separate 192 1 ch'angi herbs

166t U3 a Chinese mile 193 li* a cauldron

167t chin^ metal; gold 194t kuei^ a demon

168t ft ch'ang2 long 195t yii^ a fish

169t PI
men^ a door; gate 1961 niao^ a bird

170a

b*
jfou^ a mound

197*

198

lu3

lu*

rock salt

a deer

171 tai* to reach to 199 mai* wheat

172*

173at

b

chui^ birds

rain

200

1

201

1

202

ft

S

ma2

huang2

shu^

hemp

yellow

millet
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CHINESE—Continued

No.
Char-
acter

Sound Definition No. Char-
acter

Sound Definition

iiei black M the nose

m CIllil 6inbroid.6ry cn 1" uniform
j
reg-

ular

205* min^ a frog 211 m ch'ih 3 front teeth

206 ting^ a tripod 212t m lung2 a dragon

207 a drum 213 kuei^ a tortoise

208 Mi shu'^ a rat 214 yiieh* a flute

* Indicates the more important of the radicals,

t Indicates complete characters as well as radicals.

Note.—The superior figures in the "sound column" indicate the number of the tone used.

A large percentage of the Chinese characters are a combination of two parts,

the radical and the phonetic. The radical is a key indicating the group to which
a given character belongs. This is the most important function of the radical.

In many cases, however, it gives a hint as to the meaning of the character. At
present there are 214 radicals, which, for convenience, are grouped according
to the number of strokes they contain, i.e., the number of lines required to write
them. Not all of the 214 radicals represent, in and by themselves, complete
words, many serving only as mere roots from which full-meaning characters are
constructed. The radical may be written at the top, bottom, left, or right of the
character of which it is a component part, but its usual position is at the left.

Many radicals change their form when written as parts of other characters. (See
table.)

Romanization

Among English-speaking peoples, Sir Thomas Wade's system of writing the
sounds for Chinese characters has been adopted as standard. The romanized
sounds for all the characters number about 400 and are derived from combina-
tions of 27 "initials" and 40 "finals." In some "sound groups" as many as 26
characters, all written differently with different meanings, have the same roman-
ized spelling. The initials are: a, ch, ch', /, h, hs, i, j, k, k', I, m, n, o, p, p', s,

sh, t, t\ is, ts', tz, tz', w, and y. The finals are: a, ai, an, ang, ao, i, eh, ei, Sn, ing,

i, ia, iang, iao, ieh, ien, ih, in, ing, iu, iung, n, ng, o, ou, rh, u, ua, uai, uan, uang,
ui, un, ung, uo, u, ii, iian, lieh, lin.

Tone
The tones are regular vocal modulations which result in different inflections of

the same sound, so that a Chinese sentence spoken slowly with the tones clearly
brought out has a sing-song effect on the foreign ear. The tone is as essential to
the word as the sound itself, and, like the latter, it is not fixed, but is in a constant
state of evolution, as illustrated in the differences of intonation in the various
dialects spoken in different parts of China. Four tones—the even upper, even
lower, rising, and falling—have been distinguished, and in the Cantonese dialect
each of these is again divided into an upper and a lower series and a ninth tone
has also been added. In speaking, it is not necessary to give each word its full

tonic force, since quite a number of words, such as the enclitics, have no intonation
whatever, while in others the degree of emphasis depends on the tone itself as also,

at times, on the position of the word in the sentence.
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Digits

Transliteration Common form
Commercial

form 1
Special form 2

1 i
•

I

2 erh u

3 san — 1)1

4 szu

5 wu aL

6 liu ^>
«» a.

7

8 pa A J*

9 chiu %
0 ling O

1 These are supposed to be of Graeco-Bactrian origin but are known by the Chinese as Soochow or
business characters. When 1, 2, and 3 come together, they are written alternately vertically and hori-

zontally.
2 These are used on drafts, pawn tickets, etc., as being less liable to fraudulent alteration.

Fractions

Character and sound Contracted form

One tenth ^ ch'ien2

One hundredth ^ feni
J

or j>

One thousandth

One ten-thousandth ^ hao^

One hundred-thousandth

One millionth

One ten-millionth # wei^

One hundred-millionth ^hsien*

One billionth shai

One ten-billionth ch^en^
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Cardinal numbers

One

Ten

Hundred

Thousand

Ten thousand

Hundred thousand

Million

Ten million

Hundred million

Billion

Ten billion

Hundred billion

Trillion

Ten trillion

Hundred trillion

Ordinal numbers
The cardinals are used but preceded by the character ti.

First ti4-ii Seventh ti^-ch'ii

Second ti4-erh4 Eighth ti4-pai n/\
Third ti^-san^ % Ninth ti^-chiu^ nx
Fourth ti^-ssu^ % Tenth ti4-shih2

Fifth ti^-wu^ % Eleventh ti4-shih2-ii

Sixth ti4-liu4 Twelfth ti4-shih2-erh4

Dates

In China two methods are used to record a date; first, the method of the c\'cle;

the year 1864, for example, is called the chia tzH year. This system is unsatis-
factory; the combination chia tzu occurs every 60 years, and so an indication is

usually given pointing to the particular cycle, e.g., T'ung Chih chia tzu year.
Vung Chih is the reign-title or nien-hao of the Manchu emperor who ascended

the throne in 1862. The chia tzvb year of his reign was 1864. The other method
is by the reign-title or nien-hao of the emperor, together with a number which
indicates the year of his reign: T'ung Chih 3d year is equivalent to our 1864.
The year 1934 is recorded as the 23d year of the Republic of China: Chung
hua min kuo erh shih san nien.

Characters and soxind

14*

-|- shih»

"g" pais*

^ ch*ien

wan'

4*

chao*

^or ^ ching>

pu3 or tzfis

kou*

chien*

j£ cheng*

Mt tsai*

Remarks

Lengthened form^

Contracted „
"Jj

and sometimes

change places. See

K'ang Hsi sub

Also written M.
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Days
The days of the week are indicated by the use of the term for Sunday, followed

by a figure. For example, Monday is hsing-chH-i, first day of the week; Thursday
is hsing-chH-ssu, the fourth day of the week, etc. Two terms are in general use,

hsing-chH and li pai, which, standing alone, also mean week.

Sunday US-pai^-jih* ^^ Q Thursday li^-pai^-ssu^ jj^^
Monday li^-pai^-ii ;|§^ —' Friday li^-pai^-wuS jjil ^ 2.
Tuesday H^-pai^-erh*

jjig^ Zl Saturday li^-pai^-Hu* /H ^
Wednesday li^-pai^-san^ jj^

—-r

Months

January cheng* yiieh* July ch'i^ yiieh* bM
February erh* yiieh* August pa^ yiieh^ AM
March sani yiieh^ September chiu^ yiieh* %n
April ssii* yiieh* mn October shih2 yiieh*

May wu^ yiieh* November shih^-ii'yiieh^

June liu* yiieh* M December shih2-erh^ yiieh^

Time
chungi-tien^
jih4

hsing^-ch'in
li^ pai^ J

hour
day

week

yueh*
nien2

month
year

Surnames
Chinese surnames are usuallj^ written first, followed by the personal name, thus

in the name K^ang Yu-wei, K^ang is the surname, not wei. Personal names can
usually be distinguished by the hyphen.
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COPTIC

Name Charac-
ter

Translitera-
tion

Name Charac-
ter

TransHtera-
tion

Alpha a Rho Pp r

Vida B Si h; also v Seema C c s

Gamma T ^ q uaii 1 T 4
I

Dalda d TT I-Heh y; also %

Ev Phi ph

Sfteta
Chi kh

Hlda H H e
Psi ps

Teeda th
Oh 0

Joda I i i; also
Shai

Kappa K K k
igjs s (sh)

Lola \\ I

Fai /

Me Hm m
Kai ch

"Mr*IN e H n n
Hori 8 9 h

Exi X (ks)
Chandsha dz (dsh)

Oh O o 6
Shima Se c {tsh)

Bi En V
Di ti

This language, which was doubtless descended from the ancient Egyptian,
was used by the Egyptians during the period beginning early in the third century
of the Christian era. The early evangelizers adapted the Greek alphabet to
the various Egyptian dialects, retaining, however, seven Demotic characters,
which are shown at the end of the table.

In translating religious writings from the Greek the language became highly
impregnated with Greek words, but managed to survive as the language of the
country until the 16th century, when it yielded to the Mohammedan invaders,
and a corrupted Arabic dialect took its place, relegating the Coptic to purely
religious uses just as the Latin is in the Roman Catholic Church.
The Coptic literature is principally religious and appears in five dialects:

Sahidic, Akmimic, Memphitic, and Fayumic in Upper Egypt, and Bohairic in

Lower Egypt.
The letter kdi is used only in the Bohairic dialect and the di is merely a dau

surmounted by a joda ^ ti.

In the Sahidic, numbers were generally spelled, while in the Bohairic they
were represented by the Greek-letter numerals.

In Coptic manuscript the words were never divided, but in printing, for the
sake of appearance, they are divided so that each part may remain as a complete
entity.

The Greek punctuation marks were used in later Coptic printing.
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DANISH

A a d in rather' also a in cat 0 0 o iTi rot* fllso o in clohp.

B b h P pir' V in t)av

c (3 k before d, o, 'U/ s before

other vowels
0 /l*^ lUL AO O tX C4i ix y OUIL/oUX

tuted
D d d, initial

j
th, soft, be- R r

tween vowels S s Sf sharp
E e a in care; also e in met T t t

F f u u u in full; also u in true
G Qy hard initial, soft final,

and sometimes mute
V V V

W w V

between vowels X X ks, which is usually sub-
H h hj mute before j and v stituted for X
I i i in flit ; also ee in flee Y y u in German liber

J
i 1

in yet Z z s

K M se d in German Fahre
L 1 I 0

aa

0 in German Gotter
M m m AA aw in law
N n n

The Latin alphabet is universally used in Denmark, with the addition of se, ^,
and aa.

The c, q, w, x, and z are used only in words of foreign origin and in proper
names; aa is not a double a, but a single letter; it is sometimes placed first in the
alphabet. The sound of av is like au in the German word lau, aj, eg, and ej like

i in pie, and oj like oy in boy.

Accents

OrdinarUy accents are used only in foreign loan words and in certain proper
names.

Capitalization

In the ofiicial Danish language all nouns are capitalized; however, some modern
authors tend to follow the English usage.

Syllabication

A consonant between two vowels usually goes with the following vowel (ta-le)

;

when two or more consonants occur between two vowels, the last consonant
generally goes with the following vowel (Jjrsend-te)

;
sk, sp, st and str are usually

not separated, but added to the following vowel (hvi-ske, Ise-spe, bed-ste, ven-stre)

.

Compound words are divided according to their component parts (Kirke-gaard,

ind-iil) .

Punctuation

The punctuation in the official Danish language rigidly follows the clausal

construction of the sentence, especially in regard to the use of the comma; how-
ever, many modern writers tend to follow the English usage.

Articles

Indefinite article

Definite article:

Common gender

en

Postpositive{|3j-'

Prepositive S^^-J^^

Neuter gender

et

.-et, -t

de

The postpositive article, which is suffixed to the noun, is always used when the
noun is definite in sense; the prepositive article is used when the noun is modified

by an adjective.

67289°—35 i
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Cardinal numbers
en (een)

to
tre
fire

fern

syv
otte
ni
ti

elleve

tolv
tretten
fjorten
femten
seksten
sytten
atten

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen

sixteen
seventeen
eighteen

nitten
tyve
en og tyve
tredive
fyrretyve (fyrre)

halvtredsindstyve
(halvtreds)

tresindstyve (tres)

halvfjerdsindstyve
(halvfjerds)

firsindstyve (firs)

halvfemsindstyve
(halvfems)

hundrede
hundrede og en

to hundrede
tusind(e)

nineteen
twenty
twenty-one
thirty
forty
fifty

sixty

seventy

eighty
ninety

hundred
one hundred
and one

two hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
f0rste
anden
tredje
fjerde
femte
sjette

syvende
ottende
niende
tiende
ellevte (elvte)

tolvte
trettende
fjortende
femtende

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
fourteenth
fifteenth

sekstende
syttende
attende
nittende
tyvende
enogtyvende
tredivte
fyrretyvende
halvtredsindstyvende
tresindstyvende
halvfjerdsindstyvende
firsindstyvende
halvfemsindstyvende
hundrede og f0rste

sixteenth
seventeenth
eighteenth
nineteenth
twentieth
twenty-first
thirtieth
fortieth
fiftieth

sixtieth

seventieth
eightieth
ninetieth
hundred

and first

Note.—Hundred(e) (100) and tusind(e) (1,000) have no corresponding ordinals.

Months
Januar (Jan.)
Februar (Feb.)
Marts
April (Apr.)
Maj
Juni

January
February
March
April
May
June

Juli (Jul.)

August (Aug.)
September (Sept.)

Oktober (Okt.)
November (Nov.)
December (Dec.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
S0ndag
Mandag
Tirsdag
Onsdag

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Torsdag
Fredag
L0rdag

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

Foraar
Sommer

sprmg
summer

Efteraar, H0st
Vinter

autumn
winter

Time
Tune
Dag
Uge

hour
day
week

Maaned
Aar

month
year
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Abbreviations

A/S

Adrs.
Afs.

ang.
Anin.

B., Bd.
bl.a.

d.

d.A.
D.D.

d.M.
d.v.s.

Dr.
etc.

Eks.

Em.

f.

f.A.

f.Eks.
ff.

fhv.

Fig.

Fm.
Forf.
Frk.

H.M.,1
Hs.M./

Aktieselskab, joint-stock Hds.M.
company

Adresse, address, c/o Hr.
Afsender, sender if.

angaaende, concerning jf., jfr.

Anmserkning, remark, ob- Kap.
serration kgl.

Bind, volume, volumes Kl.
blandt andet, blandt an-

dre, among other things, Kpt.
or others Kr.

d0d, dead
dette Aar, this year m.a.O.
Dags Dato, the"^ date of the

day, this day m.fl.

denne Maaned, this month
det vil sige, that is, that is m.H.t.

to say
Doktor, doctor m.m.
et cetera, et cetera
Eksempel, example (illus- N.B.

tration), e.g.

Eftermiddag, afternoon, N.N.
p.m.

f0dt, born Nr.
forrige Aar, last year o.s.v.

for Eksempel, for instance
f0lgende, the following obs.

forhenvasrende, former, P.s.

late R.
Figur, figure Red.
Formiddag, forenoon, a.m. S.

Forfatter, author s.D.
Fr0ken, Miss S.u.

gammel, old
Hans Majestset, His Maj- sml.

estv vedr.

Hendes Majestset,Her Maj-
esty

Herr, sir, Mr.
if0lge, according to
j8evnf0r, compare
Kapitel, chapter
kongelig, royal
Klokken, o'clock; Klasse,

class

Kaptajn, captain
Krone, crown; Kroner,

crowns (coin)

med andre Ord, in other
words

med fiere, with others, and
others

med Hensyn til, with re-

gard to
med mere, et cetera, and

more, and so forth
nota bene, mark (notice)

well
nomen nescio, Mr. * *

Mr. such a one
Nummer, number
eg saa videre, and so forth,

etc.

observer, observe
Postskriptum, postscript
Ridder, knight
Redakt0r, editor
Side, page; Sider, pages
samme Dato, same date
Svar udbedes, an answer is

requested
sammenlign, compare
vedr0rende, concerning
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DEVANAGARI

Charac-
ter

Translit-
eration

Charac-
ter

Transh"t-
eration

Charac-
ter

Translit-
eration

Charac-
ter

Translit-
eration

Charac-
ter

Translit-
eration

Vowels Diphthongs Palatals Dentals Semivowels

a € ca ta ya

a it ai cha tlia ra

i % 0 > da la

z % au
jJm dim va

Sibilants and
Aspirates

Tar u Gutturals
na na

ka
Cerebrals Labials ITT ia

u

V
klm

ta

flia

pa

plia

sa

sa

V
ga

da ha h

I glia dha him Rare lingual

I rva rwb if ma h

Ligatures

1
ha

kvya nkra cca

k
1

ksa
gra

grya

¥ nksa

nksva

ccha

cclira

IS kr ks gla ¥ nklia ccliva

kka ksma gm nkhya cna

kta ksya nga cma

ktya ksva ngya cya

ktva ksa ghna ngra cha

kna

kma 1
Ma

ghma

ghya

nglia

nghya

clira

chrya

kmya kh IT ghra W nglira

kya khya na ¥ nna

kra

krya 1

nka

nkta

IT nma

nsa

j

kla 9 nktya ca jJ

klya gdha nktva jjva

IT km gna 15 nkya jma
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DEVANAGARI—Continued

Charac- Translit- Charac- Translit- Charac- Translit- Charac- Translit- Charac- Translit-

ter 6r3itioii ter eration ter eration ter eration ter eration

ntha du nghya bja

jra jyla dru nta bda

jca dr niya bdha

jna n4rya dga ntra bba

jfi n4ha dgra ntha bblia

jlia una dgha nda bya

jjha nya dda ndra bra

iia nva f ddhra ndha hha

n ta ddya ndhya bh

ilea

1 ^

ddra ndhra bhba

noma ?
J

ddva nna bhya

iicya tka ddha nnya bhra

ncha tT tta ddhya npra bhva

nchra ttya ddhva npha ma

nja ttra dna nma
\ m

iijma itca IT dha nya )

vjya ttlia dbra nva mna.

ta ina dbha ma mpa

tka tpa dbhya pa mpra

f tta tpra dma

)

mba

IT ttya tpha dya
7 7mbha

tya tma dra pta mbhra

tsa tmya drya FT ptya mma

iha tya dca ptrya mya

tliya

\ tra

J

IT dvya pna xnra

tlira dvra TIT ppa mla

da trya dha TJT pma mva

4ga tva dh pya 7nsa

1 4gha tsa dhna IT pra

f tsna dhma pla y

4ya tsya dhya pva -ya

dha tha dhra psa yy^

dJiycL th dhva pha yra

4hra thya

1
na

phya ijva

im da ha ra

n du

I"
b ru

1

1 dm TP- bgha ru
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DEVANAGARI—Continued

Charac-
ter

Translit-
eration

Charac-
ter

Translit-
eration

la sthya

I sthrya

Ika sna

Iga spa

Ipa spra

Ima sma

lya sya

lla sva

Iva $a

\ va
i

'

o V ska

vya skha

vra sta

vva stra

)
stha

T
\ sa

sna

'I spa

T
1

^ spha

J sma

sea m smya

scya sya

sua sra

sya sva

sra ssa

sla ha

sva hu

ssa hu

sa 1 hr

s hna

ska lina

sta hma

stya hja

stra hra

strya hla

stva hva

1? stlia. 3o la

The Sanskrit, Hindi (Hindustani), Marathi,
Guajarati, as well as quite a number of modern
Indian languages use the Devanagari alphabet,
which has been in process of development from
more ancient languages ever since the 7th cen-
tury of the Christian era. There are neither
lower case nor italics and the text reads from left

to right.

Consonants always end with short a sound, and
are classified as gutturals, palatals, cerebrals, den-
tals, labials, sibilants, and aspirates.
The vowels can each be expressed by two differ-

ent characters. Those shown in the first column
of the table occur only when they form an inde-
pendent syllable at the beginning of a word.
Besides these we also have the following vowel
signs which are placed above, below, before, or
after the consonants:

T d after

f i before

I after

s» u below
c>. u below
e, r below

^ f below
«a I below

I below
e above

*^ ai above
o above and T after
au above and T after

Anusvara IShow nasalization of vowels and
AnunasikaJ are placed above the characters

Visarga
Jihvamuliya
Upadhmaniya

Aspirate signs, of which the
first is most commonly used

under the letter indicates lack of stress or the

J

primary stress of the syllable

[over the syllable indicates the secondary stress

Virama (below) indicates absence of vowels
At the end of a phrase
At the end of a sentence

Used in dividing words and also indicates the
elision of an a after e or o, or the union of aa

Over a consonant indicates that an r sound
precedes the consonant

Under a consonant indicates that an r sound
follows the consonant

Numerals

1234567890
In Devanagari the words are spelled exactly as

they sound, so that if a person knows how to

speak Hindi he will have no difficulty in learning

to read it, it being merely necessary to learn the

alphabet.
Continental sounds are used in the transuter-

ation.
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DUTCH

A a a in French art M m m
A a a in father, but much N n n; final, often silent

shorter 0 0 0 in low
B b h in bay; jp when final 0 6 0 in not
C c s before e, i, z; otherwise k

d; # when final

p P ?.
.D d Q q k m key

E e a in pale R r r trilled

E e e in met S s s in sister

F f / T t t

G g ch in loch U u Long, It in du; short, oo

H h hd; mute in Greek loan in book
words V V /

I i ee w w w
I 1 i in thin X X ks^^Il foreign words and
J j y in year; French j in Y y i J proper names only

loan words Z z z in zeal before vowels and
K k k otherwise s in sister

L 1 I

The Dutch use 26 Latin letters; but cf these, c, q, x, and y are used only in
foreign words. They have a unique ligature, ij, which in manuscripts is very
often changed to y. When this ligature is the initial letter of a word at the
beginning of a sentence, both are capitalized: IJs, ice; IJverig, zealous.
As in the German, the principal part of some compounds is written but

once : Taal-, lees-, en schrijfboeken, grammar-, reading-, and copybooks.

Capitalization

Capitalization is very much the same as in English. The following exceptions
should be noted:
When the first word of a sentence is represented by one letter only, the second

word has the initial capital: 's Avonds 's het koud, in the evening it is cold.

The article or preposition between Christian and family names is not capital-
ized: Jan ten Brink, Mathias van der Velde.

Personal and possessive pronouns referring to the Deity are capitalized.
While ik, I, is lower-cased, the personal and possessive pronoun of the second

person are capitalized: Gisteren heb ik Uw brief ontvangen, Yesterday i received
Your letter.

Accents

The circumflex indicates that two syllables are contracted into one: Dadn,
deeds; Goon, gods; lien, people.
The dieresis is used to indicate that two vowels are to be pronounced separ-

ately: Zeeen, seas; met drieen, with three; olien, to oil. However, if two vowels
cannot represent a regular sound, the dieresis is omitted: Israeliet, modeartikeln.
The acute and grave accents are used for stress on a vowel: Un gulden, one

florin; but een gulden, a florin; dddris het, there it is; daaris hij eindelik, there he
is finally; en de een en de ander, the one as well as the other; 6f dit 6f dat, either
this or that.

Syllabication

Avoid dividing short words as much as possible, but where necessary observe
the following rules:

In compound words the component parts of each word must remain intact:
Eer-ambt, post of honor; door-een, together; elk-ander, each other.
Words with prefixes be-, ge-, her-, etc., or with suffixes, -aard, -achtig, must be

treated the same as compound words in dividing.
A single consonant between vowels is added to the following syllable, as dee-len,

to divide; ne-men, to take; la-chen, to laugh; li-chaam, the body; note that ch is

inseparable.
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Where two consonants occur together, they are split: her-gen, mountains;
gan-zeriy geese.

In the case of three or more consonants division is phonetical: vor-sten, mon-
archs; ven-ster, window; but amb-ten, offices; erw-ten, peas; art-sen, doctors; hoort-

seUf fevers.

Foreign words, or those of foreign origin, are divided according to pronunciation:
le-prooSy leprous; A-driaan, Adrian.

Cardinal numbers
een, one
twee two
drie three
vier four
vijf five

zes six

zeven seven
acht eight
negen nine

tien

elf

twaalf
dertien
twintig
een en twintig
honderd
duizend

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
eerste first

tweede second
derde third
vierde fourth
vijfde fifth

zesde sixth

zevende seventh
achtste eighth
negende ninth

tiende
elfde

twaalfde
dertiende
twintigste
een en twintigste
honderdste
duizendste

tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
twenty-first
hundredth
thousandth

M onths

Januari (Jan.)
Februari (Feb.)
Maart
April (Apr.)
Mei
Juni

January
February
March
April
May
June

Juli July
Augustus (Aug.) August
September (Sept.) September
October (Oct.) October
November (Nov.) November
December (Dec.) December

Days
Zondag
Maandag
Dinsdag
Woensdag

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Donderdag
Vrijdag
Zaterdag

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

lente, voorjaar sprmg
summer

herfst, najaar
winter

autumn
winter

Time
uur, ure, stond, hour

stonde
dag day

week
maand
jaar, jaartal

week
month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

de het, 't een
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ESPERANTO

A a a as in pa K k k

B b b L 1 I

€ c ts in wits M m m
C c ch in church N n n

D d d 0 0 0 in go

E e a in air P P P
F f / R r r trilled

G g ^ in go (always hard) S s s in so

G g g in gem (soft) S sh in show

H b h, aspirated T t t

H h, guttural, ch in loch U u 00 m soon

I i e in we u u in bull

J' j y in yet V V V

J
J s in pleasure z z 2

1 JJs like the English semivowel y, and therefore at the end ofwords forms the diphthongs aj, ej, oj, and uj.
3 t7 forms with a and e the diphthongs au (pronounced like mi in house), and eu (pronounced like the

words eh and who, quickly uttered, without any aspirate, eh-hoo).

Esperanto is a " made" language intended by its inventor, Dr. Zamenhoff, to
become a ready medium of world communication. Radicles are taken from
various languages to which a system of suffixes is added to provide a grammati-
cal structure.

Accent

The principal accent is always on the antepenult, third from last syllable.

Syllabication

A syllable is necessary for every vowel regardless of how many come together;
there are no double vowfts: tra-i-re, bo-a-o, me-ti-ist-o, zo-o-lo-gi-o.

Punctuation

The present custom is for each writer to follow the rules of his own language
since it is impossible to change the meaning of a sentence by punctuation, as is

often the case in English.

Capitalization

Considerable latitude is permitted in the use of capital letters, but certain
seemingly international styles have been adopted. Names of countries are
capitalized, but the names of races, with the correlative adjectives and adverbs,
are not: Francujo, France; franco, a Frenchman; franca, French; franee, in

French. The same rule applies to churches, orders, and political parties. The
names of the days of the week are not capitalized.

Cardinal numbers
unu one natl nine
du, -o two dek ten
tri three dekunu eleven
kvar four dekdu twelve
kvin five dektri thirteen
ses six dudek twenty
sep seven cent, cento hundred
ok eight mil thousand
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Ordinal numbers
antaQa, -e

dua
tercio

kvarto
kvina
seksto
septimo
oka

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

Months
Januaro
Februaro
Marto, -a
Aprilo, -a
Majo
Junio

January-
February
March
April
May
June

Days
dimanco, -a
lundo
mardo
merkredo

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Seasons

printempo, -a
somero, -a

spring

Time
horo, -a hour
tago day
samajno, septago week

Article to be disregarded in filing

The definite article is la.

naiia
deka
dekunua
dekdua
dektria
dudeka
centa
mila

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
thousandth

Julio
Aiigusto, -a
Septembro
Oktobro
Novembro, -a

Decembro, -a

July
August
September
October
November
December

jaiido
vendredo, -a
sabato

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

atituno,
vintro, -

autumn
winter

monato
jaro

month
year
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ETHIOPIC

a u t a e e 0

0 V* hu
r -

y ha % he II If ho

A la UrnIT h-,lu A
ll

A I/:la
A
II* A le vr

1-
10

di ha hu hi ha rh. Ae ih he ho

no ma mu ml md me fa me mo

IP la w* §u
V- M le Ir so

m
c ra V ru 6 n rd re c re u rd

11 sa
A

su
JL
n sd se fl se

A
so

V qa qu qd
J,

qe 4» qe # qd

fl ha ft* bu ft.
^" n bd ft> be •ft be bo

T ta tu X td '1? te te
Jfit

to

Jia hu
7 - ,1, 7 -

Oa
7 -
Qe he hd

L
7 na r nu

L
4 m V nd & ne ne "l no

n V.
n« 'u

V
A« 'i

IL

'a
tu

A> "e
a.

'o

II Ka Ir fCU Kl 1 Jed In.lb K€ fee IW

CD wa fl). wu wi
gn wd *B we IP* we WO

0 a
t -
u (S. t -

^
d f -

a OL f

-

e
A
|3 e r t -

0

If za zu n H zd ze If ze li zo

f y« ju i« f* JO

da du dd de de do

ga gu P gd ge ge go

ta tu ti gq td m. te te to

pa A. pu pi pd A. pe k pe It po

SI sa su SI sd 2V. se se so

0 da du 1 di dd ^ 4e d <fe dd

& > f fu /« P IS P
T pa pu X pi pd pe T pe pd

Li&atures

ho kua km hue kud kue

I- gua gui gue gud > gue

% qua qui que * qua que

htia hui hue ft hm hue
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ETHIOPIC-AMHARIC

7f

^ ca

£D> ca

nu

TP 1 V

^ ca

¥ fid

fi did

IT
\ ^
\ zd / ze

eBe ce

^ ce

V so

¥ no

Ti cAo

Ligatures

5. lud V. zud pud fad

as mud 9. * *S. cAtia Jud cud fad

a mud cud If. zud s. dud 5. sua

Numerals

6 1 6 11 S 60 IS 200

1 2 7 g 20 S 70 IS 1000

E 3 8 30 •g" 80 9 10000

S 4 B 9 40 1 90 Iff 100000

§ 5 T 10 3 50 S 100 W 1000000

Pmrctuation

9 HypIieiT ! Comiaa I Semicolon :: Period

The Ethiopic language is known as Geez by the natives and belongs to the
southern group of the Semitic languages. It is very much like the dead Arabic
dialect known as Himjaritic, and, until the Amharic displaced it in the 14th
century, was the prevailing language in Abyssinia. At the present time it is

merely the ecclesiastical language.
The alphabet is itself a development of the Himjaritic and formerly read from

right to left, like all Semitic languages, and consisted of consonants only. Since
the introduction of Christianity it has been changed to read from left to right
and, with the addition of hooks and circles on certain consonants, has obtained
vowel sounds.
The Amharic, named after the Abyssinian kingdom of Amhara, is at present

the commercial language of the entire country. It is closely allied to the Ethiopic
language, using that alphabet in addition to the characters shown above.
The continental sounds are used in the Romanization of the alphabet.
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FINNISH

A a a in sofa S s s

D d d
^

T t t
_

E e e in met U u u in put
G g g in game V V v in vest

H h Y y
a

ii

I i i in rlin 1
0

(2 in at

J j y in vet 0 er in herb
K k k B b 5_
L 1 I C c c in calm or in cease

M m m F f /
N n n q cou in could
0 0 0 in open X X in express

P P P,
I

z 5 or is

R r r in rose a aw in saw

The last seven letters, h, c,f,q, x, z, and d, occur only in foreign words and proper
names and are never found at the beginning of pure Finnish words.

Since 1S83 the Suomi, or Finnish language, has, in common with Swedish,
been an official language in Finland.
The language has no articles, and the verbs have but two tenses, past and

present. The future tense is expressed by circumlocution. There are 15 cases.

The principal stress is alv%-ay3 on the first syllable.

So-called long vowels are aa, da, ee, ii, oo, u (. yy.
In the following diphthongs the sound of the individual letters must not be

lost: uoj yd, ie, au, eu, iu, ou, ay, 6y, at, ei, oi, id, yi, di, di.

Syllabication

A syllable consists of a vowel or diphthong with or without one or more con-
sonants, as, a-pu, help; au-rin-ko, sun.
A consonant between two vowels belongs to the following syllable.

Two consonants may be divided and double consonants, as /:,-:, are always
di\ided.

In words having three consecutive consonants the last will go with the fol-

lowing svjlable.

Cardinal numbers
yksi
kaksi
kolme
nelj a
viisi

kuusi
seitseman
kahdeksan

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight

yhdeksan
kymmenen
yksitoista
kaksitoista
kolmetoista
kaksikymmenta
sata
tuhat

nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
ensimainen
toinen
kolmas
nelj as

viides
kuudes
seitsemas
kahdeksas

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

yhdeksas
kymmenes
yhdestoista
kahdestoista
kolmastoista
kahdeskymmenes
sadas

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twehth
thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
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Months
tammikuu
helmikuu
maaliskuu
huhtikuu
toukokuu
kesakuu

January-
February
March
April
May
June

heinakuu
elokuu
syyskuu
lokakuu
marraskuu
joulukuu

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
sunnuntai
maanantai
tiistai

keskiviikko

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

torstai

perjantai
lauantai

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

kevat spring
summer

syksy
talvi

autumn
winter

Time
tunti
paiva
viikko

hour
day
week

kuukausi
vuosi

month
year
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FRENCH

A a]

a[

aj

B b
c c

g
CH ch
D d
E e
£1 e

fii e

e

E
F f

G

H h
I i)

t i

12 ij

J
iK

L 1

a in madam

k in king; c in cedar
(before e and i)

c in cedar
sh in sham
d

e in let; final, mute
unless accented

a in mate

g in game; zh like sec-

ond g in garage (be-

fore e and i)

Silent in most cases

ee in meet

s in pleasure
k
I; final I rarely pro-
nounced

LL 11

M m
N n
0
0 i]

p P
Q(U) q(

r

S s

T t

U u
u
u
ti,

V V
w w

X X

Y y
Z z

Liquid, as in brilliant

m
n
Short, vowel sound in

law; long, 0 in omen

u) k in kite

r

Hard, as in sister; soft,

as in rose
;
final, mute

Hard, as in tit; soft,

as c in cedar

Almost 00 in pool

Only in words of for-

eign origin

k and ks; z and gz; like

hard s; final mute,
except in borrowed
words

ee

z in zed

1 The orthographic signs, grave and circumflex, do not indicate the pronunciation of vowels. For
example, a in 1^ and a in parlames are similar.

2 The dieresis shows that the vowel bearing it is divided in pronunciation from the preceding vowel,
as in Noel.

IJn has no English equivalent; an nearly like the English taunt; on like

00 in food; in like an in sank; on like on in long; gn like ni in onion.
Twenty-five letters of the Latin alphabet are used, the w being added only for

foreign words.
Punctuation is practically the same as in English.
Em dashes take a space before and after (— ) not closed up as in English,

and are also used to denote change of speaker in dialog.

Capitalization

Capitals are used the same as in English, except that proper adjectives, names of
seasons, months, days of the week, titles, and the personal pronoun (I) are not
capitalized. In proper names of persons taken from the Italian the article is lower-
cased, as le Dante; otherwise use the form La Fayette. In names of places the
article is lower-cased, as le Havre.

Use roman small caps for the centuries—example: xix® siecle.

Capitalize the following: Years of the Republican calendar (Z'An /TO, acts of
plays {VActe V), volumes of books (Tome /Z), titles of rulers (Louis X7F), and the
numbered divisions of Paris (le XV^ arrondissement)

.

Capitalize the first word and all proper nouns in the title of a book. If the
title commences with Le, La, Les, TJn, or Une, capitalize also the second word.
Examples: Origines du culte chretien; Les Origines du culte; La Reine Margot.
In vivid personifications the nouns personified are capitalized, as Ici habite la

Mort (Death abides here).
Historical events {la Revolution) also take the capital.

The equivalents of streets, etc., are lower-cased, as rue de la Nation, avenue de
V0p4ray route Saint-Denis, boulevard Saint-Laurent.
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Observe the forms used in the following terms: 1'Academie frangaise; la Ligion
d'honneur; Louis le Grand; son Imminence; Vtlglise when referring to the church as
an institution, and VMat when denoting the nation, as le Corps d'Mat, le Conseil
d'^Jtat.

Accents
The orthographic accents used (acute, grave, and circumflex) must not be

confused with the tonal accent that stresses certain syllables of words. In
French there is no mark to indicate stress on any particular syllable.

Capital letters are likewise accented except where the protruding accent is

likely to interfere with alinement, as in solid matter. Small caps carry all ac-
cents where indicated.

Hyphens
Geographic names containing the prepositions en, de, and sur are hyphenated,

as Saint-VaUry-en-Caux. Hyphens are also used in spelled numbers under 100
with few exceptions. See list on page 57.

Spacing

No space is used after the apostrophe, as Varhre, rhomme, d'autrement

Syllabication

Division is made on a vowel or diphthong before a consonant, as jeu-nesse.
The combinations bl, br, ch, cl, cr, dr, fl, jr, gl, gn, gr, gh, ph, pi, pr, th, tr, and
vr must not be separated, as in re-pu-bli-que, di-peu-ple-ment, c^-U-hrer, di-cret,

au-tre-ment, ou-vrier, qua-drille, de-pe-cher, ca-tho-li-que, te-le-gra-phi-qucy Vau-ghan,
but where the g and n have separate sounds they are divided, as ag-nus, di-ag-
nos-ti-que.

Any other two consonants are divided, as en-suite, im-mense, juil-let, ec-cU-
sias-ti-que.

As a rule, two vowels are not separated: mi-nuit; tMd-tre.

It is allowable to divide a monosyllable ending in mute e, as mar-che; hom-me.
In dividing hyphenated phrases such as ira-t-il, and pr4-sente-t-on the t must

go over.
No division should be made on x or y, as in Alexan-dre, roya-liste.

One-letter divisions, as in a-pres, are not permissible, nor should a word be
divided on one letter in combination with an elision, as V^cole, qu'avant, except
in narrow measure.
The ligature ce is inseparable.

Abbreviations

Article, litre, chapitre, scene, and figure are abbreviated only when they occur
in parentheses.
In the following abbreviations superior letters are sometimes used

art. article, article MS. (pi. MSS.) manuscrit, manuscript
av. avec, with N.-D. Notre-Dame, Our Lady
ch. chapitre, chapter No numero, number
cie 1 compagnie, company N.-S. Notre-Seigneur, Our Lord
c.-^-d. c'est-a-dire, that is R.S.V.P. R^pondez s'il vous plait. An
Cte Comte, Count answer is requested
Dr docteur, doctor S.A.R. Son Altesse Royale, His Royal
etc. et castera, et cetera Highness
fig. figure, figure sc. scene, scene
fr., f. francs, francs s.-ent. sous-entendu, understood
h. heure, hour S.Exc. Son Excellence, His Excel-
l^*" premier (m.), first lency
l^'^ premiere (/.), first S.M. (pi. LL. MM.) Sa Majesty, His
II«, 2« deuxieme, second (Her) Majesty
in-fo in folio, folio S.S. Sa Saintet^, His Holiness
J.-C. J^sus-Christ, Jesus Christ s.v.p. s'il vous plait, if you please
M. Monsieur, Mr. t. tome, book
Md marchand, merchant tit. titre, title

Me maitre, lawyer v., vol. volume, volume
Mgr monseigneur, my lord voy., v., voyez, voir, see
Mile mademoiselle. Miss we veuve, widow
Mme Madame, Mrs. % pour-cent, percent
Mn maison, house & et, and

1 It will be noticed that the period is not used where the last letter in the abbreviation is the last letter of
the complete word.
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AbbreTiations of metric signs

mm. myriam^tre ha. hectare g. gramme
km. kilometre a. are dg. decigramme
hm. hectometre ca. centiare eg. centigramme
dam. decametre das. d^castere mg. milligramme
m. metre s., m'

ds.

stere kl. kilolitre

dm. decimetre decistere hi. hectolitre

cm. centimetre t. tonne dal. decalitre

mq. metre carr^ q- quintal metrique 1. litre

mm. millimetre kg. kilogramme dl. decilitre

mmq. millimetre carre hectogramme cl. centilitre

mmc. millimetre cube dag. decagramme ml. millilitre

Figures

Numbers are usually spelled in text unless matter is of a statistical nature.
Age and clock time will be spelled, as huit ans (eight years); six heures (six

o'clock).

Dates and figures are spelled in legal documents, as Van mil huit cent quatre
(the year one thousand eight hundred and four)

.

'ardinal numbers
un, une
deux
trois

quatre
cinq
six

sept
huit
neuf
dix
onze
douze
treize

quatorze
quinze
seize

dix-sept
dix-huit
dix-neuf
vingt
vingt et un
vingt-deux
trente
trente et un
quarante
quarante et un
cinquante
cinquante et un
soixante
soixante et un

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen

sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty-one
twenty-two
thirty
thirty-one
forty
forty-one
fifty

fifty-one

sixty

sixty-one

soixante-dix
soixante et onze
soixante-douze
soixante-treize
soixante-quatorze
soixante-quinze
soixante-seize
soixante-dix-sept
soixante-dix-huit
soixante-dix-neuf
quatre-vingt
quatre-vingt-un
quatre-vingt-deux
quatre-vingt-trois
quatre-vingt-quatre
quatre-vingt-cinq
quatre-vingt-six
quatre-vingt-dix
quatre-vingt-onze
quatre-vingt-dix-

sept
quatre-vingt-dix-

huit
quatre-vingt-dix-

neuf
cent
cent un

trois cents
mille (mil)

seventy
seventy-one
seventy-two
seventy-three
seventy-four
seventy-five
seventy-six
seventy-seven
seventy-eight
seventy-nine
eighty
eighty-one
eighty-two
eighty-three
eighty-four
eighty-five
eighty-six
ninety
ninety-one
ninety-seven

ninety-eight

ninety-nine

hundred
one hundred and

one
three hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
lier, m.l
liere, /.J

premier,
premiere,
second 1

deuxiemeJ

troisieme
quatrieme
cinquieme
sixieme

first

second

third
fourth
fifth

sixth

septieme
huitieme
neuvieme
dixieme
onzieme
vingt et unieme
vingt-deuxieme
centieme

seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh
twenty-first
twenty-second
hundredth

Fractions.—The numerator is expressed by a cardinal, the denominator by an
ordinal as in English. B.a,U=moitiS (noun) and demi (adjective)*, Y^^un quart,

\i=un tiers. Use la moiti6 (not demi), where the half of is used in English.

67289**—35 5
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Un huiti^me; les trois dixi^mes= one eighth; the three tenths.
La moitie de Tannic= the half of the year.
Une heure et demi= an hour and a half.

Une demi-heure=half an hour.
Les trois quarts de cette somme= three fourths of that sum.

Months
janvier (janv.)

f^vrier (fev.)

mars
avril (av.)

mai
juin

January
February
March
April
May
June

juillet (juil.)

septembre (sept.)

octobre (oct.)

novembre (nov.)
d^cembre (dec.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
dimanche
lundi
mardi
mercredi

Sunday
Mondaj'
Tuesday
Wednesday

jeudi
vendredi
samedi

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

printemps
^t^

sprmg
summer

automne
hiver

autumn
winter

Time
heure
jour

hour
day
week

mois
ann6e

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

un, m. le, sing. m.
une, /.

les, pi. m. and f. la, sing. f.
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GAELIC

A A a in call 1 1 i

A A 0 in mock I I I

t) X) b initial; otherwise p m Vli m
C C k ti n n

X) •0 d; also th in though ; also d 6 m in four

j in the Scotch 0 0 0

e e a in fate P P *

e e e ti r

r V J s r s; before e and 1

5 5 g; final, k u u t; also c/i in the Scotch

n h ii 00 in wood

1 ^ ee in seen ti u

The Gaelic is most commonly used in the western counties of Ireland,
although, since a measure of independence has been achieved, the Irish Govern-
ment has made a determined effort to revive the language in all parts of the
country. It belongs to the Celtic linguistic family, consisting of five living

languages which are divided into two groups, the Gaelic and Cymric. To the
first group belongs the Gaelic, the Highland Scotch and the Manx, while the
Welsh and Breton (Brittany) belong to the Cymric or Welsh group.
The alphabet was evolved from the Latin and has changed very little since

the eighth century. It consists of 18 characters, 5 vowels and 13 consonants

;

besides these there are a great many vowel combinations, which, however,
generally have but a single sound. The most important are

:

"
1
=

ei

eA
01

10

ui

eo
111

A1

eA
eAi
ei

eA

e

a

6

€

0

o in who

= a?}, aw

aye

A01 /
6i

eo
eoi

^1

Ae 1

AO /
1^1

^A1 /
lA

1A1

= e (long)

= 0 (long)

= o in who
= a (long)

= ju

= U9

(long)

}
= Id

There are two accents, the acute and the dot. The former when placed on
vowels indicates that they should be pronounced long. The dot is placed only

on consonants and indicates they should be aspirated. The following are

esi)ecially noticeable:

ft 1

c = ch

^1= Modern Greek 7, and before e and i = t/

f is silent

p =ph
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Cardinal numbers
Aon one
x)A two
cfi three

ceiufe four
c^i5 five

fe six

feAcc seven
occ eight

11A01

t)eic

X)AteAS, 'oo'oexxs

mite

nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers

CeACI^AlilAt)

ciii5(tTi)eA'6

feifeAt)
feAcctiiA'o

OCCItlAt)

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

nAoihA-b
T)OACniA'6

AoniViA'o "beAg

DAfA
ut^eAf 'oeAS
ficeAt)

CeA-OITlAt)

mileAt)

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
thousandth

Months
eAtiAf
l^eAt)fA
mA]^UA
At)fAtl

t)eAtCAitie

meiueAiti

January
February
March
April
May
June

ttit, -i5ti, m.
lujnAfA
meA'oon 'P'osiTJAir

Ocuitii

SAthAltl

mi tiA no-olAS

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
oihriAC, -A15, -Aige, m.
"OlAlUAItl

rriAi^c, -Aifc, m.
CeA-OAOiii, -e, /.

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

"OiApDAOin, -e, -tiue, /. Thursday
Aoitie Friday
SAUAfti, -UA11M1 Saturday

Seasons

eAj^i^At

fAiiifAt), 'Alt, m.
sprmg
summer

t^651ilAl^

SeiiiifeA'o

autumn
winter

Time
tlAll^

lA
feAccmAin, -e, /.

hour
day
week

11111^, iniofA
t)llA'6A111

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

An tiA
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GEORGIC

Name
druli

Chuzuri
Trans-

literation
Remarks

An :> a

Ban 6 5 h

Gan a \ 9

Don d

Eni 0 1 e

Win 3 w

Sen % •b "fa z W Weak

He 0 H H ^ w Obsolete

Than 0) Ch m th t, strongly aspirated

In 0 rr
i

Kan h h
k [Jck] Unaspirated k, long, with final falling in-

flection

Las I

Man 3 m

Nap S R n

Je JL 0 i [y] Obsolete

On Oi 0 Short

Par

Schan

3

d
r 1

^

p [pp]

z [sch]

Unaspirated p, long, with final falling in-

flection

Soft, like j in French journal

Rae ill T r, lingual

San b
f
b

1

u S Hard

Ttan 6 p
e

t [«]
Unaspirated t, long, with final falling inflec-

tion

Un "D U» w [to]

Vi 3
t! ij « [^d Obsolete

Phar 9
ph p, highly aspirated

Khan kh k, highly aspirated

Ghan C? n 9 {9^ g, as in Dutch geel; voiced back palatal

Qar 3 H 9
Deep guttural

Schin '3 a
5

S [sch] Hard
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GEORGIC—Continued

NaiUB Mche-
drali

Trans-
literation

liemarks

K f. C ^iscnj

TBaa U w ft C

DM rli ffi GZ ICZoJ

V I* pi Hard, long, with final falling inflection

Dschar a S 5 Long, with final falling inflection

Chan b ^ iL ^ [cA] Hard, like German ach

IChar Vv h [kkh] Very hard; obsolete

Dschao' :^ dz \dscK\ Soft

Hae A

Hoe ho Obsolete

This is the language of the successors of the old Kolchian tribes on the south-
west slopes of the Caucasus Mountains. It is the remnant of a once prolific

language group, of which the Sumerian was the center, and consists of three
dialects; the pure Georgic, in the eastern section, was the only one to become
a literary language, of which remnants still exist that date back to the fifth

century.
The Mchedruli alphabet shown above was generally used, except in ecclesi-

astical writings where the Chuzuri was employed, hardly a remnant of which
exists today.
The text reads from left to right.

Syllabication is entirely phonetical, and punctuation is the same as in English.
Stress is always on the first syllable, but not farther back than the antepenulti-

mate.
There are no diphthongs and all words end in a vowel.
In ancient times the Chuzuri letters were also employed as numerals in religious

manuscripts, but the Arabic figures are now used.
Continental sounds are employed in transliterating the alphabet.
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GERMAN

51 a a in cart P V
b b O q lev

c c in can or ts in quarts r r as in war^
b d s in son or m rose, or soft

c e in end or a in ale sh

f / t t

^ in gay u u 00 in coo
/i, initial ; otherwise mute b / in fan

t i in pin SB V in van
i y in year 3C ks

2) t) y in yet
I ts in quarts or ds
m m (i Similar to a in fate

n £) 0 Similar to a in day
c 0 0 in more U ii Similar to ee in see

The language has no accents; the diacritical marks used are d, o, u.

The Latin alphabet is coming into general use in German printing, and all 26
letters are used, with the addition of the R or sz, which is used only in the lower case.

Where the em dash is used in text in parenthetical phrases, put a space on each
side of the dash —

,
using a thick or thin space, according to the spacing of the

rest of the line.

Capitalization

Initial capital letters are used as follows:
(a) The first word of a sentence.

(6) In poetry, usually, the first word of each line.

(c) The first word of a direct quotation; also the first word after a colon. An
exception to this rule occurs when the matter following is merely complementary
to the preceding. For example, "At home he was seldom, to the Court he never
came: if you would find him, you must needs seek him in the forest." Lower
case after interrogation and exclamation points if the phrase following is directly

connected, as in "Where do we go from here?" the man said; and "Give me
liberty or give me death ! " cried Patrick Henry. The first word of titles of books
also has a capital initial.

All nouns are capitalized, although there is an ever-growing movement in

Germany to lower case common nouns.
Pronouns relating to the person addressed, as in letters, etc., as well as titles

of honor, are capitalized.

The custom of capitalizing proper nouns used as adjectives is quite variable.
We have Schillersche Trauerspiel, Grimmsche Mdrchen, but also die lutherische
Kirche and mohammedanische Pilger.

Any word used as a noun (for example, der Ndchste, die Armen, das Rechte,
Gutes, Boses, etc.), takes a capital initial.

In solid matter, where the Umlaut (") on capital letters is likely to cause trouble in

alinement, it will be omitted and a lower-case e added after the capital, as Ae^
(Aerger), Oe (Oel), Ue (Ueber).

Hyphens
In words made up of two parts, where one part is common to both words, use

the hyphen as follows: Feld- und Gartenjruchte (field- and garden produce), the
word fruchte being common to both, and though a noun, is lower-cased; but use
Haftpflicht-Versicherungsgesellschaft und -Versicherte (liability-insurance company
and -insured), because the first is a compound word made up of two nouns.

Combinations of two or more words are printed without hyphens, Flus§
Wasser Stoff Sdure becomes Flusswasserstoffsdure,
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Syllabication

The following rules are based on the Prussian "Book of Rules":
I. Polysyllabic words are divided, as a rule, phonetically—i.e., as they naturally

divide themselves when pronounced slowly and distinctly, as Wor-ter-ver-zeich-nis,

Ge-schlech-ter, Ueber-lie-fe-rung. Syllables consisting of but one letter should not
be divided.

Note 1.—Avoid the somewhat common division -ung in Lie-fer-ungj
Schreib-ung, which is contrary to the above rule.

Note 2.— (a) If there be but one consonant, carry it over, as tre-ten,

nd-hen; also (6), ch, sch, sz, ph, and th have but a single sound and are there-
fore indivisible, as Bii-cher, Hd-scher, Bu-sze, So-phie, ka-tho-lisch; x and z

are considered simple consonants, He-xe, rei-zen.

Where there is more than one consonant, the last is carried over, as An-ker,
Fin-ger, War-te, Rit-ter, Was-ser, Knos-pe, tap-fer, kdmp-fen, Karp-fen, Ach-sel,

krat-zen, Stdd-te, Ver-wand-te.
When using German text, d is changed to ft when division is necessary, as

St is never divided, as hasten, he-ste, ko-sten, Klo-ster, mei-ste, Fen-ster, For-ster,

Pfing-sten.

(1) These rules are inflexible, but the last does not apply in the case of ds-the-

tisch, since this is not a separation of st, but rather of s and th.

(2) In simple non-German words the phonetic combinations of b, p, d, t, g,

and k in connection with I and r are not separated, as Pu-bli-kum, Me-truniy
Hy-drant.

(3) Retain also the phonetic combination gn, since, in most cases, it will be
found phonetically correct, as Ba-gno, Ma-gno-lie, Ma-gnet, Si-gnet, etc. Kom-
pag-nie is, however, an exception because here the g is really silent and the last

syllable begins with an n.

II. Compound words are separated into their physical parts and these are
then treated as simple words, as Diens-tag, Tiir-an-gel, Emp-fangs-an~zei-ger,
Vor-aus-set-zung. This rule applies also in certain cases where it appears pho-
netically incorrect, as hier-auf, hin-aus, dar-iiber, wai--um, wor-an, be-ob-ach-ten,

Voll-en-den.
This is also the case in certain compound words of foreign origin, as at-mo-

sphd-re, Mi-kro-skop, In-ter-es-se, but if the constituent parts of a foreign word
are unknown, proceed as directed in (a) and (6) of Note 2.

Compound geographic names are no exception to this rule, as Frie-den-au,
Schwarz-ach, etc.

III. An old rule prohibiting the division of vowel combinations has been
modified to permit division if the vowels do not dissolve^ forming a diphthong.
This rule also applies in the case of those foreign groups of vowels that cannot
be separated into distinct separate sounds in pronunciation, as the French oi in

coiffeur, oy in royalist, ay in rayon, ea in orgeade, as well as the English ea in Lear
and ee and ea in beefsteak. It is also self-evident that in such words as Trauung
and Kasteiung the separation of the final -ung is permissible.

Prefixes be and ge are also separable from words beginning with a vowel, as
be-ar-bei-ten, be-er-ben, ge-ar-tet, ge-eb-net.

Aside from these exceptions, vowels should not ordinarily be separated, although
indicated in the following cases, when unavoidable due to narrow type measure:

(a) When the first vowel is stressed, as Hy-peri-on, Mu-se-um.
(b) When both are equal but pronounced separately, as lini-ie-ren, Sper-ma-

to-zo-on, In-di-vi-du-um.
(c) When a short word cannot possibly be divided otherwise, as Oze-an.
(d) When each vowel retains its own sound, as Ela-in, Ka-per-na-um, kre-iren^

Zel-lu-lo-id.

Where the object of the second vowel is merely to lengthen the sound of the
first, do not separate them, as Aachen, Moos.

Note 3.—In printing, a two-letter run-over is permissible only in very
narrow measure.

IV; Where space is limited there are certain other permissible divisions that
are entirely contrary to the foregoing rules. Glit-sch{e)st is a case of this kind?
the word glitchst, having but one syllable, is indivisible, but by adding the e it

may be divided: glit-schest.
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V. If a compound noun is run over so that the second or third part of the
compound begins the next line, the latter must not be capitalized. Do not use

—

Gepack-
Annahme

but
Gepack-
annahme.

With German text the round § is used in dividing only in those cases where it

would have been used had the word not been divided—i.e., at the end of a prefix

or component part of a compound w ord and in a few words of foreign derivation,
as 53lagpt)emie; WlollniU, fonfigjiercn, ^onft^fatton, fogmetif($, ^o^rnogonie, 3^(^ici, S^fimo,
Digseral, @^cortaI, S^capabe, ©an^frit, @ugquef)onna, bi^putieren; elsewhere the long f is

used, as T)vt<i)\kv, ^fflt\\tv, etc.

Abbreviations

The following are some common abbreviations in German:
acceptiert, accepted; Acker,

acre
anni currentis, current year
Aktiengesellschaft, joint

stock company
Artikel, article

beziiglich, respecting
beziehungsweise, respectively
circa, about
Doktor, doctor
Eingang vorbehalten, rights

reserved
englisch, English
folgende, following
Fortsetzung, continuation
franko, postpaid
Frau, Mrs.
Fraulein, Miss
geboren, born, nee
Gesellschaft mit beschrank-

ter Haftung, corporation
with limited liability

herausgegeben, published
im allgemeinen, in general
Interessengemeinschaft,

amalgamation, trust
Sankt, Saint
siehe oben, see above
Stiick, each
siehe unten, see below
Thaler, dollar
und, and
unter anderen, among others;

und andere, and others

Chemical signs are used as in English,

a.c.

A.G.

Art.
bez.

bezw.
ca.

Dr.
E. V.

eng.
ff.

Forts,
fr.

Fr.
Frl.

geb.
G.m.b.
H.

hrsg.

i.a.

I.G.

Skt.
s.o.

St.

s.u.

Thlr.
u.

u. a.

u.drgl.

unbest.
u.s.w.

v.H.
Wwe.
Xber.
Xr.

z.

z.B.

Zs.

Ztr.

zw.
Ing.
Kap.
kgl.

M.
naml.
n.Chr.
n.F.
no., ntto.

Nr., Nro.
od.

p.Ct.
Pf.

Pfd.

Q.
Rab.
resp.

Rm.

Ser.

und dergleichen, and the like

unbestimmt, indefinite
und so weiter, et cetera
vom Hundert, of the hundred
Witwe, widow
Dezember, December (rare)

Kreuzer, cruiser; kreutzer, a
coin

zur, to the
zum Beispiel, for example
Zeitschrift, periodical
Zentner, hundredweight
zwischen, between
Ingenieur, engineer
Kapitel, chapter
koniglich, royal
Mark, mark (coin)

namlich, namely
nach Christo, anno Domini
neue Folge, new series

netto, net
Numero, number
Oder, or
pro Cent, percent
Pfennig, penny
Pfund, pound
Quadrat, square
Rabatt, discount
respectiv, respectively
Reichsmark, reichsmark (coin)

Seite, page
siehe, see

Serie, series

sogenannt, so-called

Cardinal numbers
eins one
zwei two
drei three
vier four
fiinf five

sechs six

sieben seven
acht eight

neun nine

zehn
elf

zwolf
dreizehn
zwanzig
ein und zwanzig
hundert
tausend

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one
hundred
thousand
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Ordinal numbers
erste

zweite
dritte

vierte
fiinfte

sechste
siebente
achte
neunte

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth

zehnte
elfte

zwolfte
dreizehnte
zwanzigste
ein und zwanzigste
hundertste
tausendste

tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
twenty-first
hundredth
thousandth

After ordinal numbers a period is placed where in English the form would be
1st, 2d, etc., as 1. Heft; 2. Band.

Months
Januar (Jan.)

Februar (Feb.)
Marz
April (Apr.)
Mai
Juni (Jun.)

January
February
March
April
May
June

Juli (Jul.)

August (Aug.)
September (Sept.)

Oktober (Okt.)
November (Nov.)
Dezember (Dez.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
Sonntag
Montag
Dienstag
Mittwoch

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Donnerstag Thursday
Freitag Friday
Sonnabend, Samstag Saturday

Seasons

Friihling
Sommer

sprmg
summer

Herbst
Winter

autumn
winter

Time
Stunde
Tag
Woche

hour
day
week

Monat
Jahr

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

der {masculine^ nominative case)

die, /.

das, n.

ein
eine
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GLAGOLITSA

Old
Slavic

Croatian
Numeral
values

Name Transliteration
Old Slavic
Cyrillic

1 Az a in father a

2 Buki b e

V 00 3 Vedi V B

% 4 GlagoP g r

Ob 5 Dobro d A
3 3 6 Est', jest' e in men e

in 7 Zhivete h ;k

8 Zelo z s

Go 9 Zemla, zemlia,zemja z 3

St op 10 Izhe i in field H

8 8 20 I I 1

M Of 30 Derv' dj W)
^ 40 Kako k K

50 Ludi, ljudi I A

m 60 Mislite m M
p 70 Nash n H

d a 80 On 0 in old

r rn 90 Pokoj P n

b 100 R'^si r P

fi fi 200 Slovo s c

vu 00 300 Tvrdo t T

400 Uk u in wood

« CD 500 Fert /

600 Kher kh; also ch in Scotch loch X

o 700 0 0 w

900 Tsi fs

1000 Cherv' ch M

UJ OJ Sha sh LU

800 Shta sht IM

•8 a, i

1

Jery y, u, 0, d,
^ 'hi

•e Jerek e in bed, 4 b

A & 800 Jet' j in judge, ja

JO Ju ju
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GLAGOLlfsA—Continued

Old
Slavic

Croatian
Numeral Name Transliteration

Old Slavic
Cyrillic

la

- l€

•e A
4s

3€ k Mi

AC J^s in. t-Xi

Ksi x; k

Psi ps t
•e- Thita A

IzhiCsa y, i IT

Note.—When using the above characters as numerals a period is placed before and after the character.
In a medial position the jery has the sound of u in the German word iiber.

According to Prof. S. Stanojevitch's Narodna EnCsiklopedija, Glagolitsa takes its

name quite possibly from the Croatian and Dalmatian priests who used it in

their liturgical services about the 9th century and came from the Old Slavic
word glagol, to speak; thus they called the priests glagolashi, speakers. There is

ample evidence that it was employed especially for liturgical services wherever
the Slavs lived. In fact there is evidence of its use in Russia, as shown by
the Glagolithic inscriptions in the Novgorod Cathedral.

Aside from the south Slavic sections Glagolitsa has also been found on all

monumental remains in Moravia and Bohemia, as also possibly in Macedonia.
At the beginning of the 10th century it was used also in Bulgaria, but as the
Cyrillic was being introduced it soon began to decline in common use and, by
the 11th century, we find it confined mainly to Catholic liturgical use in northern
Dalmatia, Croatia, and Istria, where it survived until about 1840. Its value
now is merely historical, though it also possesses a great wealth of literature.

Its origin is a problem that has engrossed theologians for many years. In
1890 Isaac Taylor advanced the thesis that Glagolitsa originated from the Greek
hieratic script in the 9th century and that even before the time of SS. Cyril and
Methodius the Slavs used Greek letters, combining them with characters Nos.
2 and 3 when it was desired to give a particular sound that was strange to the
Greek language. He believed that to be the cause for its similarity to the Greek
characters. Prof. Jagich, one of the greatest of Slavic philologists, has probably
studied the subject more thoroughly than anyone else and concurs in this view,
but further study convinced him that St. Cyril finally developed a style for

the entire alphabet, which has a similarity to the Coptic.
The first book printed in Glagolitsa came from the press in Venice in 1483

and later was followed by a great mass of printed literature. When the divi-

sion of eastern Europe into several political units took place the language
lost caste, Austria, in particular, doing her utmost to discourage its use. It is

interesting to knov/ that in 1903 an Old Slavic academy was found on the beautiful
Dalmatian island Krk which was engaged in the publication of books on Glago-
lithic literature, but all in Cyrillic transcription.
The Cyrillic alphabet, shown in the last column of the table, was originated in

the year 863 by the Slavic priests Cyril and Methodius for use in the translation
of religious books from the Greek into the Slavic language. With its 44 charac-
ters adapted from both the Greek and possibly an extinct Slav -runic alphabet, it

became the alphabet of the Slavs who were within the fold of the Greek
Orthodox Church. In the 18th century Peter the Great forced upon the Russians,
among his many reforms, the modified Russian alphabet, and the use of the
Cyrillic was relegated to religious books.
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GREEK (Classical)

A a alpha a as in father;

a as in papa
B beta h as in bad
r 7 gamma g as in go
A 5 delta d as in do
E € epsilon e as in pet
Z r zeta Originally as

zd; later as z

H V eta e as in French
fete

G 6 theta th as in thin
I L iota ^ as in ma-

chine ; I as ia

pit

K K kappa k as in keg
A X la(m)da / as in lip

M mu m as in mix
N V nu n as in now

k xi X as in mix
0 0 omicron 0 as in obey
n 7^ pi as in piQ
p P rho r as in red

\ 2 (7 S signia s as in see

T tau t as in top
T U upsilon as in French

sur, German
•u; u as in

German
Brlicke

$ 0 phi jph as in graphic
X X chi ch as in German

machen
'/^ psi ^5 as in gyp-

smn
a; omega 0 as in prone

The Greek language uses 24 letters. Each letter has at least two forms, the
majuscule, or upper-case, and the minuscule, or lower-case. The larger, or
capital, letters are very like those used by the Greeks of the classical period;
the smaller letters are derived from the cursive script used at a very much later

period. The use given herewith is that taught generally in American schools
and colleges.

Five of the lower-case letters have two forms each: a is used in text; a, as a
symbol in mathematics; 6 and are rare, never used as symbols; 4> (f, in text and
as symbols; o-, initial or medial; s, final.

Forms
The form a is used at the beginning or in the middle of a word; the form

s at the end of a word only. Various fonts of type, especially the older fonts,

had variants for certain of the characters, notably for 6, /3, and (f. These variant
characters can generally be used indiscriminately and interchangeably.
The later manuscripts had many hundreds of ligatures, a remnant of the short-

hand of the period. The earlier printers had a great many of these cast in type,
but they are not generally used today.

There is the rehc of the primitive Greek alphabet remaining in the use of three
ancient characters as numerals, F, digamma, or r, stigma, used for 6; q, koppa,
used for 90, and ^, sampi, used for"900. The only other occasion for the use
of these characters is in paleography.

Attention is called to the breathings, the rough (') which gives the sound of

h to the letter on which it is viTitten, and the smooth ('). Every initial vowel
takes one or the other of these breathings. It is written over the second letter

of a diphthong, and in front of capital letters. Initials i; and p take the rough
breathing above them, and doubled p was formerly ^Titten pp, but modern usage
eliminates the breathings. The smooth breathing should not be confused vvith

the apostrophe, which is used at the end of a word to indicate an omission.

Accents

Three accents are used in Greek, the acute ('), the tilde (circiunflex) (')

and the grave ('). These may be combined with the breathings to give a

number of ''sorts", the use of which involves a knowledge of the language.

GREEK DIACRITICAL MARKS
' lenis * lenis grave tilde a^per

* asper " asper acute " dieresis

' acute * asper grave •* dieresis acute

* grave . - - .

~ tilde dieresis grave

" lenis acute ' tilde lenis
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av as ou in our
ev as eu in feud
ov as ou in you

The Greek marks of punctuation are the comma (,), the colon-semicolon (•),

the period (.), and the mark of interrogation (;). As the ancient Greeks wrote
without any breaks, even between words, these marks are of quite recent origin,

and are inserted where editors think they should go, generally as in English.

Pronunciation

Scholars think that the double consonants tp, x, Of f , ^, and ^, originally sounded
both of their component parts, but that later they took on a single sound.
The letter y before /c, 7, x, and f took the sound of n in ink. The letter p, when

with a rough breathing, had a sound something like hr.

The pronunciation of the principal diphthongs is:

at as ai in aisle

€1 as ei in rein
ot as oi in toil

VL as ui in quit
The diphthong rjv can only be approximated by the sounds eh-00 pronounced

quickly together.
The improper diphthongs ^, ??, w, are pronounced like a, 77, co, respectively.
There is a division of opinion among modern scholars as to the pronunciation

of ancient Greek. Some think that the pronunciation of the modern Greek is

more nearly like the ancient than the ordinarily accepted scholastic pronunciation.

Capitalization

As the ancient Greeks did not know the lower-case letters, they had no scheme
of capitalization. The modern use is to capitalize proper names and the first

word of a sentence. Poetry does not capitalize the first word of a line, unless
under the above rule.

Syllabication

Each Greek word has as many syllables as it has vowels or diphthongs. The
following rules, based on ancient tradition, are used in divisions:

(a) Single consonants, combinations of consonants which can begin a word,
and mutes followed by fx or v, are placed at the beginning of a syllable.

In Greek there are found to be 41 combinations of consonants that are used
to begin words. They are:

/35, /3X, /3p, 7X, yv, yp, 8^, 5j/, 6p, ^X, dp, dp, kX, k/x, kv, kp, kt, fiv, ttX, ttv, irp, ttt, a/3.

adf <XK, Cfji, air, <tt, a<p, ax, rX, t/x, rp, <pd, <p\, <pv, (pp, x^, x\ X", XP.

(6) Other combinations of consonants are divided.
(c) Compound words are divided into their original parts.

Cardinal numbers
a' els, juta, 'iiV one v' irevT-qKovra fifty
^' 8vo two r sixty

t' rpeis, rpia three 0' k^8ofjir]K0VTa seventy
b' TGTTapes, -pa four by8orjKOVTa

kvevrjKovTa

eighty
e' five c ninety
F' H six p' kKarSv hundred

eirrd seven <t' StaKoatoL two hundred
-n' eight

nine
t' rpiaKbaioi three hundred

6' kvvka v' rerpaKdatot four hundred
i' 8eKa. ten fp' TrevTaKhatoi five hundred
to! evdeKa eleven x'

^'
k^aKbaioL six hundred

1/3' 8(a8€Ka twelve kiTTaKoaioi seven hundred
ly' TpeLaKai8eKa thirteen co' bKTaKoaiot eight hundred
k' elKoai twenty kvaKbaioi nine hundred
X' TPLOLKOVTO. thirty XtXtot thousand
/*' TeTTepoLKOVTa forty ten thousand

Ordinal numbers
TrpCOTOS

8evTepos

TpLros

rkrapTOS

€KTOS

e^Sofios

6y8oos

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

evaros

SeKaros

hSeKaros
8(a8€KaTos

Tpiros Kai 8kKaTos
eiKoaros

TpiaKoaros

XiXtoarb^

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
thirtieth
thousandth
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These numerals, except the cardinals from 5 to 100, are regularly declinable
according to the rules of the language. The exceptions are not declinable.
The numeral characters take an acute accent after them, from 1 to 999. To

place an accent below and to the left of a character multiplies it bv 1000: e.g.,

a'= l, ,a=1000, .a^X7'= 1933.

Chronology

The ancient Greeks divided time into periods of four years, called Olympiads,
the first year of the first Olympiad beginning in the middle of the summer of

776 B.C.*^ Each year was divided into twelve months, but there was no division
into weeks.
The seasons were called ^p, spring; depos, summer; oirdipa, autumn, and

xetM'*'" > winter.
After the rise of the Roman supremacy the Juhan calendar was adopted, with

the Latin month names transhterated. After the advent of Christianity the
weekly system was adopted, with names of the days as in modern Greek.

Months
^EKaTOjUiSatwy

'SlerayeiTviwv

^07]8pO/Jil(j}V

Uvavo^ptuv

^laifj.aKTijpLui'

UoceLdewv bd)Ttpos

TafjLTjXtwv
' AvOecTTijpiuv

'EXaijCTj/SoXtoji'

Qapy-qXiuv
^KLpOifOpiOiV

Hecatombion
Metagetnion
Boedromion
Pyanopsion
Maimacterion
Poseideon
Second Poseideon
GameUon
Anthesterion
Elaphebolion
Mounichion
Thargelion
Scirophorion

About July
August
September
October
November
December
In leap years only (every eight years)
January
February
March
April
May
June

The modern equivalents are, of course, only approximate, as the Greeks had
not calculated the year as accurately as more modern mathematicians have.
The first day of Hecatombion was intended to fall upon the summer solstice;

but it actually varied from the middle of June to the first week in August

Time
dpa
Tjnepa

nour
day
week

/ivy

iros

month
vear

Articles to be disregarded in filing

Ligatures, etc.

5-'= stigma (st)

^«=sampi (sch)

q= koppa (q)

b = (ou)
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GREEK (Modern)

A a alpha

B /3 beta

r 7 gamma

A 8
or j>

delta

E € epsilon

z ^/ zeta

H eta

0 d theta

I iota

K K kappa

A X lambda

M M mu

N

S

I' nu

xi

0 0 omicron

n TT pi

p P ^/ rho

X 0- S
sigma

T r tau

a in father

V

'Hard g aspirated {gK) as g in the Ger-
man tragen, before a and o sounds;
as y (German j), before e and t sounds.
For 77, 7/c, etc., see remarks

ih in this

little longer than e in well, but not
quite as long as a in fate; as e in Ger-

^ man nehmen

z

ee in eel, German ^

th in thin

ee in eel. See under diphthongs

k. For 7/c, see remarks

m

n. For J' before tt, see remarks

X {ks)

0 in mono

after ^ or its sound, as h

r, somewhat rolled or trilled

s; before j8, 5, 7, /x, p, as 2

^; a medial r before y as

^ upsilon ee in eel

* <^ ^ phi /

X 'yK* h'
[Before a and o, guttural German c/i in

^ *^ vlT ^ ^ \ doch; before € and t, palatal c/i, in Licht

0 w omega 0 in note
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Modern Greek is very similar to classical Greek, being the direct descendant of
that language. There are, at present, two slightly differing forms of modern
Greek, the literary, or written form, and the popular or spoken, dialectal form.
As practically all printed matter is in the literary form, the following rules con-
cern that form; but certain popular pronunciations will be indicated as needed.

- The modern alphabet is the same as that used for the older language. The
pronunciation of some of the letters differs from that ordinarily used for the
ancient Greek. It is given in the table.

Remarks
The character <r is used in initial and medial positions in a word, the character

s in the final position. Variant forms of other letters have no fixed rule for use.
The combinations 77 and 7/c are pronounced as ng in England, and nch in

anchor. Before % and \ the 7 has the sound of ng (nasal).

N-final before ir-initial is pronounced as m, in which case the ir is pronounced
as 6.

Diphthongs.—The "improper" diphthongs q. and 2? are pronounced as o

and 77, respectively.

The pronunciation of the diphthongs is as follows: Ai like e; et, ot, ui like 77 (ee)

;

ou as ou in group. The diphthongs au, eu, -qv are pronounced before all vowels and
the consonants /3, 7, 5, f , X, n, v, p, as av, ev, eev, respectively, before 6, k, ^, ir, o-, r

<p, ;/', as af, ef, eef, respectively.

The popular language introduces a number of palatalizations into its pronun-
ciation, notable among which is the prefixing of an i (or a letter having an i-

sound, generally v) when the t takes the consonantal sound of y.

Accents and breathings

Modern Greek employs the same accents and breathings as the ancient lan-
guage, and under practically identical rules. Every word, with a few exceptions
has an accent on one of the three last syllables. Every initial vowel carries a
rough or a smooth breathing. The initial letters p and v always carry the
rough breathing, and the combination pp is usually written with a smooth and
a rough accent. The rough breathing does not affect the pronunciation in any
way.

Capitalization

Majuscules (capital letters) are used on title pages and in headings, much
as in English, at the beginning of a sentence, on all proper nouns, on the titles

of high-placed officials, and on the designations of corporations, associations, etc.

In letters, etc., the pronoun of address is usually capitalized.

Punctuation

The comma, the period, and the exclamation point are the same as in English
and are used similarly. The semicolon and the colon are represented by a point
above the line. The question mark resembles the English semicolon. The
scheme for quotation marks is the same as in the western languages.

Syllabication

Modern Greek forms a syllable for each vowel or diphthong. A single conso-
nant belongs to the following syllable. Two consonants divide, except that any
two consonants that may begin a Greek word are given to the following syllable;

further, three consonants will be affixed to the following syllable if the first with
the second, or the second with the third can begin a word. Compounds may be
divided on the compound.
A list of the letters which may begin a word can be found under Greek

(classical), syllabication, page 70. This can be used in modern Greek.

Numerals.—Modern Greek uses the Arabic figures for ordinary number work.
Where western languages use roman numerals, the modern Greek uses the same
scheme of letters as used by classical Greek.

67289°—35 6
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Cardinal numbers
hs, fiia, ev

8vo

rptlsj rpia

Teaaapes, -a
Tr€VT€

H
eiTTa

6kt6)

Ordinal numbers
TrpWTOS

hevrepos

Tplros

Terapros

eKTOS

e^So/jLOS

oydoos

Months
*lavovapios

^e^povdpios
MapTLOS
'AirpiXios

Mdi'os
'
lovvios

Days

Aevrkpa
TpLTTJ

TerapTi]

Seasons

avo^is, tap
depos

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

spring
summer

ipvka

deKa

TpiaKovTa
tKarbv

ev €KaTOJJ,fiVpLOV

ivparos

SeKaTos

e'lKoaros

TpLaKoarSs

eKaToarSs

kKaTonnvpioa-rSs

AvyovcTos
XeXTkfl^pLOS

*Okto)^PI,os

Nokfi^pios

AeKkn^pios

UkflTTTIJ

IlapaaKevri

(pdiVOTTOlpOV

nme
ten
twenty
thirty
hundred
thousand
hundred thousand

ninth
tenth
twentieth
thirtieth

hundredth
thousandth
hundred thousandth

July
August
September
October
November
December

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

autumn
winter

Time
copa
r]fiepa

€/35o/Ltds

hour
day
week

tros

month
year
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HAWAIIAN

A a a in father ^ K k k\
E e e in obey ^ L 1 ly liquid

I i ee M m m
0 0 0 in note N n n, liquid

U u 00 in too ^ P P P
H h h, aspirated * W w Between w and v

1 Sometimes when it precedes k, I, m, n, and p it has the short sound of u in mutter, and in a few words
it has the sound of aw or au. The true sound is between a in ask and the broad a in all.

2 In an unaccented final syllable it has the sound of y.

3 When preceded by i it has the sound of u or yu.
* Sometimes changed to /.

* In Kauai it has the sound of t, but the best usage gives the Hawaiian consonants their unchangeable
sounds.

Remarks
In pronouncing the digraphs ai, ao, au, ei, eu, or ou the stress is on the first

letter.

Words taken from the Enghsh retain their Latin consonants: sabati, Sunday,
not kapaki; huke, book, not puke; Baibala, Bible, not Paipala.

Accent

Bisyllabic words are generally accented on the first syllable, but when that is

not the case the stressed syllable carries the accent mark: po-ho, chalk; po-h6, loss.

In words of more than two syllables stress is usually on the penult; if not, the
stressed syllable carries the accent: ka-na-ka, a man; kd-na-ka, men.

Reduplicated words follow the stress of their primitives: kuhikuhi, from kuhi;
hdlohdlo, from hdlo, the penult of the reduplicated word taking the primary stress.

The causative hoo prefixed to a verb does not change the stress, but receives a
secondary stress: hodapdno.
The sign of the passive i-a takes a secondary stress: hund, hundia.

Cardinal numbers
hookahi, kekahi
elua
e kolu
e ha, he kauna
elima
e ono
e hoku
ewalu
eiwa
umi
umikumamakahi
umikumamalua

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve

umikumamkolua
iwa kalua
kana kolu
kanaha', he kaau
kaualima'
kaua-ono
kauahiku
kauawalu
kauaiwa
haneri
kausani, tausani

thirteen
twenty
thirty
forty
fifty

sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
ka mua, ka makamua first

lua second
ke kolu, hapa-kolu third
ka ha, he hapaha' fourth
kalima, ka mahele elima fifth

he hapa-ono, ka ono sixth

ka hiku, he kapahiku seventh

ka walu eighth
hapa-iwa, ka iwa ninth
hapa-umi, ka umi tenth
ka umikumamakahi eleventh
hapa umikumamalua twelfth
ke kanalima o fiftieth

ka hapa haneri, ka haneri hundredth
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Months
Januari January
Feberuari February
Maraki March
Aperila, ka ha o na April
mahina o ka makahiki

Mahina o Mei May
lune, ka ono o na mahina June

lulai

Augate, ka mahina
Sepetemaba
Okatoba
Novemaba
Dekemaba

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
la Sabati
Monede, poaka hi
Poalua
Poakolu

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Poaha' Thursday
Poalima Friday
Poaono, la hoomalolo Saturday

Seasons

kai piha
kau wela

spring
summer

kau haule o na lau
kau hooilo

autumn
winter

Time
hora, mahele manawa hour
la day
hebedoma week

he mahina, malama
makahiki

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

ka, ke kekahi
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HEBREW

Square

1

n

1

T

n

h

D

V

P

n

1

Rabbin-
ical

6

)

7

!

t

D

J

V

D

5

P

•)

C

n

Cursive

K

?^

I

;

ft

0

?

c

n

f

Name

Aleph

Veth

Gimel

Daleth

Heh

Vav

Zayin

Cheth

Teth

Yod

Chaph

Lamed

Q Mem

I

Nun

Samekh

Ayin

Feh

Tsadi

Koph

Kesh

Sin

Thav

Phonetic
value

Silent

[chj as in Ger-

[ man doch

t

y

'ch, as in Ger-
man doch

'l

m

n

s

Silent

/

ts, as in pets

k

r

s

th, as in both

Numeral
value

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

200

300

400

The final forms of the letters chaph, mem, nun, feh, and tsadi for the square,
rabbinical, and cursive alphabets, respectively, are shown at their immediate
right.
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The Hebrew alphabet consists of 22 consonants, represented by 22 letters,

which are also used as numerical signs. Hebrew is read from right to left.

The sound represented by the consonant X (Aleph) is no longer known; y (Ayin)
is a guttural not generally pronounced and is usually transliterated by (*).

The characters (a) Veth, (d) Chaph, (d) Feh, and (n) Thav are hardened with
the introduction of a point into (a) Beth, (a) Caph, (s) Peh, and (n) Tav. The
position of the point also determines the sound of (a^) Shin and Qff) Sin.

Similarity of certain letters

[Veth Chaph 1 f Daleth Chaph (final) Resh "1 [" Mem (final) Samekh l^dJIt n nJLa oj
[Gimel Nun "I f Teth Mem "1 f Ayin Tsadi "1 f Cheth Heh Thav 1

[Vav Zayin Yod Nun (final)
"1It' 1 J

Vowel-signs or points

Besides the letters, which are all consonants, there are ten signs used as vowels.
These are the Masoretic points, which, when placed above or below the conso-
nants, indicate the vowel pronunciation. The majority of Hebrew works must
be read without the aid of the vowgl-points.

L(?NG VOWELS SHORT VOWELS
T Kametz a as in father - Patach a as in carry
•* Tzere ei as in their * Segol e as in bed

'~ Chirik gadol ie as in believe • Chirik katon i as in big

1 Cholam o as in no * Kametz katon o as in of

•1 Shuruk 00 as in moon \ Kubbuts u as in full

The sh'va

Two dots placed vertically under a consonant (:) is called Sh'va, and indicates

the absence of a vowel. When the Sh'va is united with the following consonant

it is vocal, and has the phonetic value of the short e in believe, e.g., vae' (Shema).

When united with the preceding consonant it is silent, e.g., D^ax (Ab-ram).

Certain consonants which may not receive a Sh'va, combine the Sh'va with one

of the short vowels, e.g., '3X ,»^n ,n»X

The rule is not to divide Hebrew words.
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HUNGARIAN

A a 0 in dog NY iiy ni (ny) in Virginia
A a a in father 0 0 0 in horn
B b b 0 6 0 in stone
C c ts 0 0 1^ in purr
CS CS ch in change 5 6 en in French peur ^ ^

CZ CZ ts in its P p 2?

D d d K r r (trilled)

E e e in lend S s sh in shut
E e a^ in wait sz sz s in silly

F f / T t t

G g g in pig TY ty t (ty) in tune
GY gy d in duke, or j in joy U u 00 in good
H h X5 11 u in brute
I i in bits t) ii 'i^ (y) of French nu,
1 I i in ravine

u
mue ^ ^

J j y in yard (i (^)

K k /: V V
L 1 Z Y y ^3

LY ly I (ly) in lute Z z z

M m m ZS zs French j
N n n

1 No corresponding sound in English.
' ReaUy only lengthened form of preceding vowel.
' Except as final, it is merely a sign of the softening of the preceding consonant.

There are no exceptions to these rules of pronunciation.
Punctuation is practically the same as in English.

Accent

Stress is without exception on the first syllable.

Capitalization

Forms of address in letters, etc., and titles are capitalized: Fels6ges Uram
(Your Majesty); Mdtdsdgod (Your Lordship).
Proper names and those referring to God are capitalized.

Adjectives formed from proper names are not capitalized: hudapesti (of

Budapest); magyar (Hungarian).

Syllabication

Simple words are divided at the end of a line so that where two vowels follow

one another they are separated : fi-am, mi-enk, ti-e-id.

Where two consonants follow one another, they also are separated: nay-pal,

er-dd.

Where a single consonant occurs between two vowels, it goes with the next
syllable: vd-ros, va-ddsz. This rule also holds good where the consonant is a

double one: gy, cz, ly, ny, sz, ty, cs, zs (a-gyag, e-csety e-czet, a-nya, a-tya, r6-zsa).

Two combinations of consonants occurring together in one word are abbre-
viated: ssz instead of szsz; but when they are divided, the original spelling is

restored: hosz-szu.
Compound words are divided according to their construction: rend-Sr, meg-dll.

Abbreviations

The following will be of interest because of their frequent use:

kir. kirdlyi, royal p. peng6, 100 filler szt. szent, Saint

f. 6. foly6 6vi, current year pi. p^lddul, for instance t.i. tudniillik, that is

fil. filler, half penny stb. 6s a tobbi, et cetera
k. korona, crown sz. szdm, number (no.)
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Cardinal numbers
egy one
kett6 two
hdrom three
negy four
6t five

hat six

het seven
nyolcz eight

kilencz
tiz

tizenegy
tizenkett6
tizenhdrom
husz

ezer

nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
els6

mdsodik
harmadik
negyedik
otodik
hatodik
hetedik
nyolczadik

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

kilenczedik
tizedik
tizenegyedik
tizenkettedik
tizenharmadik
huszadik
szdzadik
ezredik

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
thousandth

Months
Janudr (Jan.) January
Februdr (Feb.) February
Mdrczius.(Mdrcz.) March
Aprilis (Apr.) April
Mdjus (Mdj.) May
Junius (Jun.) June

Julius (Jul.)

Augusztus (Aug.)
Szeptember (Szept.)
Okt6ber (Okt.)
November (Nov.)
Deczember (Decz.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
Vasd,rnap
Hetf6
Kedd
Szerda

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Csiitortok
P6ntek
Szombat

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

tavasz
nydr

spring
summer

6sz
t^l

autumn
winter

Time
ora
nap
h^t

hour
day
week

h6, h6nap
6v, esztendd

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

az, a egy
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ICELANDIC (Modern)

A a

B b(bje)

D d(dje)

D t5(eS)

E e

E e(je)

F f(eff)

G g(gje)

H h(ha)

I i

Intermediate be-

tween a in fa-

ther and a in cat

ow in cow
h in book
d in day
th in bathe

i

short: e in bet
long: e in French

pere
Like Icelandic i

(short) followed
by short e

j in file, when in-

itial or when
followed by
S OT t

V, between vowels
or at end of

words
h, when followed
by Z or 71

g in gold, with cer-

tain exceptions
h
short: i in sin

long: no English
equivalent

j(jo«)

K k(ka)
L l(eddl)

M m(emm)
N n(enn)

O o

6 6

P P(pje)
R r(err)

s(ess)

t(tje)

S
T
U u
tJ u
V v(vaff)

X x(ex)

Y y(uj)

t y(uj)

Z z(seta)

!> })(l)oddn)

M 2e(oe)

O 6

ee in green

y in yell

j in hallelujah
k in kernel
/ in steel, with cer-

tain exceptions
m
71, with certain ex-

ceptions

I
short : o in not

I long : a in war
When long like oe

in south English
toe

P
r (Scotch)

s in house
t

eu in French deux
00 in moon
V

X
1 (Icelandic)

i (Icelandic)

s (Icelandic)

th in thin

i in mile
u in burn

The use of the letter 4, although retained by many writers, is questionable
in modern Icelandic and the letter is now often replaced by je which has the
same value. The letters p and y denote mutation of original u and li; as is a
mutation of d and 6; 6 a mutation of a. Z is by some grammarians considered
an unnecessary letter and many writers entirely discard it. Diphthongs : au
(composed of 6 followed by the sound of ee in seen), ei and ey (with the
same sound, composed of the French d followed by the sound of ee in seen).

Accent
The accent almost invariably falls on the first syllable.

Articles

There is only one article, the definite article. When used with an adjective
employed as a noun, or with a noun further defined by an adjective or an
ordinal number, it stands before the adjective, and is then declined as follows

:

Singular Plural

Masc. Fern. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom. Tiinn hin hid hinir hmar hm
Acc. Mnn hina hid hvna hinar hin
Dat. hirmm Mnni hi/nu

Gen. hin^ hinnar hins himna /

If the noun is without any adjectival definition, or if the adjective follows
it, the article is sufiixed to it, in which case it drops the initial h, and if the
word ends in a short or unaccented vowel, it drops the i also.

^mwrny^ll genders
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Syllabication

Division is made on the last consonant before a vowel: dag-ar, hrafn-ar^
hepp-in, elok-ad-i. Compound words are divided according to their component
parts: vor-draum-ur.

Cardinal numbers
einn
tveir

t)rir

fj6rir

fimm
sex
sjo

atta
nfu
tiu

ellefu

tolf

trettan
fj6rtan
fimtdn
sextan

Ordinal numbers
fyrsti

annar
l)riSji

fjorSi
fimti

sjotti

sjoundi
attundi
nlundi
tiundi
ellefti

tolfti

l)rettandi

fjortandi
fimtandi

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen

sixteen

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
fourteenth
fifteenth

seytjan
atjdn
nitjan
tuttugu
tuttugu og einn
trjatiu
trjatiu og tveir
fjorutlu
fimtlu
sextiu
sjotiu

attatm
niutiu
(eitt) hundraiS
tvo hundruS
J)usund

sextandi
seytjdndi
atjdndi
mtjandi
tuttugasti
tuttugasti og fyrsti

tritugasti
fertugasti
fimtugasti
sextugasti
sjotugasti
dttugasti
nitugasti
hundraSasti
l)usundasti

seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty-one
thirty
thirty-two
forty
fifty

sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
hundred
two hundred
thousand

sixteenth
seventeenth
eighteenth
nineteenth
twentieth
twenty-first
thirtieth

fortieth
fiftieth

sixtieth

seventieth
eightieth
ninetieth
hundredth
thousandth

Months
januar (manuSur) January
februar February
marz March
april April
mai May
juni June

jiili

dgust
September
oktober
november

July
August
September
October
November

desember (manuSur) December

Days
sunnudagur
manudagur
J>ri6judagur
miSvikudagur

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

fimtudagur
fostudagur
laugardagur

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons
vor
sumar

spring
summer

haust
vetur

autumn
winter

Time
klukkustund
dagur
vika

hour
day
week

mdnuSur
At

month
year
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ITALIAN

A a a in far M m m
B b b N n n
C c Before a, o, or u, as c in

can; before e or i, sim-
ilar to but softer than

0 0 0 in note ; like aw in saw
P P P.

q q in quart
ch in chant r r in wary, rolled

D d d s s s; usually z between two
E e a in grate; e m bell vowels
F f / T t t

G Before a, o, or u, as g in

gay ; before e or i like

j, but softer

Silent, but makes a pre-

ceding c or ^ hard

U u 00 in coo
V V V

XT
11 n

W
is.

Y
rlX J

y

In foreign words only

Like the vowel i; only in

I i 6 in me foreign words
J j y; final, ee Z z ts in quarts or as ds in

K k k, only in foreign words a few words
L 1 I

Syllabication

A single consonant between two vowels is always carried over; in case of two
or more consonants, sound combinations must not be separated.

Combinations of two consonants are divisible if the first is a liquid; if one of the
liquids, w, n, or r, is the first of the consonants, divide on these: Sar-co, com-
pi-ti, quin-di-ci, par-la-re, dol-cez-ze. If the first consonant is not a liquid, the
entire combination is carried over: Ri-spo-sta, de-sti-no, lu-stri, se-sto, que-sta.

Do not separate combinations representing a single sound, as ch, gh, gl, gn, see,

sci, scia, scio: Po-chi, lun-ghez-za, fi-glia, bi-so-gno, cre-sce-re, u-sci-re, la-scia-re.

Double consonants are divided: Quel-lo, af-flit-to, fac-cio, fug-gi-re, oc-chi-o,

vec-chi-o, cac-cia.

Combinations of three consonants are divided on the first, except where the
first is an s not belonging to a prefix: Sem-pre, men-tre, in-con-tro, com-pren-do,
dis-gra-zia, but lu-stri, re-gi-stro, co-stret-to, me-schi-no.

Diphthongs, triphthongs, and sound combinations with i (semivowel) in ci,

gi, gli, are not separated. Vowel combinations which are not diphthongs may
be separated: e-go-is-mo.

Groups of two vowels with accent on the first are not separated: 0-c^a-no,

geo-gra-fia, Bea-tri-ce. If the first is a, e, or o and the second carries the accent
they are divided: Ma-e-stro, pa-il-ra, te-d-tro, cre-d, po-4-ta, so-d-ve. If the first

is i or u, they may or may not be divided: Vi-sio-ne, gra-zio-so, but ri-ar-so,

tri-6n-fo, ru-i-na, flu-en-te.

While it is permissible, it is not well to divide so as to carry over a single vowel,
as orari-o, and word groups with an apostrophe must not divide on the apostrophe,
as air, coir, etc., but are divided on the first I, so that the second I and the apos-
trophe begin the next line, as del-Valhero; un'ar-te.

The space after the apostrophe is no longer required.

Capitalization

Capitalize all proper nouns, names of the Deity, the initial word of a sentence
or a line of poetry, but lower case names of the months and proper nouns when
used adjectively.

Capitalize adjectives when forming an integral part of a proper noun, as Alto

Adige.

In book titles capitalize the first word and all proper nouns: Storia delta

diplomazia europea in Italia.
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Accents

The grave is the only accent used and occurs on the final vowel of a word,
indicating that the voice rests on that syllable; it also serves for the distinction
of monosyllabic words.
The apostrophe indicates that a vowel has been left out, and may occur either

at the beginning or end of a word, e.g., sopra 'I letto, on the bed; V opera, the
work, etc.

Cardinal numbers
uno one
due two
tre three
quattro four
cinque five

sei six

sette seven
otto eight

nove nine
dieci ten
undid eleven
dodici twelve
tredici thirteen

quattordici
quindici
sedici

diciassettel

diciasette /
diciotto

diciannovel
dicianove j

venti
ventuno
cento
mille

due mille

fourteen
fifteen

sixteen

seventeen

eighteen

nineteen

twenty
twenty -one
hundred
thousand
two thousand

Ordinal numbers
primo
secondo
terzo
quarto
quinto
sesto

settimo
ottavo
nono
decimol
decimaJ

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth

tenth

decimoprimol
undicesimo /
dodicesimo
tredicesimo
quattordicesimol
decimoquarto j

ventesimo
ventunesimo 1

ventesimo primo

/

centesimo
millesimo

eleventh

twelfth
thirteenth

fourteenth

twentieth

twenty-first

hundredth
thousandth

Months
gennaio (genn.)
febbraio (febb.)

marzo
aprile

maggio (magg.)
giugno

January
February
March
April
May
June

lugiio

agosto
settembre (sett.)

ottobre (ott.)

novembre (nov.)

dicembre (die.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
domenica
lunedi
martedi
mercoledi

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

giovedi
venerdi
sabato

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

primavera
estate

spring
summer

autunno
inverno

autumn
winter

Time
ora
giorno
settimana

hour
day
week

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

il, lo

i. gl'

la, le

un, uno
una, un'
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JAPANESE

SYLLABARY

Kata-
kana

Hiragana

i 1
vx •ft

ro

5

ha

ni ^>

ho t

he <^

jsn.

to h >

chi
:^

> >. >
ri h

nu

ru

%
wo t

wa 7 h
i

ka 0

Pronun
ciation

Kata- Hiragana

3 1 4-

>

nt eg*

"TP 4 ^

it

5

t
tsu 9

n n n n #
ne •f la ?i

»^

na

*
ra 7

% $^

111 U. >

n
11 t

•f ?
1

no /

/J %

0 ;t

^^

ku <

A
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JAPANESE—Continued

Pronun-
ciation

Kata-
kana Hiragana Pronun-

ciation
Kata
kana Hiragana

Ik yu -«>
IS:

f Til -J*

ma -? t me I*

%
ke i mi i

It h
fu 7

shi f L
;^ -7*

•J

ko c (1% e '*)

a ti ft «> %
e hi

>^

te r 7 mo

a 7 IS
se

it iS:

sa B ?
su 5)-

I-

* -t ft

ki
n >'

X

The affinities of the native Japanese language are not yet known. One school
relates it to the Ural-Altaic group, while the other to Polynesian tongues. In
its early stage, the Chinese ideographs were used for phonetic purposes as well
as for their regular ones; but to simplify them, a syllabary, called iroha, consisting
of 47 abbreviated characters, was selected to represent one Japanese sound each.
Its cursive forms represented by several characters are called hiragana, and its

plain forms represented with one sign for each, katakana. Modern Japanese
writing is an intermixture of Chinese characters with kana.
The first column of the above table contains the English pronunciation; the

second, the katakana, with the Chinese characters of which they are the abbre-
viated forms, and the remaining columns, the hiragana with their variants,
arranged in the order of their most frequent occurrence.
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ROMANIZED FORM OF JAPANESE PHONETIC SYSTEM

For the purpose of spelling out the language phonetically, the Japanese at an
early date classified its sounds into a system of syllables. The following is

patterned after the revised Hepburn system as used by A. Rose-Innes and T.
Takenobu, with some further modifications:

Consonants Vowels

a e i 0 o 11 u ya yo yo JXL yu
b ba be bi bo bo hii L)U bya byo byo byu byu
eh cha chi cho cho chu chu
d da de do do
f fu fu

g gi go go gu gu gya gyo gyo gyu gyu
h ha he hi ho ho

ju
hya hyo hyo hyu hyu

j ja ji jo jo ju
k ka ke ki ko ko ku ku kya kyo kyo kyu kyu
m ma me mi mo mo mu mu mya myo myo myu myu
n na ne ni no no nu nu nya nyo nyo nyu nyu
P pa pe pi po po pu pu pya pyo pyo pyu pyu
r ra re ri ro ro ru ru rya ryo ryo ryu ryu
s sa se so so su su
sh sha shi sho sho shu shu
t ta te to to
ts tsu tsu
w wa

The sounds che, je, and she are possible, but are not used except in foreign
words and a few exclamations.
Any vowel may be followed by an n. This n, however, almost always should

be changed to m if the first letter following it is a 6, m, or p. The sound tsu

before a k, s, sh, t, ts, ch, h, or /, and the sounds ku and ki before a k are replaced
by doubling the following consonant, sh, ts, and ch become ssh, tts, and tch.

However, this doubling of the consonant is done only for reasons of euphony
when the pronunciation of tsu preceded by a vowel and followed by a consonant
would be difficult or harsh.

Romanization

There are two main styles of romanization. The first, which is widely accepted
among the English-speaking people, is called the Hepburn style, named after its

originator, James C. Hepburn. The second is called the Nihon style, based pri-

marily on the structure of the Japanese language. The main points of difference
in the two are the following:

Hepburn: shi ji chi tsu ji zu fu
Nihon: si zi ti tu di du hu

A committee appointed by the Japanese Department of Education is at Dresent
investigating the problem of romanization, and their report will decide which
system is to be officially adopted.
The Romaji Hirome kwai, Romaji kwai, and others, have been recommending

the exclusive use of roman letters for the scholarly and scientific writings, but, on
the whole, they have not made much progress.

Accents

Accents in Japanese have but little importance for the student of either the

spoken or the written language. Briefly the consonants should be pronounced as

in English and the vowels as in Italian; the voice should maintain an even tone,

no special emphasis being laid on any but long syllables.

Days
Nichiyo Sunday Mokuyo Thursday
Getsuyo Monday Kinyo Friday
Kayo Tuesday Doyo Saturday
Suiyo Wednesday

Seasons

haru spring aki autumn
natsu summer fuyu winter
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Time

nichi, hi
shu

time
day
week

tsuki, getsu
toshi, nen

month
year

Cardinal numbers
ichi

ni

san
shi

go

one
two
three
four
five

six

niju twenty
hyaku hundred
hyakuichi hundred and one
nihyaku two hundred
sen thousand
man ten thousand
juman hundred thousand
hyakuman million
happyakuman eight million
senman ten million
ichi oku hundred million
oho billion

roku
shichi

hachi eight
nine

seven

ku
ten

juichi

juni
eleven
twelve

For the native characters see the Chinese list of cardinal numbers.

Ordinal numbers
Cardinal forms are converted into ordinals by prefixing dai, as dai ni, the

second.
Certain sets of characters are often used in place of numerals in numbering the

volumes of a book, the prints in a set, and the like

:

1,2: Jb. jo, T ;
or m ^en, ^ go.

1, 2, 3: J: jo, Ffi c/n7, T ;
or ^ <^hu, go; or ^ ten, ^ chi,

A ji^ ; or ^ setsu, ^ getsu, kwa (the order is sometimes getsu,

setsu, kwa).

1, 2, 3, 4: ^ ken, kon, H son, ^ gon ; or kwa, Jft cho,

a /«, B getsu.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5: kwa, cho, fil, getsu, as above, and ^ setsu.
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JAVANESE

Normal
character

QJf\

-n

IKD

dsn

(M

O

u

Ligature
sign

Translit-
eration

d&

da

Normal
character

m

CEJI

ore]

an

a

Ligature
sign

C5>

'm'

"cm"

W
Q
(a

1'

Translit-
eration

t&

rS

16

Normal
character

Ligature
sign

Translitera-
tion

Initial letters

ofinn

(KV

QCUl

(KV

cm

(OJl

Tjli

T4

pa

Nja

G&

Ba

Name Charac-
ter !

Translit-
eration

Remarks Charac-
ter

Translit-
eration

Vowel and reading signs (Sandangan) Arabic sounds

Pepgt
O

e
a

Wulu
Q

i (Ol
i

Suku -J-
u u

Taling
T

e e

Taling-Tarung (Ij 3 0 0

Paten or
Pangkon

Wignan

J
i

Where a letter takes
vowel sound

Isolated vowels

h At end of syllable h

Tjetjak

Layar

Tj^kra

ng

r

r

Do.

Do.
[Between a consonant

1
and the following

1 sound

m
k

j

s

Keret

Pingkal

re

ya

After a consonant

Do.

a

g

P

ng

67289°—3.5-
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JAVANESE LIGATURES

Combination

with suku 0^
ft

Combination

with tjakra

(ini

J
mm a

of
1 CJI

3 d>
eel u

Other conso-

nantal com<
binations

o
a*

C9

d
a

Combination

with keret

(KB)

nrj

0
g

(l-CV

»j O
Combination
with paten

dn

:^
ok

d

CJ

a
J
J

Combination

with pinjkal

5 5

J dl

4
"SI

71

Miscellaneous signs

[on (in
^ superior begins a letter to an

inferior with this character

Used by equals in rank at begin-

ning of a letter

Used by an inferior to begin a

•StJK letter to his superior

^ Final suku

Final ialing

Used as a sign of separa{T&]ft.

Used as a hyphen in poetry

Connected vowel signs

Small reading signs

o y ^ ^ ir>

a a q/
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Javanese is a language spoken in central and eastern Java by some 18,000,000
people. It is a branch of the Malay-Polynesian language family and a direct
descendant of the old Javanese, or Kawi, language. It has adopted a consider-
able number of words from the Sanscrit without, however, making any change in
its grammatical construction. The alphabet, also, is derived from the old Kawi,
which, in turn, was evolved from a south Indian alphabet. The text reads from
left to right.

The ligature character is sometimes used instead of the paten to give the con-
sonant the vowel sound.

Numerals

1

9 a
2 3

6 G| aan

4 5 6 7 8

m
9 0

0

Punctuation

; Comma \ Half pause ^ Complete
pause

Extract
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KANARESE (KANNADA)

Character
Translit-
eration

Character
Translit-
eration

Character
Translit-
eration

Character Translit-
eration

a L 0 op jha 5a

a ?3 au na 6Aa

i 0 m y fa ma

i
o
• h tka ya

u 8 h
ia d ra

u iha m

r

f

I

I

ka na O

7i

kha

ga

ta

tha /a

gka da

e

e

ai

0

ec

&

na

ca

cha

ja

9

8$

?3

dha

na

pa

pha

;^

&9

ha

h

Kanarese is the language spoken in Mysore, Hyderbad, and the adjoining dis-

tricts of Madras and Bombay, and it belongs to the Dravidian language group.
The irregular forms are similar to the Telugu, but it is closely related to the Tamil.
The text reads from left to right and, as shown in the table, has many ligatures.

Besides the vowels shown, there are vowel signs which are placed over or on
the sides of the consonants; those for the g are as follows:

ga

gd

T\ gi

^"

rio gu

rii^gu

Consonantal doubling and combinations are also made by connecting two
consonants or using a combination of parts of two consonants, as follows:

gS

gai

9^

go

gt 7^ gau

TJ^
=: gga, ^ = rka , etc.

Numerals

1234567890
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2
•a

-p«
OS.

-a

1?

.a &o
bo

c
*

J

§
o ca

a bo

ound

2/o-hi

8-2
c ^
M CS

« >»
litial

s

s
in

fo

sr

as

in

O (U
ear

sh

lly

no

<

I
see)

a

(as

in

ah)

ya
w

(approximately

yu

(approximate!

o

(equal

to

the

ii

mately

a

yo

(approximate!:

M W

•S c
CO

c4 CO

O
o —
bo ^
5 ftS o^ o
* 5. 00

(somewhere

n

there

is

rea

1
(as

in

police)

or

ee

(as

in

a

(as

in

ah)

=

],

/—

*

"3" TT^^ -0

^ J/
•^I T -0'

^ A.
i r t

i 1

• 1

u\ IT
TT TV
TO r>

P\ -ST >
TT ^\ V 'Si*

TT M •t\ ^
' *

K K
• 1 A ~

r<r

• 1

IT

^ ST

vA ^ IK
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3 1

-I
.s

.5

S

n

<3 B S

X W po ^
p< p.

2^ c « fi

o

5^5
- ^ ^ <^

*4 a
« .2

'7
.1

« i

0

S S S
^1 J S
*3 "3 "o)
<M

4^

s § I

S 2 2
P4 P4 O4
P4 P4 P4

Consonants^
(s ^--.^^^^ a sound approximately between k and g (as in gro) 3;

when doubled sss f7 (in ^0)

\j ("y tV* ) ® sound approximately between d and t ; when
doubled s= d.

tvj ( -^V^)
exact English equivalent; a sound approximately

between I and r.

•Q oVa )
English equivalent; a sound approximately be-

* ' I tween b and v. When doubled = 6.

£5

as initial ( ''d ) approximately= s; though weak-

er than $; as final ( ^^."A ) approximately

= t, when doubled ( )= s.

( t(J ) no English equivalent; a sound approximately be-

tween ; and z; when doubled

»

'K ( '^1 ) approximately cfe»

n i-5

1^

.2

m a

MX)

ad

® ri

.sr c

S>'>t ® 2
si -2
3 " a

PI >.o o oZ*

PI S o-w <a S

lliill

a PI' '
^

5 § « °'

^ o a

C o ®

^ « . ^^
"3 a 2 ®
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The Koreans have a true alphabet, not a syllabary, like that of the Japanese,
nor a system of characters representing individual ideas, like that of the Chinese.
It doubtless belongs to the Ural-Altaic language family and is at present spoken
by some 17,000,000 people, the Chinese characters being used by the upper
classes and in technical works. There are dialectic variations in different parts
of the country, but these are unimportant. The alphabet, called Onmun, was
introduced by the Emperor Setjong, with the assistance of some Chinese
scholars, during the period embraced in the years 1443-46, and is particularly
well adapted for writing the Korean. The characters, of which 14 are consonants
and 11 vowels, are quite simple and bear some resemblance to the Sanscrit,
although the historical evidence of their origin is lacking.

Korean spelling is very simple, because there are no silent letters and practically
all the letters represent invariable sounds. It should be noted, however, that
the letters of each syllable are not written in a line but are grouped into one sign,

and the final consonant is always placed at the bottom of the sign. Like the
Chinese, the text is generally written in columns, from top to bottom, the columns
reading from right to left. In modern printing, however, the English style, in
lines reading from left to right, has become quite common.
The character for s was formerly used after a letter that was to be doubled,

but that has now been discontinued and the character is repeated.
The language has neither punctuation, division of syllables, nor distinction as

to capital or lower-case letters. If necessary, division may occur after any
syllable.

The Chinese figure characters are in use generally.

The lunar month is used, the months being designated "first", "second",
etc. In naming the days of the month, the numerals from 1 to 10 are used, and
thus the 11th would be designated "second first", the 21st, "third first", etc.
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LADING

Ladino (Judaeo-Spanish) is a dialect composed of a mixture of Spanish and
Hebrew elements. It is used as the vernacular as well as literary language

by the Sephardim or ''Spagnioli", descendants of the Jews expelled from Spain

and now scattered throughout Turkey, Jugoslavia including Bosnia, Bulgaria,

and Morocco. The so-called Rabbinical cursive characters are used in writing

Ladino, but it is printed generally in Rabbinical, though sometimes in the square

Hebrew characters (see p. 77), and also quite frequently in Latin letters.

It is most nearly like the Old Spanish, or Castilian, of the 15th century, con-

taining about 80 percent of Spanish words, and is frequently called "idioma
castellana" or **lengua vulgar. " Students of Old Spanish should first familiarize

themselves with Ladino. It resembles the Yiddish in that it includes many old

Hebrew and Talmudic words, particularly such as have been transmitted from
generation to generation or cannot be exactly translated into another language;

e.g., chen, rachmonuth, zedackah. It differs from modern Spanish in that it con-

tains many forms and words now obsolete which were still current in Castile

toward the close of the 15th century when the Jews were expelled from Spain;

e.g., fruchiguar, ermollecer, escuentar, muchiguar, podestania, pecilgo (=pellizco),

espandir, etc.

One of the characteristics of Ladino is that it contains words taken from the

Hebrew that have become Spaniolized; e.g., meldar, to read; meldador, the reader;

melda, school; darsar (from the Hebrew root ^^'^), to investigate, to instruct;

chanufer (from I^H) , the flatterer, etc. Some of these words from the Hebrew
have become current in the Iberian Peninsula; i.e., maZs/im= Spanish malsinf

and Portuguese malsim, accuser, slanderer, and its derivatives malsinar and
maUindad; the Rabbinical get became the Spanish guet, etc.

In Ladino, as also in the Old Spanish, / and g are each used instead of h; e.g.,

fijo instead of hijo; fablar instead of hahlar; fambre instead of hambre; fermosa

instead of hermosa; agora instead of ahora. The h, whether initial or median,

is frequently omitted, as in ermano for hermano, and conortar for conhortar. Often

m takes the place of n, as in muestros for nuestros, mos and muevo for nos and
nuevo; m and n are sometimes inserted, as in amvisar for avisar, and munchos

for muchos. Metastasis of d before r also takes place, as vedrad, vedre, acodro,

and pedrer for verdad, verde, acordo, and perder; or of r before o, as probe for

pobre, and proberia (still used in Galicia) for pobreria. The b is quite frequently

used for v, as biuda, bolar, instead of viuda and volar. The Ladino has also

absorbed a considerable number of Turkish words. One of its phonetic charac-

teristics is the change of the Spanish II to y; e.g., cabayero for caballero, and estreya

for esirella. In printing with Hebrew square or Rabbinical characters this sound

is represented by a lamed and double yod (""*?)
;

e.g., IKfiK'^V for llamar; 1Ka'*V

for llevar; '^Vxp for calle (street) . For the letter q preceding e and i, P is used, as ''P

for que; 'P^ for aqui; VP for quien. The s is used instead of c and z, as in sielo

and cabeson for cielo and cabezon; while ^, pronounced j, is used instead of yod

and gimel before e and i, as ^ff^'H^ for mujer, and l'^''** for hijo. The r is never

doubled in Ladino.

The language has a comparatively rich literature, the origin of which dates back

to the beginning of the 16th century, and this has in recent years been augmented

by translations from the best in the literature of the leading countries of the

world.
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LATIN

A
A
B
C
D
E
E
F
G g
H h
I i

I 1

J j

K k
L 1

M m

a in father

a in Cuba
h

k in king
d
e in prey
e in net

/.
9 m get

^.
i in machine
i in cigar

I
in yet

I

m

N n n
O 5 0 in old
6 5 0 in obey
P p ^>

Q q 2
R r r

S s s in son
T t ^ in time
U u um rule

u in full

V V -m; in we
X X a;

Y y ilm. German (only in for-

eign words)
Z z 2 in zone (only in foreign

words)

/ preceded by an accented a, c, or o, and followed by another vowel, becomes
a semivowel, with the sound of y in yet.

U in quy and generally in gu and su, has the sound of w.
The combination ch has nearly the pronunciation of the German ch. This,

with certain other combinations, and the letters y and z were introduced in the
second century B.C. for the purpose of transliterating Greek words.
The digraphs ae and ce are not to be considered separate letters, any more

than the English ji or fi. The present tendency is away from the use of these
characters.
The so-called "English" and "Continental" methods of pronunciation are no

longer in use by scholars. There is an ecclesiastical pronunciation that approxi-
mates Italian.

Diphthongs

The pronunciation of diphthongs was to sound each vowel rapidly with the
other: as ae'=aye, oe«=boy, aw»=our, ei^feint, = we, almost; ew can be repre-
sented by eh-oo.

Capitalization

Inasmuch as the Romans used only one form of letter, they had no rules for

capitalization. Modern editors usually begin the first word of a sentence and
proper names with capital letters, but not the first word of a line of poetry.

Accent

Words of two syllables are always accented on the first: men'-sa.
Words of more than two syllables are accented on the penult (next to last

syllable) if that be long, otherwise on the ante-penult: ho-nd'-risy cdn'-su-lis.

Syllabication

The number of syllables is governed by the number of vowels or diphthongs
in the word: a-mi-ci-ti-am, se-ri-o, car-du-us.
When a single consonant occurs between two vowels or between a diphthong

and a vowel, division is made before the consonant: Caesar, fre-num.
When two or more consonants occur together, division is usually before the

last consonant : inep-tiy nar-cis-sus, ves-ti-gia.

Any combination of consonants that can begin a word belongs to the subsequent
vowel; in other combinations the first consonant belongs to the preceding vowel.
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There are found to be 28 combinations of consonants that are used to begin
words and which are placed at the beginning of syllables in divisions. They are
as follows:

Bd, bl, br; ch, cl, cn, cr, ct; dr; fi, fr; gl, gn, gr; mn; ph, pi, pr, ps, pth; rh; sc,

sm, sp, sq; th, tl, tm, tr. Ch, ph, and th may be treated as single consonants and
-keep I and r with them. and q-u should be kept together.

Compounds are separated into their component elements.

Calendar

The Romans numbered their years from the foundation of the city of Rome
(a.w.c), which corresponded with the year 753 B.C.
The first day of each month was called kalendx (calends)

.

The seventh day of March, May, July, and October, and the fifth day of the
other months were the nonx (nones)

.

The fifteenth day of March, May, July, and October, and the thirteenth day
of the other months were the idus (ides)

.

This is the scheme of the Julian Calendar, which was put into effect in 46 B. C.
After the introduction of Christianity and the seven-day week Dominica dies

was adopted in place of dies solis, and the other days were numbered feriae. For
Friday the Greek term parasceve was sometimes employed, and for Saturday
vigilium.

Cardinal numbers
unus, una, unum
duo, duse, duo
tres, tria

quattuor
quinque
sex
septem
octo
novem

Ordinal numbers
primus
secundus
tertius

quartus
quintus
sextus
Septimus
octavus
nonus

Months
Januarius
Februarius
Martins
Aprilis

Mains
Junius

Days
dies solis 1

dies dominicaj
dies lunse

dies Martis

Seasons

ver
sestas

Time
hora
dies

hebdomas

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth

seventh
eighth
ninth

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday

Monday
Tuesday

sprmg
summer

hour
day
week

decem
undecim
duodecim
tredecim
viginti

viginti unus
centum
mille

decimus
undecimus
duodecimus
tertius decimus
vicesimus, vigesimus
vicesimus primus
centesimus
milesimus

Julius
Augustus
September
October
November
December

dies Mercurii
dies Jovis
dies Veneris
dies Saturni

autumnus
hiems

mensis
annus

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one
hundred
thousand

tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
twenty-first
hundredth
thousandth

July
August
September
October
November
December

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

autumn
winter

month
year
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LATIN INCUNABULA

Special typographical characters and abbreviations most commonly
used in 15th and 16th century books;

p^92 2cppp4^qqqp^q32:»iiimfilfJt)^3ftC^5a
' (apostrophe) after any letter extending above the line stands for

omitted letter or letters.

' (apostrophe) over letters not extending above the line for i or r

with or without other letters.

^ over letters for a with or without other letters.

• over letters for o with or without other letters.
" ^^ over one or more letters in a word are used for omissions

in general (e. g. dni nri = domini nostril coe fco:^ = commune sanc-

torum; dro == oratio
;
Tpe^ = impenfis)

p = com, con, cum^ cun («. <j, j:)pel\i = compeUi; Dtta=^ contra;

quipqj = quicunque) at end = us (e. g, quibx) = quibus)

9 above the line =m {e.g. fili^= films)

9 on the" line at beginning of a word — con {e. g. 9iugio = conju-

gio)

1 = et

ic = etcetera

p = per, par, por

p= pre

<p,^=/?ro

q = qui (e. g. qfqj = quifqu^)

q= qui, quae (&. g. qHq^ = quifque)

q)= que, quod

?J = quam, quan (e. g. q^fus = quantus)

qj = que

2 = r

= rum (e. g. iu9 ^xxoi^ d'i = servus servorum del)

^ == sis, also = S2 or ss, also = ^er {e. g. Tpei = impenfis', imo ==

sermx))

im = secundum
= sed

I == is

8 == de, dis, dum, der

t = t^a

f == vir, ver

3 at end of word = m, also ^j^, also et (e. g.lpreSu^ = impressum;

tpib^= temporihus; deceder^ = decederet; videl3 = videlicet)

0^,(1= et

B = rum, ruhr {e. g. i^ica = rubrica; humo^ =? hum/yrum)

%= quum

Numerals: 1234567 890 cia-xM123«'»67A89 0 10—

D
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LATIN ABBREVIATIONS

[The use of the ligatures je and CB is not in as much favor in American printing as formerlyj

a., annus, j'ear; ante, before
A.A.C., anno ante Christum, in the
year before Christ

A.A.S., Academiae Americanse Socius,

Fellow of the American Academy
[Academy of Science and Arts]

A.B., artium baccalaureus, bachelor of

arts

ab init., ab initio, from the beginning
abs. re., absente reo, the defendant

being absent
A.C., ante Christum, before Christ
A.D., anno Domini, year of our Lord
a.d., ante diem, before the day
ad capt., ad captandum, for the purpose

of catching
ad fin., ad finem, at the end, to one end
ad h.l., ad hunc locum, to this place,

on this passage
ad inf., ad infinitum, to infinity

ad init., ad initium, at the beginning
ad int., ad interim, in the meantime
ad lib., ad libitum, at pleasure
ad loc, ad locum, at the place
ad s., ad sectam, at the suit

adv., adversus, against
ad val., ad valorem, according to value
aeq., sequales, equal, equals
set., setatis, of age, aged
Ag., argentum, silver

A.H., anno Hegiree, in the year of

Hegira, or flight of Mohammed
a.h.l., ad hunc locum, on this passage
A.H.S., anno humanse salutis, in the

year of human salvation
a.h.v., ad hunc vocem, at this word
A.L, anno inventionis, in the year of the

discovery
al., aha, alii, other things
A.L., anno lucis, in the year of light

A.M., anno mundi, in the year of the
world; Ave Maria, Hail Mary; a.m.,
ante meridiem, before noon

an., anno, in the year; ante, before

ann., annales, annals; anni, years;
annona, yearly produce

ap., apud, according to

A.P.C.N., anno post Christum natum,
in the year after the birth of Christ

A.P.R.C., anno post Romam conditam,
in the year after the building of

Rome [753 B.C.]

A.R.R., anno regni regis or reginse, in

the year of the king's or queen's
reign

A.R.S.S., Antiquariorum Regiae Socie-
tatis Socius, Fellow of the Roya
Society of Antiquaries

A.S., anno salutis, in the year of

salvation

a t. , a tempo, In time
Au., aurum, gold

A.U.C., anno urbis conditse, in [the year
from] the building of the city [Rome],
753 B.C.

a. v., annos vixit, he, or she, lived so
many years

B.A., baccalaureus artium, bachelor of
arts

bals., balsamum, balsam
bibl., bibliotheca, library
B.M., beatse memorise, of blessed
memory; b.m., bene merenti, to the
well deserving

b.p., bonum publicum, the pubUc good
B.Q., bene quiescat, may he, or she,

repose well
B.Sc, baccalaureus scientiae, bachelor

of science
B.V., Beata Virgo, the Blessed Virgin;

b.v., bene vale, farewell

C, or cent., centum, a hundred
c. circa, about
cap., capiat, let him, or her, take;

caput, head
c.a.v., curia advisare vult, the court

desires to consider
c.d., cum dividendo, with dividend
cet. par., ceteris paribus, other things

being equal
cf., confer, compare
circ, circiter, about
CM., chirurgise magister, master of

surgery; cm., causa mortis, by rea-
son of death

coch., cochlear, a spoon, spoonful
coch. amp., cochlear amplum, a table-

spoonful
coch. mag., cochlear magnum, a large

spoonful
coch. med., cochlear medium, a dessert

spoonful
coch. parv., cochlear parvum, a tea-

spoonful
con., contra, against
cont. bon. mor., contra bonos mores,

contrary to good manners
C.P.S., custos privati sigilK, keeper of

the privy seal

C.R., civis Romanus, a Roman citizen;

custos rotulorum, keeper of the
rolls

C. S., custos sigilli, keeper of the seal

Cu., cuprum, copper
cuj., cujus, of which
cwt., c. for centum, wt. for weight,
hundredweight

D.
,
Deus, God; Dominus, Lord; d., de-

cretum, a decree; denarius, a penny
D.D., divinitatis doctor, doctor of

divinity; D.d., Deo dedit, gave to God
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D.D.D., dat, dicat, dedicat, he gives,

he devotes, he dedicates; dono dedit,

dedicavit, he gave and dedicated as a
gift

de d. in d., de die in diem., from day
to day

del., delineavit, he, or she, drew it

D.F., defensor fidei, defender of the
faith

D.G., Dei gratia, by the grace of God;
Deo gratias, thanks to God

D.N., Dominus noster, our Lord
D.N. P. P., Dominus noster Papa Ponti-

fex, our Lord the Pope
D.O.M., Deo Optimo maximo, to God

the best and greatest
D.P., Domus Procerum, the House of

Lords
drams, pers., dramatis personse, the

persons of the drama
D.Sc, doctor scientise, doctor of

science
d.s.p., decessit sine prole, died without

issue

D.V., Deo volente, God willing

d. v.p., decessit vita patris, died dur-
ing his, or her, father's lifetime

dwt., d. for denarius, wt. for weight,
pennyweight

e. g., exempli gratia, for example
E. M., Equitum Magister, Master of

the Horse
E.R., Eduardus Rex, King Edward
E.R. et I., Eduardus Rex et Imperator,
Edward King and Emperor

et al., et alibi, and elsewhere; et alii,

and others
etc., et ceteri or cetera, and others, and

so forth
et seq., et sequentes, and those that

follow
et ux., et uxor, and wife
exc, excudit, he, or she, engraved it

ex div., ex dividend, without next divi-

dend

F. ,
fluorine; f., forte, strong

fac, factum similis, facsimile; an exact
copy

fasc, fasciculus, a bundle
f.c, fidei commissum, bequeathed in

trust
F.D., fidei defensor, defender of the

faith
Fe., ferrum, iron
fee, fecit, he, or she, made it

ff., fecerunt, they made it

fict., fictilis, made of pottery
fi. fa., fieri-facias, a writ
fl., flores, flowers; floruit, flourished;

fluidus, fluid

f.l., falsa lectio, a false reading
flor., floruit, flourished
F.R., Forum Romanum, the Roman
Forum

F. R.S., Fraternitatis Regise Socius,
Fellow of the Royal Society

f.v., folio verso, on the back of the leaf

gen., genus, kind
ger., gerund, a part of the Latin verb

expressing the carrying on of the
action of the verb

G. P., gloria Patri, glory be to the
Father

gl., gloria, glory
G.P.R., genio populi Romani, to the

genius of the Roman people
G.R., Georgius Rex, King George
G. R.I., Georgius Rex et Imperator,
George King and Emperor

h.a., hoc anno, this year; hujus anni,
this year's

hab. corp., habeas corpus, a writ
h.e., hie est, this is; hoc est, that is

her., heres, heir
H. I., hie iacet, here lies

H.I.S., hie iacet sepultus, here lies

buried
h.m., hoc mense, in this month; hujus

mensis, this month's
H.M. P., hoc monumentum possuit, he,

or she, erected this monument
h.q., hoc quaere, look for this

H.R.I. P., hie requiescat in pace, here
rests in peace

H.S., hie sepultus, here is buried; h.s.,

hoc sensu, in this sense
H. S.S., Historise Societatis Socius,

Fellow of the Historical Society
h. t., hoc tempore, at this time; hoc

titulo, in or under this title

I.
,

imperator, emperor; imperium,
empire; i., id, that

ib. or ibid., ibidem, in the same place
I.e., Jesus Christus, Jesus Christ
I.C.N., in Christi nomine, in Christ's
name

I.C.T., lesu Christo Tutore, Jesus
Christ being our protector

Id., idem, the same
i. e., id est, that is

ign., ignotus, unknown
i.h., iacet hie, here lies

I.H.S., lesus hominum Salvator, Jesus,
Saviour of men

111., illustrissimus, most distinguished
imp., imprimatur, sanction: let it be

printed
I.N.D., in nomine Dei, in the name of

God
in f., in fine, at the end
inf., infra, below
inf. dig., infra dignitatem, undigni-

fied

infus., infusus, an infusion
I.N. I., in nomine lesu, in the name of

Jesus
init., initio, in the beginning
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in lim., in limine, at the outset
in loc, in loco, in its place
in loc. cit., in loco citato, in the place

cited

in pr., in principio, in the beginning
I.N.R.I., lesus Nazarenus Rex ludseo-
rum, Jesus of Nazareth, King of

the Jews
I.N.S.T., In nomine Sanctse Trinitatis,

in the name of the Holy Trinity
in trans., in transitu, on the way
I.P.D., In prsesentia Dominorum, in

the presence of the Lords [of Session]

i.p.i., in partibus infidelium, in the re-

gions of the unbelievers
i.q., idem quod, the same as
i.q.e.d., id quod erat demonstrandum,
what was to be proved

I.S.M., lesus Salvator mundi, Jesus
Saviour of the world

J., judex, judge
J.C., juris consultus, jurisconsult, jus-

tice-clerk

J.CD., juris civilis doctor, doctor of

civil law
J.D., jurum doctor, doctor of laws
J.R., Jacobus Rex, King James
J.U.D., juris utriusque doctor, doctor

of both civil and canon law

L., liber, a book; locus, a place

£, libra, pound; placed before figures,

thus £ 10 ; if l.,to be placed after, as 401.

L.A.M,, liberalium artium magister,
master of the liberal arts

L.B., baccalaureus literarum, bachelor
of letters; lectori benevolo, to the
kind reader

lb., libra, pound; singular and plural
l.d., litera dominicalis, dominical letter

leg.
,
legit, he, or she, reads

;
legunt, they

read
L.H.D., literarum humaniorum doctor,
approximately doctor of the more
humane letters

Lit. Hum., literse humaniores, classics

Litt.D., literarum doctor, doctor of

letters

1.1., leges, laws
LL.B., legum baccalaureus, bachelor of

laws
LL.D., legum doctor, doctor of laws
LL.M., legum magister, master of laws
loc. cit., loco citato, in the place cited
loc. laud., loco laudato, in the place

cited with approval
loq., loquitur, he, or she, speaks
L.S., locus sigilli, the place of the seal
l.s.c, loco supra citato, in the place

cited
£ s. d., librae, solidi, denarii, pounds,

shillings, pence

M., magister, master; medicinae, of

medicine; m., meridies, noon
M.A., magister artium, master of arts

M.B., medicinse baccalaureus, bachelor
of medicine

M.Ch., magister chirurgiae, master of
surgery

M.D., medicinae doctor, doctor of
medicine

m.d., manu dextra, with the right hand
mem., memento, remember, a souvenir
m.m,, mutatis mutandis, with the

necessary changes
m.n., mutato nomine, the name being
changed

M.P., mille passus, 1,000 paces, the
Roman mile

MS., manuscriptum, manuscript; pi.

MSS.
M.S., memoriae sacrum, sacred to the
memory

Mus.B., musicae baccalaureus, bache-
lor of music

Mus.D., musicae doctor, doctor of
music

Mus.M., musicae magister, master of
music

N., nomen, name; nomina, names;
noster, our; n., natus, born; nocte, at
night

N.B., nota bene, mark well
n.e.i., non est inventus, he has not been
found

nem. con., nemine contradicente, unani-
mously

nem. dis., nemine dissentiente, no one
dissenting

ni. pri., nisi prius, unless before
nob., nobis, for, or on, our part
nol. pros., nolle prosequi, will not

prosecute
non cul., non culpabilis, not guilty

non obs., non obstante, notwith-
standing

non pros., non prosequitur, he does not
prosecute

non seq., non sequitur, it does not fol-

low logically

N.S.I.C., Noster Salvator lesus Chris-
tus, our Saviour Jesus Christ

O., octavius, a pint
ob., obiit, he, or she, died; obiter, in-

cidentally
ob.s.p.,obiit sine prole, died without issue

o.c, opere citato, in the work cited

O.P., ordinis prsedicatorum, of the
order of preachers

op., opus, work; opera, works
op. cit., opere citato, in the work cited

o.p.n., ora pro nobis, pray for us

P., papa, pope; pater, father; pontifex,

bishop; populus, people; p., partim,
in part; plus, holy; pondere, by
weight; post, after; primus, first; pro,

for

p.a., or per ann., per annum, yearly
p.ae., partes aequales, equal parts
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Pb., plumbum, lead
P.B., Pharmacopoeia Britannica, Brit-

ish Pharmacopoeia
percent., per centum, by the hundred
p.p., or per proc, per procurationem,
by procuration

pil., pilula, pill

Ph.B., philosophise baccalaureus, bach-
elor of philosophy

p.m., post meridiem, afternoon
pnxt., pinxit, he, or she, painted it

PP.C, patres conscripti, conscript
fathers

P.R., populus Romanus, the Roman
people

P.R.C., post Romam conditam, after

the building of Rome [753 B.C.]
p.r.n., pro re nata, as the occasion

arises

pr. pr., praeter propter, about, nearly
pro tem., pro tempore, for the time

being
prox., proximo, in, or of, the next
month

prox, ace, proxime accessit, he, or she,

came very near
P.S., postscriptum, postscript; pL,

P.SS.

q., quaere, inquire
q.d., quasi dicat, as if one should say;

quasi dictum, as if said
q.e., quod est, which is

Q.E.D., quod erat demonstrandum,
which was to be demonstrated

Q.E.F., quod erat faciendum, which
was to be done

Q.E.I.
,
quod erat inveniendum, which

was to be found out
q.l., quantum libet, as much as you

please
q.m. quo modo, by what means
q.s., quantum sufficit, sufficient quantity
q.v., quantum vis, as much as you will;

quod vide, which see; pL, q.q.v.

R., regina, queen; respublica, common
wealth; rex, king

I^., recipe, take
R.LP.,requiescat,orrequiescant,inpace,
may he, she, or they, rest in peace

R.P.D., rerum politicarum doctor,
doctor of political science

R.S.S., Regiae Societatis Sodalis, Fellow
of the Royal Society

S., sepultus, buried; socius or sodalis,
fellow; s., semi, half; solidus, shilling

s.a., sine anno, without date; secundum
artem, according to art

S.A.S., Societatis Antiquariorum Socius,
Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries

sc., scilicet, namely; sculpsit, he, or she,
carved or engraved it

S.C., senatus consultum, a decree of the
senate

scan, mag., scandalum magnatum, def-
amation of high personages

Sc.B., scientise baccalaureus, bachelor
of science

Sc.D., scientisB doctor, doctor of science
s.d., sine die, indefinitely
sec, secundum, according to
sec. art., secundum artem, according to

art
sec. leg., secundum legem, according to
law

sec. nat., secundum naturam, according
to nature, or naturally

sec. reg., secundum regulam, according
to rule

seq., sequens, the following
S.H.S., Societatis Historiae Socius, Fel-
low of the Historical Society

s.h.v., sub hac voce or sub hoc verbo,
under this word

s.l.a.n., sine loco, anno, vel nomine,
without place, date, or name

s.l.p., sine legitima prole, without lawful
issue

S.M.E., Sancta Mater Ecclesia, Holy
Mother Church

S.M.M., Sancta Mater Maria, Holy
Mother Mary

s.m.p., sine mascula prole, without male
issue

s.n., sine nomine, without name
s.p., sine prole, without issue
S.P.A.S., Societatis Philosophiae Ameri-

canae Socius, Fellow of the American
Philosophical Society

S.P.Q.R., Senatus Populusque Romanus
the Senate and Roman people

s.p.s., sine prole superstite, without sur-
viving issue

S.R.I., Sacrum Romanum Imperium,
the Holy Roman Empire

S.R.S,, Societatis Regiae Sodalis, Fellow
of the Royal Society

ss., scilicet, namely, in law
S.S.C., Societas Sanctae Crucis, Society

of the Holy Cross
SS.D., sanctissimus dominus, most

holy lord, i.e., the pope
stat., statim, immediately
S.T.B., sacrae theologiae baccalaureus,

bachelor of theology
S.T.D., sacrae theologiae doctor, doctor

of theology
S.T.P., sacrae theologiae professor, pro-

fessor of sacred theology
sub, subaudi, understand, supply
sup., supra, above
sus. per coll., suspensio per coUum,
hanging by the neck

S.V., Sancta Virgo, Holy Virgin; Sancti-

tas Vestra, your holiness; s.v., sub voce
or sub verbo, under a specified word
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t. or temp., tempore, in the time of

tal. qual., talis qualis, just as they come;
average quantity

text, rec, textus receptus, the received
text

TJ.J.D., utriusque juris doctor, doctor
of both civil and canon law

ult., ultimo, last month; may be abbre-
viated in writing but should be
spelled out in printing

ung., unguentum, ointment
U.S., ubi supra, in the place above
mentioned

ut diet., ut dictum, as directed
ut sup., ut supra, as above

v., versus, against; vide, see; voce,
voice

v.a., vixit . . . annos, lived [so many]
years

V.D.M., Verbi Dei minister, preacher
of the Word of God

verb, sap., verbum [satis] sapienti, a word
to the wise suffices

v.g., verbi gratia, for example
viz, videlicet, namely
V.I., varia lectio, a variant reading
V.R.P., vestra reverendissima pater-

nitas, your most reverend paternity
V.S., vide supra, see above
vv. 11., varise lectiones, variant readings
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a in father

a in fate

b
ts

ch in church
d
dz in adze

3
e

e, d
i

g, hard

gy with consonantal y

h, only in foreign words
i in pin
i in mine
ia in Philadelphia

y, consonantal

ky

The following variations are also

& g ©, K k (^:), L 1 (1), N

A o
CI

A QCv

B u
c

D d
DZ dz

DZ d^;

E e

E e

F f

G g
G k

H h
I i

I i

IE ie

J j

K k

? k
1

L 1

L 1
>

^2/ in lyonnaise

M m m
N n n
N 9 71?/ in canyon

0 0 Udf in foreign words o

in lotto

P
R r r, rolled

R
;

r
i

ry in country

IS s s, soit; iinal s is sharp,

s
ctto CO

S s/i, in shut
T t t

U u u in shut
U u 00 in fool

V V 2;; final v has sound
Z z

Z j in French journal

found in old Latvian prints:

a (ri) , R r (r) , and S f (s and .

In 1921 the old German text was superseded by the Latin in Latvia.
The language is purely phonetic and makes use of the diacriticals c, I, and 5

to indicate the tch, sch^ and tsch sounds, respectively.

Accents

The accents are as follows: " indicates a long vowel; ~~
indicates that the

syllable is to be pronounced clearly and not slurred, as devds; the apostrophe
indicates the elision of a vowel. The new orthography customarily uses but one
sign of prolongation, the .

The stress is always on the first syllable, but the others are also pronounced
distinctly, whether long or short; sometimes the unaccented long syllable has
a ^ or "

, and thus receives a secondary accent.
In a few cases the second syllable has the accent, as lahrlt (good morning).
In words having the negative ne, the accent is on the first syllable of the stem

word: nekd (nothing), nekiir (nowhere).

Syllabication

Letters forming but a single sound must not be separated, nor will the h be
separated from the preceding vowel.

Divide on a vowel followed by a consonant.
A single consonant goes with the vowel, two may be divided, but the

consonant combinations dz and dz, must not be divided.

Cardinal numbers
viens, viena, /. one
dvas, /. two
tris three
detri, 6etras, /. four
pieci, -as five

sesi, -as six

septini, -as seven
asto^i, -as eight
devini, -as nine

desmit (desmits)
vienpadsmit
divpadsmit
trispadsmit
divdesmit (dividesmit)
divdesmit viens
simt(s)
tukstoSs (tukstots)

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one
hundred
thousand
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Ordinal numbers
pirmais, pirma, /. first

otrais (otrs), otra second
tresais, tresa third
ceturtais, ceturta fourth

- piektais, piekta fifth

sestais, sesta sixth

septitais, septita seventh
astotais, astota eighth
devitais, devita ninth

Months
janvaris, -ra, m.
februaris, -ra, m.
marts, -a, m.
aprihs, -la, m.
maijs, -a, m.
junijs, -ija, m.

January
February-
March
April
May
June

Days
svetiena, -as, /.

pirmdiena, -as, /.

uotrdiena, -as, /.

vidus

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Seasons
pavasaris, ra, m. spring
vasar summer

Time
stunda, -as, /.

diena, -as, /.

nedela, -as, /.

hour
day
week

desmitais, desmita
vienpadsmitais, -ta
divpadsmitais, -ta
trispadsmitais, -ta
divdesmitais, -ta
divdesmit pirmais or
pirma

simtais, simta
tukstosais, -sa

tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
twenty-first

hundredth
thousandth

Julijs, -ija, m.
augusts
septembris, -ra, ?n.

oktobris, -ra, m.
novembris, -ra, m.
decembris, -ra, /.

July
August
September
October
November
December

ceturdiena, -as, /.

piektdiena, -as, /.

sestdiena, -as, /.

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

rudens
ziema, -as, /.

autumn
winter

menesis, -sa, m.
gads, -a, m.

month
year
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LITHUANIAN

A
4^

B
C
ecz
CH

D
E

E

F

b
c

6 cz

ch

d
e

?

e

e

f

G
H

I

r
Y

a in father

a, long

h in boy
ts

tsch

k, only in foreign

words
d
Open e, almost a
e, long

Closed long e

ie

/, only in foreign

words

9y in gay
hj only in foreign

words
e

i, long

i in high

J j y, almost
¥K k

L 1 ly before i, and 2/

L2 1 Almost open o

M m m
N n n
0 0 0

P P V in pay
R r r

s s s

ssz § sz^ sh, almost
1 t t

u u 00

00

u u do

u uo
V w V w^ w in way

sz z

z, z z,z2 sh voiced

1 Only in etymological works.
* Used mainly in German and Polish works.

Syllabication

Syllabication is the same as in the German and punctuation is the same as in

English.

Cardinal numbers
vienas one
dvy two
trys three
keturi four
penki five

sesi six

septyni seven
astuoni eight

devyni
desimt
vienuolika
dvylika
trylika
dvidesimi
simtas
tukstantis

nme
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
pirmas
antras
trecias

ketvirtas
penktas
sestas
septintas
astuntas

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

devintas
de§imtas
vienuoliktas
dvyliktas
tryliktas

dvidesimtas
simtinis, simtoji, /.

tukstantinis

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
thousandth

Months
sausis January
vasaris February
kovas March
balandis, karvelis April
geguzis May
sejos menuo, berzelis June

liepos menuo
rugpiutis
rugsejas
spalinis, spalius
lapkritys
gruodis

July
August
September
October
November
December
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Days
nedelia, nedeldienis, Sunday

-io, m.
panedelis
utarninkas

Monday
Tuesday

Seasons

pavasaris, -io, m. spring
vasara summer

Time
valanda hour
diena day
sanvaite, nedelia week

sereda
ketvergas
petnicia
subata

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

ruduo
ziema

autumn
winter

menesis, menuo
metai

month
year
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MAGHREB

Name Isolated Final Median Initial Transliteration and tone value

Alif ) I —
,

Spiritus lenis, smooth
MT'PJi f ViiTi or Axnf'nmTf. h ^minHUl tJd tilings WlLJ-iUllU lO OU UULl

C<iBe b

Te G G (k (j( X 5 t, sometimes ts

Se G 0 Got t, Enghsh hard th; also t and s

Jim t. t 4 g; generally French isolated, g

He £ A h, strongly aspirated

Khe t t SH h; ch in German ach

Dal 0 > >*- d

Zal 6 $ d; soft English th

Ke r, lingual

Ze j <> z; like s in saw

Sin s; like sz in the German griiszen

Shin ^ sh; as in shell

§ad §; emphatic, sharp s

Dad \d; emphatic, soit English tk or

[
emphatic d

Ta /5 t

Za }S i5 2

Ain f 5. equivalent to English h

Ghain L t k 9

Fe <j> ? /

Qaf A 9 g; guttural

Kef \ k

Lam 1 ) I

Mim r r m

iM un A
t3 III

He h

Waw w; as in Enghsh

Ye i y, as in yet
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Maghreb is the name applied to the language in use at present in northern
Africa, from the Egyptian border to Morocco, which may also include the Maltese,
as well as the old Spanish Arabic. The various dialects show a strong Berber
influence as well as some trace of the Romance languages, the Maltese being
highly impregnated with Italian.

As shown in the table of the Moroccan alphabet, the Maghreb has developed
from the Arabic alphabet a unique type face of its own, which is particularly
noticeable in the fe, qaf, and ye. Eastward from Tunis it is displaced by the
Arabic alphabet, while in Malta the Latin characters are employed.
The Arabic numerals are in general use.
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MALAY

Name Iso-
lated

Final Me-
dian

Ini-

tial

Translit-
eration

Name Iso-
lated

Final Me-
dian

Ini-

tial

Translit-
eration

Alif
1

I Za^ u
>

uiff dl

Be h
• * * Ain ^

t c
m «

Te t

Ghain '

t
m.

Se^
A

; th *

Jim
Nga L d

M

>•
j

iFe^ A

5. y

>•
•

rh

Pa
* * *

A
*

3

He^ T >- h

Khe^ r c >- k
Qaf , Kaf J A i k, q

Dal d
Kef < r k

ZaP Jl dz Ga X r

J r
Lam J J ) I

Ze^ J z Mim r r m

Sin AM s
Nun 0 (J

*
* n

Shmi
* * *

sh
Waw J u, w

Sad 1

TX—He » < h
(J*

<^ s

Dad^ l> dl
Ye (J

» y

Ta^ k \> t

Nja *

J *

o > ny, n

1 Characters alien to the Malay and found only in foreign, mainly Arabic, words,
a Often n.

A distinct connection is apparent between most of the languages which prevail
from Madagascar to Easter Island, in the Pacific, and from Formosa, on the
China coast, to New Zealand, the most wide-spread in the history of rude lan-
guages. One of the most important of these languages is the Malay, which,
however, has been strongly impregnated by alien languages, most important of
which is the Arabic, the exact extent of which is rather difficult to determine.

There are also some 50 or 60 Persian words, mainly nouns and names of objects.
The few Portuguese words found in the language represent objects and ideas

new to the Malays before their contact with Europeans.
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Remarks
Where two vowels come together both must be sounded, but the first coalesces

with the second: au, nearly ow in cow.
The consonants have the English sound, with the exception of the r, which is

sounded more clearly and with a more decided roll than in English.
- The final k is not sounded, and thus the word ends with an n sound.

An apostrophe at the end of a syllable indicates an abrupt shortening of sound;
between two vowels it indicates that they are pronounced separately.

Final h shortens the syllable.

The jazm Q^) indicates that the vowel over which it is placed closes the
syllable.

Cardinal numbers
satu or s- one
dua two
tiga three
gmpat four
lima five

By adding Mlas to the numerals from
s-hSlas, 11; dua-Mlas, 12, etc.

Multiples of 10 are formed by the addition of puloh: dua-puloh, 20; iiga-puloh,

30, etc.

Units are placed after the tens to form the intermediate numbers above 20:
dua-puloh-satu, 21; tiga-puloh-satu, 31, etc.

sa-ratus hundred sa-ribu thousand

6nam
tujoh
dglapan
sSmbilan
s-puloh

to 9 those from 11

six

seven
eight
nine
ten

to 19 are formed:

Ordinal numbers
The ordinals are formed by adding to the cardinals the word yang, which cor-

responds to the Enghsh definite article, and prefixing ke to the cardinal: yang
A:^dwa, second, etc.; it should be noted, however, that yang pertama, first, is an
exception to this rule.

Year

The Mohammedan year is lunar, consisting of approximately 354 days and 9
hours. The Arabic names for the months are used in the Malay.

Muharram ^

Safar
Rabi'u '1-awwal
Rabi'u '1-akhir

Jumadi '1-awwal
Jumadi '1-akhir

first month
second month
third month
fourth month
fifth month
sixth month

Rajab
Sh'aban
Ramadlan
Shawwal
Dhu '1-k'adah
Dhu '1-hijjah

Week
Ahad
Ithnain, Isnein, Snin
Thalatha, Salasa
Arba, Rabu
Khamis
Jum'ah, Jum'at
Sabatu

first day
second day
third day
fourth day
fifth day
the congregation
sabbath

seventh month
eighth month
ninth month
tenth month
eleventh month
twelfth month

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

The colloquial names for the days of the week are Hari minggo, Hari satu,

Hari dua, Hari tiga, Hari ampat, Hari lima, and Hari anam.

Seasons

rebia
kdmarau, moo-

sim pauras

Time
jam
hari

juma'at, minggu

spring
summer

hour
day
week

&k.\T moosim
moosim dingin

bulan
taun, tahun

autumn
winter

month
year

1 According to the best calculation this month approximately corresponds to the English July,
? Celebrated instead of Sunday.
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MANCHU

Initial Median Final Isolated
Translit-
eration

Initial Median Final Isolated
Translit-
eration

•t c I

J' e <^ m

/I % u u cl

d> 6 A
3

u
y

0
(k

n o»
r

(k
-> [kh

% . (3) r

Jch J

b

P ts

> > s ths

sh sh

1 C) f
ss

/

i
1 Used before vowels.
3 Used before consonants.
3 Used before a, o, and o.

* Used before a, i, and o.

« Used before e and u.
8 Used before e, i, and m.
' Used only before a and e.

8 Used only before a and c; before i, o, 6, and u it is transliterated /.
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Ligatures Diphthongs

ai

01

Manchu belongs to the Tungus group of languages and was doubtless in use
by the Tungus people, in what is now called Manchuko, already in the 3d century
B.C. It is an adaptation of the Mongolian and the text is arranged in columns,
reading from the top down, the columns being arranged from left to right.

Books were already printed in Manchu in 1647, and soon the Chinese and
Mongolian classics were translated and published, which fact accounts for the
present-day interest in the language on the part of scholars, since these accurate
translations have greatly facilitated the interpretation of those classics.

The vocalic harmony is not very strictly observed in the Manchu, and there
are no alternative hard and soft forms in the case of grammatical suffixes (post-

positions), which are as follows:

Accusative, he

Genitive instrumental, i, ni
Dative locative de
Ablative, chi

The verb does not distinguish either person or number, and the tenses are only
imperfectly expressed, general notions being expressed by adverbial and participial

forms.
There is no relative pronoun and participles are employed to express relative

prepositions.
Affixes are added to the verbal root to express some extended meaning; thus

hu added to ara (to write) , becomes arahu (to cause to write) , and ja added to
wa (to kill), becomes waja (to kill oneself).

The vowel a is changed to e to distinguish gender, or between strong and
weak; thus ama (father), becomes erne (mother); even foreign words are treated
in this manner as we find the Turkish arsalan (lion)

,
changed to erselen for the

female of the species, and the Sanscrit garudai (male phoenix) becomes gerudei

(female phoenix). We also have ganggan (strong), changed to genggen (weak),
and wasima (descend) becomes wesime (climb) , etc.
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MONGOLIAN

Initial Median Final
Transliter-

1

Initial Median Final Transliter-
ation

i
i '-J a o O

2 3

k

4 4
e

o 9

A A i
ii n m

<\ 0 4i It I

4 u r

«!> 6

4.

t

u
d

n n /I /I h y

«!)

:|

t4

b

kh

gh

/«

U

/I

u

u

4*

4?

<1

s, ds

ts

s

sh

1 Used only in first syllable. * Used before vowels.
2 Used after a soft vowel. « Used before consonants.
3 Used after a hard vowel. « Used only in foreign words.

The Mongolian, dating back to the 14th century, belongs to the Altaic lan-

guage group. The three principal dialects are the Khalkha, Kalmuk, and Buriatic,

which differ only slightly. The alphabet is very imperfect, and, as a result, many
words of widely different meaning are written alike.

The language is written vertically downwards, the columns running from left to
right.

Future participles or infinitives are -qu, kii.

Various adjunctive forms and the gerund ending in -ju, -ged, -tele, -run, etc.,

are used.
Negation is expressed by the adverbs lilu, ese, ugei, and the imperative buu,

while uu expresses the interrogation.

There are no prepositions, and sentences are joined by certain adjunctive and
participial forms of the verb.
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Following are the forms of the so-called "oi diphthongs" as used in tlie various
positions:

Initial Median Final Transliteration

ai

1 i 01

Ligatures

Final Median

4> ha, he

^ ke, ge

•4 ng

^ ho, hu

y< i ko, kii

9t>\ gd,gu

The word order is almost the reverse of the English. The nouns have six

obUque cases:

Genitive -yin, ii (n)

Dative locative -dur, -e

Accusative -{y) i

Ablative -ece

Instrumentative -6er, -iyer

Cooperative -luge

With certain modifications this is also true of the pronouns:

hi 1 ta ye
ci thou ene this

lyide we tere that

The nominative case of a noun is usually indicated by inu, anu, or her, and the

plural by -ner,- (it) c?, s, etc.

Adjectives do not deflect for comparison and are often used substantively.

Person and number are not expressed by verbs, but these are conjugated for

tense and mood:

Indicative present and future -mu{i), etc.

Indicative past -6e(t), etc.

Optative -suigei) , eta.

Conditional -hasu, -hesii

Present participle -gci

Past participle -gsen
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NORWEGIAN

AA a a in father, short or long
J3 b 0

^

C c k beiore a, o, u; s before

otner vowels ^

JJ
-1a d, sometimes mute ^

E e a in care, also e in met
b £

I J
.G g Gf in give y^; in yet before
SOIL vowels

TTH 1

n A, mute before j and
T
i i in flit, also ee in flee

J
J

An yet
K k Ar, before and 2/ like c/i in

German ich

L 1 Z, mute when initial be-
fore jM m m

N n
0 0 0 in rot, also o in globe

P P 2> in pay
Q q

7 IT* 1 J
•

A:?;; as a rule kv is substi-

tuted for q
K r r

S s s, sharp
T t t
TTu u u m lull, also u in true
V V e;, also j in some words,

olten mute alter I

w w w or v; usually v is used
instead

A X kSy which is usually sub-
stituted for X

Y y ii in German liber

Z z s, which is used instead
se a in care *

0
o

0 0 in German Gotter or eu
in French peu ^

A aw in law ^

1 In older spelling 6 was often used for the sound p: now p is used.
3 k and s are now usually substituted for c.

3 Many mute d's found in older spelling are now omitted; d was also formerly used in many words to
express the sound t, where t is now used.

< In former spelling g was used for k in many words, where k is now used.
« The letter e is now often used for this soimd, where x was formerly used.
* Usually written 6 and printed 0.
7 The form aa was formerly used, but d is now preferred.

Norway has two official languages, ^'riksmS,r* and "landsmil".
The '*riksm§,r' was in the past often called " Dano-Norwegian because,

under strong Danish influence, its written form was almost identical with Danish.
The development has been in a distinctly nationalistic direction and there are
now many differences between Norwegian "riksmM" and Danish, both in gram-
mar, spelling, and vocabulary.
The "landsm^l" is based upon the dialects, which have developed from the

Old Norse, free from Danish influence. Both languages are taught in the schools
and used in the government service.

The Latin alphabet is universally used in Norway, with addition of the letters

se, 0 OT 6 and d or aa. M and ^ are not diphthongs but separate letters, likewise
dj although it may be written aa, is not a double a but the 29th letter in

the alphabet, and usually found in that place in dictionaries. C, q, w, x and z

are used only in foreign words and proper names. Even ia words of foreign
origin they are preferably avoided by substituting /b or s for c, hv for g, v for

ks for X, and s for z.

Capitalization

Capital letters are used only at the beginning of a sentence, or after a full

stop, after colon and quotation marks, in proper names and in the personal pro-
nouns De, Dem and Deres. Proper names used as adjectives and the names of

months and the days of the week are not capitalized.

Syllabication

Where one consonant stands between vowels, divide before the consonant.
Of one or more consonants, the last only is carried over. Compound words are
divided so that the component parts remain intact, regardless of the consonant
rule.

Punctuation

English rules for punctuation will apply.
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Cardinal numbers
Riksmdl Landsmdl

en, ett

to
tre

fire

fern

syv
otte
ni

ti

elleve

tolv
tretten
fjorten
femten

ein, ei, eit

tvo
tri

fire

fern

seks
sju
kite
ni

ti

elleve

tolv
trettan
fjortan
femtan

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen

Riksmdl

seksten
sytten
atten
nitten
tyve
enogtyve
tredve
firti

femti

sytti

otti

nitti

hundre
tusen

Landsmdl

sekstan
syttan
attan
nittan
tjuge
ein og tjuge
tretti

fyrti

femti
seksti

sytti

&tti

nitti

hundrad
tusund

sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty-one
thirty
forty
fifty

sixty

seventy
eighty
ninety
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
Riksmdl Landsmdl Riksmdl Landsmdl

f0rste fyrste first tiende tiande
annen, andre second ellevte ellevte

annet tolvte tolvte
tredje tridje third trettende trettande
fjerde fjorde fourth tyvende tjugande
femte femte fifth enogty- ein og
sjette sjette sixth vende tjugande
syvende sjuande seventh tredevte trettiande
ottende §,ttande eighth firtiende fyrtiande
niende niande ninth

tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
twenty-first

thirtieth

fortieth

Months
januar (jan.)

februar (feb.)

mars
april (apr.)

mai
juni

January
February
March
April
May
June

juli

august (aug.)
September (sept.)

oktober (okt.)

november (nov.)
desember (des.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
Riksmdl

s0ndag
mandag
tirsdag
onsdag

Landsmdl

sundag
mondag
tysdag
onsdag

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Riksmdl

torsdag
fredag
l0rdag

Landsmdl

torsdag
fredag
laurdag

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons
Riksmdl

v&r
sommer

Landsmdl

sumar
spring
summer

Riksmdl

h0st
vinter

Landsmdl

haust autumn
vinter, vetter winter

Time
Riksmdl

time
dag
uke

Landsmdl

time
dag
vika

hour
day
week

Riksmdl

mkned
Landsmdl

m§,nad
kr

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

en ein

et
/ei, (

teit

den
det
de

den
det
dei
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Transliteration

and

tone

value

s;

sharp

t;

aspirated

as

in

terror

u f z w;

as

in

English

z;

soft

Dutch

z

dz;

ds

dz;

dsh

c;is

k;

guttural

ending

jp;

guttural

ending

t;

guttural

ending

6;
is

h;

tsch

c
;

tsch,

hard

9;

like

u

in

sun

h

a
"S
CQ

Character

Name o ^ ^
m .P ^ S o ^ ^ ^ o o ^ ^ ^ 85

W HPW iQQh MPmH EhHHco W

Transliteration

and

tone

value

a;

medium

long

a

a;

short

a

b v;

w
g;

Dutch

g

d e;

long

closed

e

i k;

aspirated

as

in

German

m n o;

long

closed

o

p;

aspirated

as

in

French

pein

q;

back

palatal,

like

Arabic

qaf

r

Script

Character

Name

„^ o -P p .P •So3_Saxi.9'o3fH
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The Ossettes are an Indo-Germanic people descended from the ancient Massa-
getae and Alani which were a branch of the Ostrogoths, portions of which moved
on into northern Africa. They live mainly in the middle Caucasus, and there are
two principal dialects, the Iron and the Digor. The similarity of some of the M'ords
indicates a possible connection with the Hungarian.
The language was first reduced to writing toward the close of the 18th century,

when the Russian alphabet was used with the addition of several characters to
represent sounds foreign to the Russian. At the present time the Latin text is

employed; and while some newspapers and books have been printed, literacy is

very low among the people.

Syllabication and punctuation are like the German.
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PERSIAN (NestaUc)

Nanie Isolated Final Median Initial
Tran-

scription
Pronunciation

Alef / Soft breathing ^

Be
•

«
• b h

Pe
V *} *•*

/

P V

Te
•« «• **

t Italian t

Se / sT s

Jim •

^
• •

i 3

Che
'T' > 7
V ^ ** ch ch in church

He
> 7

h h

Khe
• «

I
•

9 -> 7 kh ch in Scotch loch

Dal d ItaUan d

• « •
li

Ke J / r r Itahan r

Ze • • 2i z

Ze .*«

/ r zh French j in jour

Sin W s s

Shin w
A ...

*/
sh sh

1 Often omitted.
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PERSIAN (Nestalic)—Continiied

Name Isolated Final Median Initial
Tran-

scription Pronunciation

Sad ? S

Zad

•

U it
• •

z Z

Ta t Italian i

Za Z z

Ain
ft ^

Soft breathing ^

Ghain

•

c
• • • • •

Hard, guttural g

Fe
.

•
• • • •

f /

0
M

* 7 q

Kaf <c k A:

Gaf g ^ in go (soft)

Lam u a L 1
1

7

Mim r m m

JNun
• • •

1 n n

Vav • V

He • V h h

Ye IS
• ^ /

«* J, i Consonantal y

' It has exactly the same sound as the initial alef. j ^ v r
» Vav preceded by zamineh (expressed or understood) sounds like the Italian u; when preceded by fi

and not followed by another vowel the two form a diphthong au pronounced as the English long o.
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Note.—The characters Ain and Ghain appear to be hard gutturals; Ghain is

always g, but from a grammatical standpoint Ain cannot be well defined in any
of the three Near Eastern languages. While at best it has only a very short
sound, it cannot be omitted from the alphabet because of the effect it has on the
proper pronunciation of the words.

It is also considered a vowel, especially at the beginning of words, taking the
place of a, a, i, I, u, li. In a median position it generally takes the place of i or ii,

depending mainly on the proper relation of the words and its nearest tran-
scription and pronunciation into the Latin alphabet.

Ligatures

But one example is given of the characters that differ only in the diacritical sign

l-a
i > t-r 4, h-r r k-m-r b-h-h

0 H

k-a h-r g^r //
• k-l

l-m g-h f k-j

m-a t.
s-r f.r l-m-r q-h 6 i-j

i
h-a 4-r m-r k-m h-h m-h

Cardinal numbers
yak one
du two
sih three
chahar four
panj five

shash six

haft seven
hasht eight

Ordinal numbers
yakum, nukhustin^ first

duvum second
sivum third
chaharum fourth
panjum fifth

nuh
dah
yazdeh
davazdeh
sizdah
bist

sad
hazar

shashum
haftum
hashtum
nuhum
dahum

nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred
thousand

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth

Year

The Iranian (Persian) year is a solar one, beginning and ending in the spring,

March 21, and is divided into 12 months of 30 days each, 5 days being added to

the twelfth month to bring the total up to 365, and every fourth year there is a
leap year as with us.

Since the Arabic conquest the Mohammedan calendar has been in use in Iran
(Persia) for all ordinary purposes.

Persian Arabic

Farvardln Muharram first month
Urdibihisht Safar second month
Khurdad Rabi'ul avval third month
Tir Rabi'ussani fourth month
Murdad Jumadiyu'lavval fifth month
Shahrivar Jumadiyu 'ssani sixth month
Mihr Rajab seventh month
Aban Sha'ban eighth month
Azur Ramazan ninth month
Dai Shavval tenth month
Bahman Zu'l Qa'deh eleventh month
Isfand Zu'l Hijjeh twelfth month

The Arabic word awwal is also sometimes used
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Days
yakshanbeh
doshanbeh
sih-shanbeh
chahar-shanbeh

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Seasons

bahar
tabistan

spring
summer

Time
sa'at
ruz, yaum
hafteh

hour
day
week

panj-shanbeh
jum'eh
shanbeh

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

paiz
zamistan

autumn
winter

mah
sal, saneh

month
year
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POLISH

A a a in ah M m m in him
4 on^ (nasal) N n 71 in new
B b b in bah ^ n ny sound in gnar

0 in boyC c tsz 0 0

C c tszj 0 6 00 in goose

CH ch ch (Scotch loch) p P p in poor

CZ cz tsch E r r in rare

D d d in dough RZ rz zh, r mute
DZ dz ds S s s in salt

DZ d^ dzj (voiced) § ^ s/?, in shut

DZ dz j
.

shch

E e e in ever sz sz sh in shall

IS ? en^ (nasal) szcz szcz schtsch

F f / in favor T t t

G g g in good U u u
H h h in half w w V in vaudeville; /,

I i e; before vowel, y final

J j y in yell Y y y in pity

K k c in cost Z z z in zebra

L 1 I (trilled) Z
h 1 w in wood Z z j, French

Punctuation is practically the same as in English.
The Polish has six words consisting of but one letter each: w, in; z, with; i, and,

also; a, and; o, about; u, by.

Accent

Stress is invariably on the next to the last syllable.

Syllabication

1. Divide on a vowel followed by a single consonant (ch, cz, dz, d&, dz, rz, sz,

and szcz being treated as single consonants, cannot be divided), as chlo-pak,
cho-dak. Vowels are a, q, e, ^, i, o, 6, u, and y (q, ^, and 6 not properly accentual).

2. Divide on the first of two or more consonants {szcz, zd, and zg are not separ-
able) , as an-te-nat, jutrz-nia.

3. The following vowel and consonant combinations are inseparable: bi, fi, gi,

gie, ki, kie, mi, ni, pi, and vn.

Abbreviations

The following frequently used abbreviations will be helpful:

i.t.d. i tak dalej, et cetera r. rok, year
n.p. na przyklad, for instance 6w. ^wi^ty, Saint

p. pan pani, Mr., Mrs. w. wiek, century
por. por6wnaj, compare with 6. p. ^wietej pami^ci, deceased

Cardinal numbers
jeden, -na, -no one
dwa (dwaj), dwie, dwa two
trzy three
cztery four
pi^6 five

sze^6 six

siedm (siedem) seven
o§m (osiem) eight
dziewi^d nine
dziesi^d ten

jedenalcie eleven
dwana^cie twelve
trzyna§cie thirteen
czterna^cie fourteen
pi^tna^cie fifteen

szesna^cie sixteen
siedmna^cie (siedemna- seventeen

^cie)

oiSmna^cie (osiemna^cie) eighteen
dziewi^tna^cie nineteen
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Cardinal numbers—Continued

dwadzie^cia
dwadzie^cia-jeden
trzydzie^ci
czterdzie^ci

piQcdziesi£it

sze^cdziesi^t
siedmdziesiqt(sie-

demdziesi^t)
o^mdziesiat (osiem-

dziesi^t)

dziewi^cdziesi^t
sto
dwie^cie

twenty
twenty-one
thirty
forty
fifty

sixty
seventy

eighty

ninety
hundred
two hundred

trzysta
czterysta
piQcset
sze^cset
siedmset (siedemset)
o^mset (osiemset)
dziewiQcset
tysi^c
dwa tysi^ce
trzy tysi^ce
piQc tysi^cy
sto tysi^cy
miljon

three hundred
four hundred
five hundred
six hundred
seven hundred
eight hundred
nine hundred
thousand
two thousand
three thousand
five thousand
hundred thousand
million

Ordinal numbers
pierwszy, -sza, -sze

drugi, -a, -e

trzeci

czwarty
pi^ty
sz6sty
si6dmy
6smy
dziewiaty
dziesiaty
jedenasty
dwunasty
trzynasty
czternasty
piQtnasty
szesnasty
siedmnasty (siedem-

nasty)
o^mnasty (osiem-

nasty)
dziewi^tnasty
dwudziesty
dwudziesty-pierwszy

first trzydziesty thirtieth
second czterdziesty fortieth
third piQcdziesi^ty fiftieth

fourth sze^cdziesi^ty sixtieth
fifth siedmdziesi^ty seventieth
sixth (siedemdziesi^ty)
seventh o^mdziesiaty eightieth
eighth (osiemdziesi^ty)
ninth dziewi^cdziesi^ty ninetieth
tenth setny hundreth
eleventh sto pierwszy hundred and first

twelfth dwusetny two hundredth
thirteenth trzysetny three hundredth
fourteenth czterechsetny four hundredth
fifteenth pi^csetny five hundredth
sixteenth szescsetny six hundredth
seventeenth siedmsetny seven hundredth

o^msetny eight hundredth
eighteenth dziewi§csetny nine hundredth

tysi^czny one thousandth
nineteenth dwutysi^czny two thousandth
twentieth miljonowy millionth
twenty-first

Months
Styczeii (Stye.) January
Luty February
Marzec (Mar.) March
Kwiecie6 (Kwiec.) April
Maj May
Czerwiec (Czerw.) June

Lipiec (Lip.)

Sierpien (Sierp.)

Wrzesie6 (Wrzes.)
Pafdziernik (Pa^d.)
Listopad (Listop.)

Grudzien (Grud.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
Niedziela
Poniedzialek
Wtorek
Sroda

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Czwartek
Piatek
Sobota

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

wiosna
late

spring
summer

jesieii

zima
autumn
winter

Time
godzina
dzieh
tydzieii

hour
day
week

miesi^c
rok

month
year
gentury
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PORTUGUESE

A a a in mar N n n; final, nasal
AE ae a, nasal NHnh 7^^ in minion
AO ao a, nasal 0 0 0 in more
B b b OE 6e French on
C c c in car or s in mason P p V
Q 5 s Q q k; qu = kw
D d d R r r in wary or trilled as
E e a in fate Spanish rr

F f s s s, z between vowels
G g in gay, j before e and i T t t

H h h, mute U u 00
I i e in he V V V

J i i W w w in wind; used only in

K k k foreign words
L 1 I X X
LH Ih Liquid

;
nearly ly Y y e in me

M m m; final, nasal Z z z, zh; final, s

Remarks
Nouns and adjectives ending with an m in the singular change their ending to

ns in the plural, as homem (homens) , hem (bens)

.

Pronouns appended to verbs are preceded by a hyphen as praz-me, louvando-
nos, dar-lhe-hei.

Do not put a space after the apostrophe, as in d'aquelle, n'estas.

The sign $ is used as follows in Brazil: 234:583$120, meaning 234 contos, 583
milreis, and 120 reis.

Punctuation marks are used in the same manner as in English.

Capitalization

Capital letters are used for proper names, titles of books, plays, etc., and the
first word of a sentence.

Adjectives derived from proper nouns are lower-cased.

Syllabication

Divide on a vowel, as e-di-fi-cio.

Divide on the first of two consonants, except Ih (fi-lho) , nh (se-nho-ra)
,
bl, br,

ch, clj cr, ct, dr, fl,fr, gl, gn, gr, ph, pi, pr, pt, st, th, tr. But if a consonant precedes
st, the s remains with the first consonant, as in de-mons-tra-gao, cons-ti-tui-gdo.

Certain prepositions (inter, post, etc.) before vowels should remain intact:
inter-cambio, post-operatorio, but in~te-resse.

The combination of two vowels should not be divided, such as ao, au, eu, ia,

io, iu, ou, ui, uo, uu, etc.

The nasal diphthongs are distinguished by the tilde (~) placed over the first

vowel, and must not be divided, as ae, t

Do not divide the triphthongs eia, eu

Abbreviations

cm centimetro, centimeter
D. dona, lady
Dr. doutor, doctor
Dra. doutora, doctress
EE.UU.daA., EstadosUnidosda Ame-

E.U.A. rica; United States
of America

Exmo. Excellentissimo, Ex-
cellency,

hect. hectare, hectare

ai, do, 06.

1, edo, ido, oei.

Illmo. lUustrissimo, Illustri-

ous
kilo., kg. kilogrammo, kilogram
km. kilometro, kilometer
1. litro, liter

m metro, meter
P- pagina, page
pp. paginas, pages
S.Excia. Sua Excellencia, His

Excellency
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Abbreviations—Continued

S. Sao (contraction of

santa), saint

Snr.,Sr. senhor, Mr. ; also Lord
Snra., Sra. senhora, Mrs.
Snrta., Srta. senhorita, Miss

Sta. santa, saint
V.E., V.Excia Vossa Excellencia,

Your Excellency
Vmce., V.M. Vossa Merce, Your

Grace

Cardinal numbers
um, -a one
dois, dous, duas two
tres three
quatro four
cinco five

seis six

sete seven
oito eight
nove nine

dez
onze
doze
treze
vinte
vinte e um
cem
mil

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one
hundred
thousand

Round millions used adjectively are followed by de: Um milhao de contos, or
1,000,000 de contos.

Ordinal numbers
primeiro
segundo
terceiro

quarto
quinto
sexto
setimo
oitavo
nono

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth

decimo
undecimol
onzeno /
duodecimo, decimo
segundo

decimo terceiro

vigesimo
centesimo
millesimo

tenth

eleventh

twelfth

thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
thousandth

Months
janeiro (jan.)

fevereiro (fev.)

margo (mgo.)
abril (abr.)

maio
junho (jun.)

Days
domingo
segunda-feira
terga-feira

quarta-feira

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

julho (Jul.)

agosto (agto.)

setembro (set.)

outubro (obro.)

novembro (nov.)

dezembro (dez.)

quinta-feira
sexta-feira

sabbado

July
August
September
October
November
December

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

primavera
verao

sprmg
summer

outumno
inverno

autumn
winter

Time
hora
dia
semana

hour
day
week

mez
anno

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

o a OS as um uma
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REFORMED PORTUGUESE ORTHOGRAPHY
On September 1, 1911, the commission appointed on February 15 of the

same year for the purpose of revising the national language, made its report to
the Minister of the Interior. The commission recommended the adoption,
with very slight changes, of "Ortografias Portuguesas," a volume containing
183 pages, which had been published by the Academy of Sciences of Lisbon in

1902, and further that it be adopted for all governmental publications and insti-

tutions of learning.
On June 15, 1931, the Provisional Government of the Republic of Brazil, the

largest and most important Portuguese-speaking country in the world, issued a
decree making extensive and somewhat radical changes in the orthography of

the language *'for the purpose of securing uniformity in the national language."
The new orthography had been adopted previously by the Brazilian Academy of

Letters, and the decree directs that it be used in all public departments, educa-
tional institutions, the Official Journal, and in aU other official publications. A
decree dated August 3, 1933, provided that after January 1, 1935, only those
textbooks conforming to the decree of June 6, 1931, will be used in the public
schools. However, its official use has since been abandoned.
The following is a free translation of the essential portions of the decree:

MUTE CONSONANTS

Do not use any consonant that is not sounded:

autor not auctor aluno not alumno
sinal not signal salmo not psalmo
adesao not adhesao

but do not change the words

—

abdicar recepgao egipcio espectador
acne caracteres egipciaco espectativa
gnomo optar egiptologo " mnemonica

or any other words in which the letters bd, cn, gn, pg, ct, pt, pc, or mn are sounded
separately and distinctly.

Double letters.—Do not double consonants:

sabado not sabbado belo not bello

acusar not accusar chama not chamma
adido not addido pano not panno
efeito not effeito aparecer not apparecer
sugerir not suggerir atitude not attitude

Exceptions.— (a) The letters r and s are doubled for emphasis:

barro parra passo russo, etc.

carro cassa

(6) The c is doubled or used with the g when each is sounded separately:

secgao seccionar infeccionar sucgao, etc.

seccional infecgao infeccioso

(c) The letters r and s are doubled in words having a prefix ending in a vowel:

prorrogar prorromper arrasar assegurar
prerrogativa pressentir (from raso) (from seguro)

THE LETTER H

Retain the initial, median, and final h, (a) when it conforms to the etymology
of the word:

hoje homem hora honorario, etc.

(6) In words navmg a prefix and a complete Portuguese word:

deshabitar deshumano inhumano rehaver, etc.

deshonra

(c) When used in combination as ch, Ih, or nh to form arbitrary sounds:

chave malha lenho manha, etc.

chap6u velho
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(d) In interjections: oh! ah!

Drop the h, (a) when it occurs in the middle of a word, except as above noted:

sair not sahir cair not cahir
compreender not comprehender exumar not exhumar
coorte not cohorte proibir not prohibir

(6) In future and conditional pronominal forms of verbs:

dever-se-a not dever-se-ha dir-se-ia not dir-se-hia, etc.
escrever-se-a not escrever-se-hd

Where it occurs at the end of a word:

Jeova not Jehovah raja not rajah

CHANGES FROM INITIAL SC

The initial s has been dropped in words like

—

ciencia

cena
cetro
cetico

also when used with a prefix:

precientifico

cisao
centelha

preciencia, etc.

cintilar

ciatico

USE OF THE APOSTROPHE

Drop the apostrophe, (a) in the contraction of the preposition de with the
personal pronoun of the third person:

dele dela

with the demonstrative pronouns:

disto disso

with the article:

do
da

dos
das

ddles

daquilo

dum
duns

delas

dumas

desses
destes
daqueles

destas
daquelas

onde as m donde
aquem as in daquem
al^m as in dalem

with the demonstrative adjectives:

desse dessa
deste desta
daquele daquela

with the adverbs:

af as in dai
aqui as in daqui
ali as in dali

antes as in dantes

with the preposition:

entre as in dentre

(6) Drop it in the combinations em, with the pronoun in the third person:
nele, etc., and Tvith the demonstrative pronoun: neste, etc.

(c) In forms composed of the demonstrative adjectives:

essoutro destoutro aqueloutro outrora
nestoutro

THE LETTERS K, W, AND Y

These letters are not used in the Portuguese nor in translated words, but are
replaced: (a) the k by qu before e and i:

querosene quilo quildmetro faquir
quiosque

and by c in every other case:

calendar caleidoscopio cleptomania cleptofobia
cdgado
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Note.—Retain the k in abbreviations of quilo, quilogramo, quilolitro, and
quilometro, as k, kg, kl, km. Although it does not belong to the Portuguese
alphabet, the k is used in foreign proper names and foreign words which have
been adopted into the language. Limit its use to

—

kantismo kantista kaiser kaiserista
kappa (Greek) Kepler kepleria kepleriana
kermesse Kiel Kiew kummel
kiries

(6) The w is replaced by u or v, according to its pronunciation:

vigandias vagao valsa Osvaldo

Note.—Retain the w els a symbol for o4ste (west).

(c) The y is replaced by i:

juri mdrtir tupi Andarai

THE COMBINATIONS CH (HARD), PH, RH, AND TH

(a) vSubstitute qu for ch (hard) before e and i:

traquea not trachea querubim not cherubim
quimera not chimera quimica not chimica

Elsewhere it is replaced by c:

caldeu not chaldeu cromo not chromo
caos not chaos Cristo not Christo
corografia not chorographia cloro not chloro
catecum^eno not catechumeno

(h) The digraphs ph, rh, and th are replaced by /, r, and t, respectively:

filosofia not philosophia reumatismo not rheumatismo
fosforo not phosphoro tesouro not thesouro
retorica not rhetorica ortografia not orthographia

THE COMBINATION MP

Substitute n for m in the words which etymologically carry the p:

pronto not prompto isento not isempto
assunto not assumpto

USE OF THE LETTER S

Use the final s and not z, (a) in the pronouns nos and v6s;

(b) In the second person singular of the future indicative:

amar^s ofenderds irds pords

(c) In the second person singular of the present indicative of the monosyllabic
verbs and their compounds:

dd,s v^s reves ris

desdds crds descres sorris

(d) In the plural of words ending in a long vowel:

pds frenesis teir6s perils

cafes

(e) In foreign adjectives and other words formed with the suffix Ss (Latin, ense)

;

aragones ingles turqu^s cortes

barcelones iroques verones pedres
berlines javanes marques baiones
borgonhes portugues burgues garces
fines siames campones tamares
frances sudanes montanhes tavands, etc.

holandes turquianes montes

(J) In Latin words in common use which maintain their original form:

bis plus virus pus (substantive)

jus
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g) In the monosyllables and the following stressed words:

alias

ananas
apos
arnes
arras
arrios

as
atras
atraves
calces

camoes

carajas
catrapus
conves
cos
cris

darues
des (since, from)
detras
enapupes
enxos
filhos

fregues
gilvd,s

gros
linaloes

luis (money)
macis
mes
obiis

pardes
paspalhos
paves

pios
princes
res

res

resves
tomes
tras

tris

vies

zas-tr^s, etc.

USE OF THE MEDIAN S

(a) In the feminine forms (substantive) which take the ending esa or isa:

baronesa consulesa sacerdotisa diaconisa
duquesa prioresa poetisa profetisa
princesa

(6) In adjectives formed from the substantives with the augmentative suffix

formoso populoso teimoso

(c) In the different tenses of the verbs querer and por, with their components:

animoso
doloroso

quis
quisestes
quiseram

qmsemos
pus
pusestes

puseram
pusemos
compus

compos
dispusestes

((f) In the words ending m esa or eso, which are not truly Portuguese, in har-
mony with the language of their origin, also their derivatives in conformity with
them:

empresa represa
poesa
aceso
ileso

defeso
obeso
teso

surpresa
framboesa

defesa
mesa

(e) In the verbs of Latin origin ending in sar:

acusar (acusare) recusar (recusare)

(/) In the substantives, adjectives, and the participles terminating in (or con-
sisting of) aso a^a, iso, isa, oso, osa, uso, usa:

refusar (refusare)

caso paraiso divisa uso
aso siso esposo abuse
vaso guiso glosa luso

asa Hso rosa fuso
casa friso raposa escuso
brasa narciso grosa infuso
viso brisa entrosa concluso
conciso frisa tosa contuso
aviso camisa prosa musa
graniso

(g) In the prefix tranS; as well as the forms tras and tres, and also their deriva-
tives:

transagao
transiguir
tresandar

transandino
transigao

transoceanico
trasante-hontem

(h) In the nouns ending in ase, ese, ise, and ose:

erase fase
frase peripase
acroase didtese
apofase tese

genese
diurese
smtese

traseiro

trasordinario

ap6fise
bacilose
diagnose
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(^) In composite words derived from the Greek with isos:

khrysos stasis cris6stomo quersoneso
lysis thesis crisd,ntemo fisiologia

mesos isocolo analise ptoseonomia
nesos isodico mesarterite ^xtase
physis isodinamico mesaulio sintese
ptosis cris6ptero

(j) In verbs terminating in isar whose roots terminate in s formed with the
suffix ar:

avisar precisar anahsar irisar

(avis ar) (precis ar) (analis ar) (iris ar)

USE OF THE Z

Use final z in stressed words ending in az, ez, iz, oz, or uz:

assaz perdiz veloz arcabuz
xadrez

Note.—See exceptions given in the rules governing the use of the letter s.

USE OF THE MEDIAN Z

(a) Use z in words of Latin origin in which the z displaces the c, ci, or ti:

azedo (acetum) vizinho (vicinus) prezar (pretiare)

fiuza (fiducia) razao (rationem) mezinha (medicina)
juizo (judicium) prazo (placitum)

(b) In verbs ending in zer or zir and their components:

aprezer jazer conduzir luzir

dizer cozer induzir produzir
fazer (to cook)

Note.—Spell coser (with s) when it means to sew, and also in the variations
descoser, recoser, etc.

(c) In the terminations {z)inho and {z)ito of the diminutives:

florzinha paizinho avezita pobrezito
maezinha

(d) In words of Arabic, oriental, and Italian origin and their derivatives which
have been adopted into the language:

azdfama azar gaziia bizantino
azeite azeviche vizir bizarro
azul bazar bezante gazeta
azouge ogeriza

(e) In verbs ending in izar (Latin izare)

:

autorizar batizar civilizar colonizar

(/) In substantives formed from the adjectives with the suffix eza (Latin itia)

:

beleza firmeza moleza pobreza
fereza madureza

(g) In words derived from those ending in z:

apaziguar cruzado dezena felizardo

avezar
PROPER NOUNS

Portuguese or translated proper nouns, whether personal or locative, are

written with the final z when terminating in a long syllable:

Quieroz Luiz Tomaz Andaluz
Garcez Queluz

When the last syllable is short use the final s:

Alvares Dias Fernandes Nunes
Peres Pires

Note.—The name Je^us and Paris retain the s.
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Retain the corresponding vernacular forms of spelling already in use in the case
of foreign proper names:

Antuerpia Berna Bordeus Cherburgo
Colonia Escandinavia Escalda Florenga
Londres Marselha Viena Algeria

' Note.—Wherever such exist, vernacular names for those in foreign languages
are to be preferred. Retain, however, the original forms of those that are not
adapted to the Portuguese language:

Anatole France Byron Conte Rosso Carlyle
Carducci Musset Shakespeare Southampton

DUAL FORMS OF SPELUNG

Where two forms have been in use, adopt the following (also in their derivatives
and compounds)

:

(a) Brasil not Brazil

(&) idade not edade

(c) assucar not agucar
pessego not pecego
rossio not rocio
almago not almasso

(d) ansia not ancia
dansar not dangar

igreja not egreja

alvissaras not alvigaras
dossel not docel
criar (to raise)

macigo not massigo

ascensao not ascengao
farsa not farga

igual not egual

sossegar not socegar
jovem not joven
crear (to create)
solene not solemne

cansar not cangar
pretensao not pretengao

ENDINGS IN A. AO, AM

Use d and not an in words where the last syllable is stressed:

amanha maga talisma, etc.

in the feminine of words ending in do in the masculine

—

aldea crista irma, etc.

and the monosyllables

—

la va sa, etc.

Use do, and not am, in the case of monosyllables:

cSo chao vao

in the stressed words

—

coragao verao alcorao

in the future form of the verbs

—

amarao deverao farao

and in other words which are now written either do or am—
ac6rdao bengao 6rgao 6rfao

s6tao

Note.—The tonic syllable of words ending in do must carry an acute accent

as shown in the case of the five examples given above.

Use am in the unstressed terminations of the verbs:

amam
fizeram

amavam
expuseram

amaram

DIPHTHONGS

The diphthongs ae and ao will be written with i and u:

pai cai sai

grau mau pau

The diphthong eo is replaced by 6u or eu:

ceu v^u teu, etc.

chap^u meu

disseram

amais, etc.
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The diphthong iu replaces io:

feriu partiu viu

The diphthong oi replaces oe:

anzois doi heroi, etc.

Note.—When these vowels do not form a diphthong, no change is made:

aerides a^reo cdos ca6tico
teologia rio tio oeste
oeta teleologia

Write ao and not au when it is a combination of the preposition a with the
article o.

Retain the diphthongs de, oe, and ue:

mae anoes dispoes poes
tabeliaes azues

USE OF THE LETTER G

Retain the median g in the following, also in their components and derivatives:

imagem eleger legitimo fugir

pagem
THE PRONOUN LO

Retain the forms lo, la, los, las: (a) with the infinitives of the verbs:

amd-lo ofende-la possui-los repo-las

(6) With the verbal forms ending in s:

ama-lo, etc.

and also when they end in z—
di-lo fa-los

(c) With the pronouns nds, v6s, and the form eis:

vo-lo no-la ei-lo

Note.—These pronouns are connected by a hyphen and the tonic vowel of

the verb is accented.
THE LETTER X

In words taking x, s, z, cs, ss, ch, their prosodic values (s, z, cs, ss, and ch)

are retained:

excelente exato fixe proximo
luxo

SYLLABICATION

Divide words phonetically according to the spelling, and do not separate them
into the elements of derivation, composition, or formation:

subs-cre-ver sec-gao de-sar-mar in-ha-bil

bi-sa-v6 e-xer-ci-to ex-ce-der cons-ti-tui-gao

In order to do this readily, observe the following rules:

(o) Separate double letters:

ar-ras-trar pas-sa-gem suc-gao

(b) The s of the prefixes des, dis remains with the first syllable when followed
by a consonant:

des-di-zer dis-con-ti-nu-ar

If followed by a vowel, it is carried over to the next syllable:

de-sen-ga-nar de-sen-vol-ver de-si-lu-sao

(c) Where two consonants are pronounced separately, the first is retained with
the preceding syllable:

con-tac-to re-cep-gao es-pec-ta-ti-va
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(d) Do not separate diphthongs:

neu-tro nai-pe rei-na-do au-to
i-gual (i-guais)

(e) Separate vowels of equal force:

co-or-te co-or-de-na-da

as well as consecutive vowels that do not form a diphthong

—

vo-ar po-ei-ra pro-e-mio me-ii-do
ci-ii-me

THE HYPHEN

Separate compound words whose different elements retain their phonetic
independence -^-ith a hyphen:

para-raios guarda-p6 contra-almirante

Note.—Do not use a hyphen between the elements in the made-up words:

claraboia parapeito malmequer malferido

ACCENTUATION IN REFORMED PORTUGUESE

Use the acute accent on bisyllabic or polysyllabic words where the stress is

on the last syllable, and which terminate in i or u, whether or not followed by &;

aqui tupl(s) colibri(s)

peril (s) urubu(s)

RULES GOVERNING THE USE OF WRITTEN ACCENTS

1. Differentiate between stressed and unstressed words and distinguish tlie

predominant syllable where there are more than one.
2. Distinguish words that are spelled the same, but differ in either pronuncia-

tion or meaning and grammatical function.
There are monosyllabic, bisyllabic, and polysyllabic words:

pd para parada

There are monosyllabic and bisj-llabic stressed words:

dd pdra

as well as unstressed words:

da para

In bisyllabic words the first syllable usually receives the stress: mares, but if

the second, that carries the accent mark: mares.
In polysyllabic words when the stress is on the last syllable the accent mark

is used: falard; when on the penultimate, the mark is omitted: falara, but when
on the antepenultimate, it is used: faldramos.
Words in which the last syllable is predominant are called "acutes " or "ulti-

mates." If the next to the last syllable is predominant, they are called "grave
"perfect", or "penultimate." If the predominant syllable is that next to the
penultimate, it is called "antepenultimate" or "prepenultimate."
No Portuguese word carries the stress on a syllable preceding the antepenulti-

mate syllable, except in cases of pronouns connected by hyphens, where the stress

will remain as in the original verbal form, regardless of how many syllables there
are: ddvamos-to, ddvamo-vo-lo.
Where a written accent is necessary, use an acute on the stressed vowel in i and

u and in the case of a, e, o, when open:

fara mare portal6

dificil litil

Use the circumflex on a, e, and o, closed:

camara merce avo
ansia indulgencia bronzeo

but—

fimbria niincio

67289°—.35 10
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The tilde serves to indicate the stress in words not otherwise indicated:

varao maga capitaes
6rgao orfa

The grave accent serves to designate, wherever convenient or necessary to the
correct pronunciation of a word, the value of the vowels a, e, and o, regardless
of whether or not they are stressed, but especially where they are not:

k pegada molhada
sdzinho f^cilmente

The dieresis over unstressed i or w indicates that it does not form a diphthong
with the preceding vowel:

saimento saiidar

But if the vowel should be stressed, use the acute

—

saida saiide

Use the dieresis also on the u, if followed by e or i, in combinations of gu and
qu where the u is to be sounded

—

freqiiencia agiientar argiiir

WORDS THAT DO NOT TAKE THE WRITTEN ACCENT

(a) Unstressed monosyllabic and bisyllabic words:

o(s) a(s) lo(s) la(s) no(s) na(s)
do(s) da(s) ao(s) pelo(s) pela(s) polo(s)
pola(s) me mo(s) ma(s) te to(s)

ta(s) Ihe(s) nos no-lo(s) no-la (s) vo-lo(s)

vo-la(s) Iho(s) Iha(s) se de por
sem sob com mas que porque

(6) Monosyllabic stressed words ending in em or ens:

bem bens tem tens cem

(c) Verbal forms ending in am or em where the penultimate is the prominent
syllable:

louvam louvem contem (of the verb contar)

Also in bisyllabic and polysyllabic substantives ending in em or ens where the
penultimate is the stressed syllable:

ordem ordens viagem viagens ferrugem ferrugens

(d) Stressed monosyllabic words with a final i or u, whether or not followed by s:

vi(s) cru(s)

(e) Stressed monosyllabic and bisyllabic words, and polysyllabic words ter-

minating in a nasal vowel, diphthongs, whether or not followed by s:

la(s) maga(s) sai(s) arrais mau(s) sarau(s)
som sons atum atuns

Also those followed by any other consonant where the stress is on the last

syllable:

mar der ser dor mal canal
painel funil farol azul cruz Artur
mao(s) verao varoes

(J) Bisyllabic and polysyllabic words terminating in a{s),e(s), or o(s), where
the penultimate syllable is stressed:

casa(s) camada(s) camarada(s) trave(s) parede(s)
vicissitude(s) desaire(s) modo(s) devoto(s) lume(s)

This applies to a majority of Portuguese words, including most of the verbal
forms:

louvo louva(s) louve(s) louvava(s)
louvara(s) louvaria(s) louvare(s)
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(g) Bisyllabic and polysyllabic words, having the stress on the penultimate
syllable, which end in i or u, whether or not followed by s:

juri(s) quasi tribu(s) iris

Amarilis oasis Venus onus

WORDS THAT TAKE THE WRITTEN ACCENT

(a) Those ending in a(s), e{s), or o(s) with stress on the last syllable:

pd(s) se(s) ve(s) mes p6(s)
pos fard(s) niar^(s) av6(s) av6(s)
merce(s) alvara(s) Jacare(s) portugues portal6(s)

(h) Bisyllabic and polysyllabic words with stress on the last syllable and ending
in i{s) or u{s):

all aqui escrevi tupl(s) colibri(s) anis funis (pi. of funil)

peru(s) urubu(s)

(c) Bisyllabic and polysyllabic words ending in em or ens with stress on the last

syllable:

vintem vintens armaz^m armazens
cecem cecens contem contens (fr. verb
porem Jerusalem Bel^m conter)

(d) Bisyllabic and polysyllabic words ending in a nasal vowel, diphthong,
whether or not followed by s, or by any other consonant, with stress on the
penultimate syllable:

6rfa(s) 6rfao(s) louvaveis louvareis
facil fdceis textil testeis

consul sdvel sdveis cadaver
eter martir s6ror alcdgar
Sofar agucar germen liquen
Felix cortex sllex

(e) The diphthongs ei, eu, 6i, with open e or o are always stressed:

reis bateis ^ veu(s) chapeu(s) sois 2

r6is her6i(s) joia giboia

(/) The a of the suffix dmos of the first person, plural of the preterit, to distin-

guish it from the first person, present:

louvamos (cf., louvamos= louvamos).

(g) Monosyllabic and bisyllabic words stressed to distinguish them from other

unstressed homographs:

que porque por ' pdra * pela

pelo pelo ^ p61o * pera

(h) All words stressed on the antepenult:

prdtica animo ansia fervido

genero gemeo genio pessego

femea concentrico tlsico tirocinio^

fimbria proximo pr6prio antimonio
lobrego bronzeo ubere lugubre
unico nuncio cadaveres arvore(s)

multlplice(s) multiple (s) quadruple (s)

Also the verbal forms stressed on the antepenult

—

louvavamos louvaramos louvarfamos devlamos
deveramos deverlamos punlamos punlramos
punirlamos louvdssemos devessemos punissemos
salssemos fizessemos

1 Cf., reis, bateis.
* Cf., verb sois.

3 Cf., por, a preposition.
* Cf., para, a preposition.
* Cf., pelo, pela, prepositions for the articles to, la.

« Cf., polo, preposition for the article lo.
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(i) Use the circumflex on the e and o when stress is on the penult, ending in
a(s), e(s), or o(s), closed, as well as in those having the same spelling where the
vowels are open:

Substantives Verbs

rego rogo rego rogo

Present Preterit

demos demos

Closed ^^_sede corte cor medo
Open sede corte cor medo

ij) Use the acute accent on stressed i, e, o, and u where they do not form a
diphthong Avith the preceding vowel:

pais saida falsca Taigeto
saude balaustre bau

(k) Do not use the accent before nh, nd, and mb, nor before any consonant, except
s, which does not begin a syllable:

bainha ainda Coimbra juiz

ruim paul cair sair

but

juizes caires saires

(Z) Wliere o, i, or u do not form a diphthong with the preceding vowel and are
unstressed use the dieresis instead of the acute:

saimento paisagem saiidar abaiilado

(m) The dieresis is also used in the combinations gu and qu, where the u is to
be sounded:

conseqtiencia agiientar argiiir

But if the u is the predominant vowel, use the acute:

apazigue

(n) Use the grave accent to indicate that the unstressed a, e, or o are open:

aquele(s) aquela(s) aparte (substantive)
aquele(s) aquela(s) aparte (verb)

Also in homographs where a vowel is mute:

pregar pregar (de prego)
molhada (de molhada (de molhar)

molho)

(o) To avoid mistakes in reading, the acute accent is replaced by the grave as
follows:

1. In derivatives, whether augmentatives or diminutives, formed with the
letter z:

ma, mazinha, mazona avo, avozinha
6rfa, orfazinha aneis, aneizinhos

2. In those adverbs ending in mente in whose primary form the vowel carries

the acute accent:

r^pido, rapidamente benefico, beneficamente
exotico, exoticamente Kcito, licitamente
ultimo, ultimamente fd.cil, facilmente
s6, somente

but—
contraldo, contraidamente miudo, miiidamente

The circumflex designates the closed e and o and is used in monosyllabic, as

well as bisyllabic and polysyllabic homographs; it is, however, omitted in dor,

pogo and cera, for example, since there are no such words as dor and cera, and
the verb yosso is spelled with the ss which distinguishes it from -pogo.

Cortes, cortesmente seco, secamente
sofrego, sofregamente comico, comicamente
crista, cristamente va, vamente
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Omit the written accent in homographs where there is no question as to the
meaning; thus we use the circumflex on

—

seco seca logro

to distinguish them from the corresponding verbal forms

—

seco seca logro

With the e or o, open, omit the written accent in the plural, as

—

secos logros

but retain it in secas to distinguish it from the verbal form secas.

Also use vaidoso{s)
,
vaidosa{s) without the accent on the penultimate syllable,

even though the pronunciation is vaidoso, vaidosos, vaid6sa{s).
The open o in the plural of the different substantives is the same as the closed

o in the singular:

tijolo (tijolo) tijolos (tijolos)

but—

troco trocos troco (verb)

The words espdso, espdsa(s) take the written accent oecause of the verbal forms
with the open o, esposo, esposais), but the plural esposos does not take the accent
because it is not a homograph.

Write p6r with the circumflex to distinguish it from the preposition por, but

—

dispor propor expor

dispense with the written accent.
The circumflex is used on the e in the following because the stress is on the

last syllable:

portugues cortes tem

In the following the written accent is omitted because the stress has passed
from the last to the next to the last syllable:

portugeses portuguesa(s) corteses

The accent is placed on drvore(s) because stress is on the antepenultimate
syllable; arvore{s) (verb) does not take it because stress is on the penultimate.
The imperfect and conditional verb forms, as

louvaria deveria puniria
louvava devia punia

take the accent if the stress is on the antepenult, as

—

louvariamos louvavamos deveriamos
deviamos puniriamos

also on the penult of a form ending in a diphthong

—

louvdveis louvarieis devieis^

deverleis punieis punirleis

but—
saia te-lo-d,

The accent is used in all persons of the imperfect tense:

saia salas saia salamos
saieis salam

because the i does not form a diphthong with the preceding a.
^

Use the written accent in proper nouns under the same conditions as in common
nouns:

Porto porto (to distinguish it from the verb porto)
Setubal Pontevel Pedrogao Antonio
Tome Nazare Belem Agueda

Compound words retain their appropriate accents:

mae-d'agua pdra-raios pesa-papeis
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RUMANIAN

i
A
B
C

D
E
F
G

H
I

1

a in far

e in her; also 6

Deep guttural 6i

b in bell

c hard, but before i and
e as ch in chin, church;
before h like k in king

d in Delaware
e in hen

;
ye

/ in federal

g in gem before e and i;

g in get before h;

otherwise Uke g in

gate

Almost kh
i in machine
Deep guttural

J s in measure
K k k, only in foreign words
L 1 I in lemon
M m m in member
N n n in natural
0 0 0 in horse
P P p in pantry
R r r in remedy
S s s in sex
s ? sh in shelf

t t t in ten
T ts

^U u 00 in wood; also w
V V V in value
X X cs in relics

Y y Only in foreign words
Z z z in maze

The Rumanian is one of the smaller branches of the Romance family of lan-

guages, and is a product of the changes which the ecclesiastical Latin suffered in the
Roman Province of Dacia after the first century of the Christian era. It is highly
impregnated with Magyar, Turkish, and Greek elements, and departs very decid-
edly from its sister languages.
The orthography has recently undergone another of its frequent reforms and

d, ^, e, ^, i, 6, and u are obsolete, and i nearly so.

Syllabication

This is very much the same as in the other Romance languages. Combinations
of consonants, particularly those that produce a single sound, must not be
separated.

Cardinal numbers
§i

doui, dou&
trei

patru
cinci

§ase
§apte
opt

Ordinal numbers
Intaiu
doilea
treilea

patrulea
cincilea

§aselea
§aptelea
optulea

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth

seventh
eighth

nouS,
zice

unsprezece
douasprezece
treisprezece
dou§,-zeci

sut&
mie

nouMea
zecelea
unsprezecelea
doisprezecelea
treisprezecelea
douS,zecilea

sutelea
mielea

nme
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred
thousand

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
thousandth
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Months
ianuarie
februarie
martie
aprilie

maiu
iunie

January
February
March
April
May
June

Days
domineer
luni

marti
mercuri

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Seasons

priniS,vara

vara
spring
summer

Time
ora 1

ceasj
zi

hour

day

Articles to be disregarded in filing

un, o I, le

iuhe
august
septembrie
octombrie
noembrie
decembrie

July
August
September
October
November
December

]01

vineri

s§,mbatS

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

toamna
iarna

autumn
winter

sapt&manS,
lunS,

an

week
month
year
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RUNES

Nordic Old Germanic

Name Char-
acter

Transliteration
Char-
acter

Transliteration

r
r

J r J

Ur n 00
rsM 00

inurs, inorn F
1

tfl
bP

AOs K
0

br (ii 111 laiiici

Keitn 1\ r T

K1 fC) y, iiarci < k

X a

p p' w
Hagal h H H h

I*

Nauth + h n + + n

Is 1 e 1
e

Ar + H a in father y

tr r \

Y
S61 s

Ttr t 1 t, d t t

Bjarkan h, V7 Jz
b

M a in way

Mathr m M m
Logr r I r I

0 ng in singe

d

0

1 As th in thing; also th in there.
2 Labial th.

3 Soft s.

* Hard s.

As the Nordic alphabet has only 16 characters, kaun, t^r, and bjarkan each

have two sounds.
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The rimes, the earliest form of Teutonic writing, are believed to have come
originally from southeastern Europe as they exhibit Gothic influence. They
were, therefore, in contact with both Greek and Latin culture, and it is believed
they had their origin in one of these classical alphabets, or possibly both. They
have the same signs for the vowels a, e, and o, and the runes for /, and r are
clearly taken from the Latin alphabet. They may, possibly, have come via

some late Northern Etruscan alphabet, most of whose letters came from the
Latin. In this connection, it is interesting to note the possible influence of the
runes in the formation of the Cyrillic alphabet.
The original runes found in western Europe consisted of 24 letters divided in

groups {oett) of 8. The first evidences of them are found in Denmark and date
from the 3d century. They flourished all through the Anglo-Saxon period in

England, for five centuries, but there they varied somewhat from the continen-
tal alphabet. From Denmark they were introduced into Sweden at the beginning
of the 11th century and there they continued in use for centuries, in fact in some
remote districts almost up to the present day.
The relics found consist mainly of inscriptions on monuments, weapons and

ornaments.
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RUSSIAN

A Q on U/ 111 idl

XJ u u (/ 111 UtJU.

D
£> B / V V in vague

X T\1 ^ m gay
TTA TTA A

U. U/ ill CIay

EAll P IP i/e 111 yen

zh <v' 111 Cl^ Lll C7

3 3

^ f
z z in zeal

H i i in machine
1 13

0 in Plif.p
1/ 1 1 1. vvll UC

Jd i/ 111 uijy

ill X\. K k in kite
TT
t}± JI 1 Z in long
MiVX M Q//C M m m in man
XX TT

il n n m no

0 0 0 in mother
n JJ X\V P m pay
X P (3/ T r m error

c (J o ILL ociy

T i.
+
V ^ in tea

y V u. OO Ul UOOli

M / I!

I J m fold
Vyv X Jm ^/i (as German ch)
TT TT IS ts in hoots
TT

ch ch in church
ni m

//<> sh s/i, in shawl
ni; ni; shch shch, somewhat like sti in Christian

f& Mute
LI BI y y in nymph
T S Q

b « Mute
^1 le 2/e in yea

a 8 J* ^ e e in Emma
K) JO m u in union

il H fa in yard
ei 0 f ph in philosophy
yio V y 2/ in rhythm

1 See paragraph 2, p. 148. « Tverdy znak.
3 Dvoinoie. 7 Indicates that preceding consonant is hard.
3 S tochkoi. 8 Miagky znak.
< S kratkoi. « Indicates that preceding consonant is soft.
» Used also in place of Latin ft. w Now replaced by H.
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The Russians use the Cyrillic alphabet, which has been modified so that it

bears some resemblance to the Latin alphabet.
Punctuation is very similar to the English usage.
Capital letters are used in beginning sentences, for proper names, in addresses

in letters, and in words referring to the Deity.
The 3 in the prefixes bo3, b3, h3. Has, pas, when it precedes c, is dropped.

Syllabication

1. A single vowel, with or without one or more consonants, constitutes a
syllable.

2. Where a vowel is followed by but one consonant, the syllable ends on the
vowel, the consonant beginning the next syllable. Example: I]|a-pH-n;a.

3. Where a vowel is followed by more than one consonant, the syllable ends
with the first consonant. Example: 3aB-Tpa; Coji-ji;aT.

4. The semiconsonants t>, i>, and fi:, when they occur within a word, terminate
a syllable.

5. The prepositional prefixes 6e3, ao, nepe, bh, na, ne, ot, sa, npe, ^pes, pas,
and bos must remain intact.

6. The consonant combinations ctb, ct, cTp, 6ji, bji, mji, nji must not be
separated.

7. Where two or more words are used to form a compound, divide so as to keep
each component part intact.

Transliteration

The Russian language being phonetic, transliteration is simply a matter of

substituting the proper Enghsh values for the respective Russian letters, as

IIojiTaBa= Poltava.
The following important points should, however, be carefully observed:
1. i> and b are mute and indicate only that the consonant preceding such

letter is, respectively, hard or soft.

6i>ijii>=byl=he was.
6lijii>= byl'= a tale.

Note.—The apostrophe (') is used to indicate the soft consonant.
2. -h and e are to be transhterated by e only when hard, by le when soft:

Beci»=ves'= all.

nojie= pohe »= field.

'feM'B=iem=I eat.

Cardinal numbers
OAHH-B, OAHa, OAHO OHC

m., /., n.

^Ba, AB-fe m. & n.,f. two
TpH three
^eTHpe four
HHTB five

mecTB six

ceMb seven
BoceMB eight
ncBOTB nine
ffecHTB ten
OAHHHa3;n;aTB eleven

aB'feHajiiuaTB

TpHHaAuaTB
HeTBipnaAuaTB
nflTHaauaTB
mecTHaAuaTB
ceMHaAuaTB
BoceMHaAuaTb
aeBHTHaAuaTb
?];Baan;aTB

ABaflUaTb OAHH-L
CTO
TLICH^a

twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen

sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty-one
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
nepBLiS 1

BTopofi
TpeTifl

HeTBepTBili
HflTLlfi

mecTofi

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth

ce^BMofi:

BOCBMOft
p.eBHTBifi:

^eCHTLlfi
OAHHHaji;n;aTBiii

HB'feHaAuaTBiii

seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth

» The ordinal numbers here given are of the masculine gender. To convert them to feminine or neuter,

it is only necessary to eflect the proper gender changes: For the feminine change BiS to afl, iii to Bfl, 0&

to aa. For the neuter change Bifl to oe, ifl to Be, and ofl to oe.
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Ordinal numbers—Con tinned
TpHHa?i;i],aTLiii thirteenth J^eBHTHaAU,aTLIH nineteenth
HeTBipHa3i],aTLifi fourteenth jj;BaAn,aTLiii twentieth
nHTHaAEi,aTi>ifi fifteenth ji,Baji;n;aTB nepBBifl twenty-first
necTHaAnaTbiii sixteenth COTBIH hundredth
ceMHaAi;aTLiii seventeenth TLICHHHBIli thousandth
BoceMHaAi;aTLifi eighteenth

Months
HHBapB (Hhb.) January IlOJIB July
Oespajib (OeBp.) February ABrycTt (Abf.) August
MapTi, March CeHTaSpB (CeHT.) September
Anp^fejiB (Anp.) April Okth6pb (Okt.) October
Maii May HoaSpB November
IlOHB June J]|eKa6pB (^CK.) December

Days
BocKpecente Sunday- HeTBepri. Thursday
IIOHeA'bjIBHHK'L Monday IlHTHHUa Friday
BTOpHHKt Tuesday Cy66oTa Saturday
Cpe^a Wednesday

Seasons

BecHa spring OceHB autumn
JI-feTO summer 3HMa winter

Time
^acB hour M'fecan.'L month
AeHt day year
HeA-fejiH week

REFORMED ORTHOGRAPHY AND GRAMMAR
The movement to reform the Russian orthography and grammar had its origin

long before the Revolution. It was sponsored by many of the scientific and
scholastic academies and institutions of the Empire, but resulted in no official

action until after the Revolution. The old style is presented in this Manual,
however, because of the great number of the old works that are still extant.
The student will bear in mind the various changes given below when dealing with
present-day literature.

By the decree of the Council of the People's Commissars of October 10, 1918,
relating to the introduction of the new orthography (Collection of Laws and
Decrees of the Workers' and Peasants' Government no. 74, of October 17, 1918,
item 804) all governmental publications, periodicals (newspapers and magazines)
and nonperiodical publications (learned works, collections, etc.), and all docu-
ments and legal papers must, beginning with October 15, 1918, be printed
according to the new rules of spelling given below. This spelling has also been
introduced in all schools.

1. Replace the letter 'fe by e (Kojieno, Bepa, ceMH, b n36e). (Cf. nos. 9, 10.)

2. Replace the letter o everywhere by (f)
(OoMa, A(J)aHacHH, Ka^e^pa).

3. Drop the letter "l at the end of words and parts of compound words (xjie6,

nocoji, Me^, KOHTp-a^Mnpaji) , but retain it in the middle of words as a sign of

division (cteMKa, pastHCHHTB, a^tioTaHT).
Note.—The apostrophe (') in the middle of words is also used instead of t.

4. Replace the letter i everywhere by h (y^eiiHe, Pocchh, niiHBfia, Hoann,
BBICOKHfl).

5. Write prefixes h3, bo3, B3, pa3, po3, hh3, 6e3, ^pe3, ^epe3 before vowels
and hard consonants with 3 but replace 3 by c before mute consonants (k, n,

T, X, i^, m, in;, ^) also before c (paccTaBaTBCH, npecceAejiBHHK, 6ecnoKOHCTBo,
HepecnojiocHn;a)

.

Note.—This rule differs from the old one in that the prefixes 6e3, po3, ^es,
qepes were also added to this group and that 3 is now replaced by c before c.

6. In the genitive case of adjectives, participial adjectives, and pronouns of

masculine gender write oro, ero instead of aro, Hro (flo6poro, nnToro, KOToporo,
CHHero)

.

Note.—Adjectives whose roots end in tk, m, m, have in the genitive case
ero instead of oro (BBicmero, Tenymero, cBemero, KHnynero).
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7. In the nominative and accusative plural of feminine and neuter adjectives,
participial adjectives and pronouns write Bie, ne instead of tin, ia (^oSptie,
cTapbie, CHHHe, KaKiie). (Cf. No. 4.)

8. Use OHH instead of OH-fe in the feminine nominative plural.
9. Write in the feminine oahh, oahhx, oahhmii instead of OAH'fe, o^H-fex,

OAH'feMH.

10. Use ee instead of en. in the feminine genitive singular personal pronoun.
Note.—In connection with the discontinuance of "h, the letter e is sometimes

used to designate the fluctuating e sound (ejiKa, Bce).

11. Of all the rules on syllabication only the following are retained: When
dividing words a consonant (one or the last in a group of consonants) immediately
preceding a vowel must not be separated from this vowel; likewise a group of
consonants at the beginning of a word must not be separated from a vowel;
the letter ft before a consonant must not be separated from the preceding vowel;
also a final consonant, final ft and a group of consonants at the end of words
must not be separated from the preceding vowel. In dividing words having
prefixes, a consonant at the end of the prefix, if preceding another consonant,
is not to be carried over to the next line.
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SAMARITAN

Name Character
Transliteration
and tone value

Name Character Transliteration
and tone value

Aleph A )

} Lamedh I

Beth 3 b, bh Mem m

Gimel 1 9, gh Nun n

Daleth d, dh Samekh s

Heh h Ayin V t

Vau V, w Pe 3 p, ph

Zayin z, soft s Sadhe vn s , s sharp

Cheth ^, ch Koph q, k

Teth V t T

Yod HT 3 Shin JUJ, ^, sh

Caph k, kh Tav A t, th

This language is a dialect of the Aramaic of Palestine, the best examples of
which are found in the literature belonging to the 4th century A.D., in which
the alphabet derived from the old Hebrew was used. This had been used by the
Jews up to the time of the Babylonian Captivity. The alphabet is still employed
for writing Aramaic, Hebrew, and even Arabic. The literature is chiefly of a
religious character.
The alphabet consists of 22 characters, and the text reads from right to left.

Since there are neither vowels nor diacritical marks above or below the charac-
ters, the following consonants are employed as vowel characters:

A = ^, ni — i,

^ = a, ^ = o, tt.

V = «,

Punctuation

The last letter of a word is surmounted by a point; : or * or •! are used at the

end of a sentence; .. at the end of a phrase; «= •! or — <: at the end of a para-
graph; and < •

I
• = •

I
•> at the end of a chapter.
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SAMOAN

A a a in father; also a in M m m
mat ^ N n n

E e a P P P
I i ee in keep S s s, not sibilant

EngHsh0 0 0

u u 00 in book T t t

F f / . .

V V V

G g ng in sing

L 1 I; soft r before i or

after a, o or u

1 The distinction between long and short a is very important as a great many words spelled the same way
have very different meanings: tamd, father; tdma, boy; Una, mother; tivd, wedge; /ai, to do; /ai, to abuse.

The Samoan is a Malay language which became highly impregnated with Arabic
centuries ago, and again in the last century absorbed a great many English and
other European words.
The Samoan names for the consonants are fa, nga, la, mo, nu, pi, sa, ti, vi.

In addition to the above letters there is a sound somewhat between h and k
which has the value of a consonant and represents the k sound of other kindred
dialects. It is called a ''break" and is represented by an inverted comma: n'o,

paper-mulberry. The word is in Niuean uka. It is a very important distinction
between words that are otherwise similar in spelling and must be carefully ob-
served: fua, fruit; /w'a, flag. It is also a general rule that two similar vowels
cannot occur without a "break" between them.
Every letter is distinctly sounded, so that there are no improper diphthongs.

The proper diphthongs are au, ai, ae, ei and ou.

The k and r are retained in foreign words introduced into the Samoan language:
Keriso (Greek, Christon), but d becomes t: Tavita, David; ph becomes/: Ferukia,
Phrygia; g and hard c become k: Kanana, Canaan; h is also retained at the
beginning of some proper names: Herota, Herod; z becomes s: Sakaria; w be-
comes u or v: Uiliamu, William; b becomes p: Petania, Bethany. In some
foreign names h is changed to s: Sapai for Hapai.

Syllabication

Every syllable must end in a vowel and no syllable can have more than three
letters, a consonant and two vowels, the vowels forming a diphthong: fai, mai,
tau. There must be a vowel between any two consonants.

Accent

As a general rule the accent is on the penultimate syllable, but there are many
exceptions to this rule; where the accent is on the last, which take it on more
than one syllable, or which take no accent whatever.

Reduplicated words take two accents: pdlapdla, mud. In this way compound
words may have three or four accents.

Cardinal numbers
e tasi

e lua
e tolu
e fa
e lima
e ono
e fitu

e valu

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight

e iva nine

e sefulu
^

ten

e sefulu ma le tasi eleven

e sefulu ma le lua twelve
e sefulu ma le tolu thirteen

e luafulu, e luasefulu twenty
e selau hundred
e thousand
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Ordinal numbers
yj It? llllict i I

first
Kj It; 1 V <* ninth

*o le muamua

j

*o le sefulu tenth
*o le lua second *o le sefuluma letasi eleventh
*o le tolu third 'o le sefulu ma lua twelfth
*o le fa fourth *o le sefulu ma tolu thirteenth
'o le lima
'o le ono

fifth

sixth
'o le luafulu \

*o le lua sefulu

j

twentieth

*o le fitu seventh 'o le selau hundredth
*o le valu eighth 'o le afe thousandth

Distributives are formed by prefixing ta'i to the cardinal: ta'itasi, one by one.
The adverbial numerals are expressed by prefixing atu: le atutasi, one by

one; by prefixing fa'a: Ua'ou sau, fa'alua, I have come twice; or by prefixing

Jo'i as well as fa'a: Ua fo'i fa'afa ona'ou a,lu, I went back four times.

Months
Januari
Fepuari
Mati
Aperila
Me
luni

January
February
March
April
May
June

lulai

Aokuso
Setema
Oketopa
Novema
Tesema

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
Aso Sa
Aso Gafua
Aso Lua
Asolulu, Asomanu

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Aso Tofi, Asotuloto
Aso Falaile
Aso To'ona'i

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

taisuusu'e,
vaitoelau

tai-ofeiti spring o le tau inu'uile Sone autumn
summer fa'aleogalua e ma-

maeaila'au
vai palolo tau ma'alili winter

Time
ituaso, itula, itupo hour
aso day
vai'asosa, vaiaso week

masma
tausaga, usuitau

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

le, se
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SANSCRIT
Sanscrit, though no longer a spoken language, is stiU the classical language of

India and the key to her religious, philosophical, and legal literature, as \Yell as
the source ot many of her modern languages. The earliest Sanscrit compositions
date back as tar as 1500 B.C., and it became the official language of the Indo-
Aryan people m the 4th century A.D.
There are tvro principal periods in the history of Sanscrit literature, the Yedic

and the Classical, which overlap somewhat; the first extending from 1500 to
200 B.C., and the second from 500 B.C. to 1000 A.D.
The alphabet comprises the following letters:

1. Five short and five long vowels, viz:

Short: ^ a, ^ ^ u, ri, -^li,

Long: ^d,
II. Four diphthongs: TJ ^ ai, ^ ^ au.

Note that ^ e is in most cases a combination of a and i, ^ ai of

d and i, ^ o of a and v., and au of d and u.

III. 1. Two sHght nasals; the one, called anusvdra, is denoted by
a dot —^ placed above the letter after which it is to be pronounced,

e.g. am\ the other, called anundsika, is denoted by a half-moon
with a dot in it ~ and placed either above or after the preceding

letter, in the latter case with an oblique dash under it, e.g. ^ or

2. An aspii'ate, called visarga, which is denoted by two dots, placed

one above the other (:), e.g. ah,

IV. Thirty-three consonants:

1. Five gutturals: ^ ^ kha, ll\ ga, ^ gha^ ^ na,

2. Five palatals: clia. cJiha, ^ja, ^ jha, na,

3. Five Unguals: Z t^^i ^ t^^(^-9 ^ 4<^> ^ ^ V'^^y

4. Five dentals: TT ia, ^ tha^ ^ da, ^ dha, «T na,

5. Five labials: ^ pct, ^ p^a^ ^ ha, ^ bha, ma,

6. Four semivowels: '^ya, '^'^<^9 ^ let, ^ t'a,

7. Three sibilants: ll^ccp ^ sha, ^ sa,

8. The soft aspirate: ^ ha.

It is not possible to state positively what the original sounds of the letters
were. However, the transcription of "^Hindu proper names in Greek and Latin
literature, as well as some other facts bearing on this subject, enable us to give the
folio-wing rules with considerable confidence: a as in apt; d as in far; i as in pin;
I like ee in feeble; u as in full; vl like o in move; fi like ri in rid; ft like ree in reed;
li as in Ud; R like lea in to lead; e like a in fate; ai as in the ItaKan mai; o as in
note; au like on in our.

Before the semivowels ya, ra, la, va, the sibilants ga, sha, sa, and the aspirate
ha, the anusvdra is pronounced like 7ig in king. Before all other consonants it

sounds like the nasal of the class to which the following letter belongs. The
anundmka seems to have been almost inaudible, and the visarga like the Greek
spiritus lenis

67289'— .35 11
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The ka was like k in king; kha as in khan; ga like g in gun; gh as in afghan; na
like ng in sing; cha like ch in church; c/i/ia like ch-\-hin. Churchhill; ja hke j in jet;

jha like i+A; 'fia like n in singe.

The unaspirated dentals and labials, the sa and the ha are all pronounced like

the corresponding English letters; in the aspirated dentals and labials an h sound
must be added: sha to be pronounced like sh in shun, and ga like a sharp s in sit.

The forms of the vov/els and diphthongs, if preceded by a consonant, are as
follows:

T Th h ^ e^u, 6 ri, g ri, ozli^ ^li^ e.g.

^kd, ^ki, '^kt, -^ku, "^kit, "^kri, T^kri, ^kli,

— e, — aiy ^ Oy au, e.g.

% ke, % kaiy ^ ko^ ^ kau.

Some consonants also change their forms when combined with vowels. Thus

\ ra with v» U becomes

'^ru

» ^ hu

^ hu

4, ri ^ hri

s» U ^ pw

n

r>

The declensions of nouns comprises three numbers: Singular, dual, and plural;
and eight cases: Nominative, accusative, instrumental, dative, ablative, genitive,
locative, and vocative.
The verb has the following stems: Present, aorist, perfect, and future, the latter

being rare in the old language. The present stem is predominant in classical

Sanscrit.

There are three genders, as in English.

Accent

The accent was mainly a musical or tonic, not a stress. Three different types
are distinguished: Uddtta (raised), anudatta (unraised), and svarita (rising-falling),

following the uddtta.

Numerals
The system was constructed on a decimal basis; there are two separate names

for the numbers up to 10, while up to 19 there are compounds of the units with
the word for 10: d{u)yadsd, 12; 20, 30, etc., are compounds that express a number
of tens, and the intermediate numbers are formed by adding the various units:

pdnca, 5; pdncdsat, 50; pdncapancdsat, 55. There are separate words for 100,

1,000, and 100,000, the latter, laksah, being post-Vedic. The numerals from 1 to

19 are adjectives, while the rest are substantives.
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SERBO-CROATIAN

Serbian Croatian

A a A a a in car

B 6 B b b

B B V V V (w)

r r G g g in good
A D d d

^
\ gj J

>j m James

E e E e 6 in end
/IX 7R z s in measure
3 3 z z z in zeal

H H I i I in high
J i J

i
y in you

K K K A:

JI JI L 1

JB JL Lj li li in million

M M M m m

Serbian Croatian

H H N n n
H) H> Nj nj

0 0 0 0 0 in nntp
n n P P 'P.
p P R r T in very
c c S s .<? in <^nnU XXX OV_/XX

1

T T T t t

n X-

n c ch in church
y y U u 00 in room

1

^ F f /
.

1

^ X H h ch in Scotch
loch

^ ^ C c ts in cats
C ch in church

^ dz i in James
in m S sh in sheep

In the western part of the country the language is written with Latin charac-
ters, while in the eastern part the CyriJHc are used. The language may be written
equally well with either. The important differences are that in the Croatian
diacritical marks are used to indicate phonetic values, and the letters follow the
regular order of the English, while the Serbian follows the order of the Greek on
which it was founded.

There are three dialects: the Southern, or jekavski; the Eastern, or ekavski,
and the Western (Dalmatian) , or ikavski, but only the first two have any literary

value.
Punctuation is practically the same as in English.
The accent is musical, and there are four different kinds: two long and two

short. Of the former, the first is a rising inflection, marked by the acute sign ('),

while the second is a falling inflection which is marked by the circumflex sign. (aS).

Of the short accents the first also has a rising inflection which is marked by the
grave sign (^), while the second has a falling inflection and is either marked by a
double grave sign (^^) or is not marked at all. The stress is invariably on the
first syllable.

Syllabication

A consonant between two vowels goes with the next syllable.

Where two or more consonants occur between two vowels, they are separated,
provided it is a combination with which no Serbian word can be begun.
The following consonants must not be divided: 6ji, 6p, bji, Bp, tb, ta, rji, rp,

flB, AP, 36> 3B, 3JI, 3M, 3H, Bp, KJI, Kill., KH, KH>, Kp, MJI, MH, Mp, HJI, Hp, H^, H, IH, p^,
CB, CK, CJI, CM, CH, Cn, Cp, CT, CTB, CTp, TB, Tp, $JI, (|)p, XJI, Xp, XT, HJB, I^p, HJI, Hp,

96, mK, mji., mT.

Abbreviations

The following abbreviations will be helpful:

OB.roA.

F

ov.god.
i.t.d.

n.pr.

G.

TojecT, that is

one roAHHe, current year
TaKO ffaibe, et cetera
FocnoAHH, Mr.

ovQ godine, that is

i tako dalje, et cetera
na primjer, for example
Gospodin, Mr.

F-^a Focno^a, Mrs.
r-^Hn;a Focno^Hn;a, Miss
F.F. Focno^a, FocnoAO, gentlemen
H np. na npnaiep, for example

G-da Gospoda, Mrs.
G-dica Gospodica, Miss
G.G.
G de

Gospoda, Gospodo,
Gospode, Ladies

gentlemen
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Cardinal numbers
jeAEH jedan, -dna, -dno one

dva two
TpH trl three
HeTHpH cetiri four
neT pet five

mecT lest six

ce^aM sedam seven
ocaM osam eight

devet nine
fleceT deset ten
jeaanaecT jedanaest eleven
HBanaecT dvanaest twelve
TpHHaecT trinaest thirteen
^Ba^eceT dvadeset twenty
CTOTHHa sto hundred
xHjia^a hiljada, tisuda thousand

v^ruindi nuniDcrs
npBH prvi first

WpyrH drugi second
TpefeiH tredi third
HeTBpTH cetvrti fourth
neTH peti fifth

mecTH §esti sixth
ce^MH sedmi seventh
OCMH osmi eighth
flGBeTH deveti ninth

deseti tenth
jeAanaecTH jedanaesti eleventh
fl;BaHaecTH dvanaesti twelfth
TpiiHaecTH trinaesti thirteenth
ABa^eceTH dvadeseti twentieth
CTOTH stoti hundredth
XHJiaAHTH hiljaditi, tisudi thousandth

JMontlis

janyap (jan.) sijecan] (sijec.) January
({)e6pyap ((|)e6p.) veljaca (velj.) February
RiapT ozujak (ozuj.) March
anpHji (anp.) travanj (trav.) April
Maj svibanj,niaj (svib.) May

June
srDani (spd.) July
kolovoz (kol.) August

C6nTGM6ap (coiiT.) rujan (ruj.) September
OKTo6ap (OKT.) listopad (list.) October
H0BeM6ap (hob.) studeni (stud.) November
7^GH6M6ap (j^ei^.) prosinac (pros.) December

T\et\raXJaj o
i*Nn Tl / l Q XT'kJUllLliiy

noHeAejBaK ponedjeljak Monday
iitorak T'lipsdflV-I- U^OVXCv V

^^ITpH n p c! r? fi

ii,eTBpTaK cetvrtak Thursday
nexaK petak Friday
cy6oTa subota Saturday

Seasons
nr»nTF«p}sf»

jieTO Ijeto summer
jecen jesen autumn
3HMa zima winter

Time
caT ura, sat hour
AaH dan day
ceAMni];a sedmica week
Meceu; mjesec month
roflHHa godina year
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SIAMESE '

Character
Translit-
eration

Character Translit-
eration

Character Translit-
eration

Character Translit-
eration

n ko
n tho

U
U

u kho
nj thn 7*0 ru

ni kho
aj Tin n ni

f) kho
n do

VO
lu

fi li/lU

fi to ff SO
lu

V kho
n tho U so

i e

ngo

n tho i s6
f 1

li S

cho
n tho H ho 1 di

xo
u no iT lo di

If xo

so

u
1

bo

t)

fl-

0

ho i-n

6

do

xo

jo

iJ

d

po

ph6 a

I

dm

a:

do
pho i

to

thd
n

}j

fo

pho

mo
1

u

u

u

1 Continental sounds are used in the transliteration.
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This language belongs to the Tai group, and the alphabet was derived from a
south Inyiian source. The language is purely monosyllabic, each true word con-
sisting of a single vowel sound, preceded or followed by a consonant. There are
less than 2,000 of these monosyllables and, consequently, many of them serve for
the expression of more than one idea, the variations being indicated, as in the
Chinese, by the tone employed.

Siamese is written from left to right, and in the old manuscripts there was no
spacing, although in modern WTitings it is used.

There are 44 consonants, each having inherent the vowel sound aw, and 32
vowels which are not indicated by individual letters but by signs that are placed
either above, below, before, or after the consonants. Only vowel or diphthong
sounds, or the letters m, n, ng, k, t, and p are permissible at the end of words, and
where, as in foreign words, some other letter is final it is not sounded.

There are five simple tones: Even, circumflex, descending, grave, and high,
and any one of these placed on a word will change the meaning radically. Four
of these tones are indicated by signs placed over the consonant affected, while
the absence of a sign indicates that the fifth tone is to be used.
The consonants are grouped in three classes, each having a special tone, and

thus the application of a tonal sign to a letter has a different effect, dependent
on the class to which the letter belongs.

The person, number, tense, and mood of a verb are indicated by auxiliary
words when they cannot be inferred from the context. There are a great many
adverbs, both single and compound. The prepositions are mainly nouns.
The subject of the sentence precedes the verb and the object follows it. In

compound sentences the verbs are placed together.

Accents and other signs Numerals

1. Accent a <?> 1 ^ 6

Accent thdntha : khat
2 7

Accent ^
lek pet

Accent en 3 8

4 9

5 o 0
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SLOVAK

A a d in father N n ?1

A nn, in ("rPnTifln TTanrtXVC XI 1 J. J. J. LtX-LX -I—LCl'lXX "NT n
JU. /t- ILL opdiiibii canon

B b b 0 0 0 in long
C C ts 0 6 0 in low
C ch in church p D

sr

D d d Q q qu in question

D d'

d

ni in TTpHi517 R r r

E e R f Tsh

E e in German Seele S s s in sing

P.JCj ni^) in TTOcf /aTTl Q XT'uty 1 1 1 J' tJo LtJl U-ClJ' S
t

5^ in show
jj 1 T t

G p"
& T t'

t

fi

H h u u
CH ch ch in Scotch loch tJ f)f) in cjfnnl

I i e (r ti

I ie in field V Y w in wand
J j 2/ X X ks
K k A- Y J i in silt

L 1 I Y J ie in field

t 1 I, trilled Z Z

L r Z^/ in lyric Z z s (zh sound in French
u m m journal)

The 6, q, and x are used only in foreign words.
Stress is consistent!}' on the first s^'Uable.

Capitalization

Begin sentences with a capital letter, but after exclamation and interrogation
points only if these complete the previous sentence. Capitalize after the colon,

as a general rule. Capitalize all proper nouns, including God and any word
used to designate the Deity.

Syllabication

Divide on a vowel, but bear in mind that I, r, and v, often have the character-
istics of vowels. The consonants sk, st, st, and sd are inseparable and begin the
following syllable. Division between two vowels is permissible. Compound
words are treated as two separate words in regard to syllabication.

Punctuation is practically the same as in English.

Cardinal numbers
jeden, -dna, -dno one
dva, dve two
tri three
styr-i, -y four
pat' five

sest' six

sedem seven
osem eight
devat' nine

desat'
jedenast'
dvanast'
trinast'

dvacat'
dvacat' jeden
sto

tislc

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one
hundred
thousand
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Ordinal numbers
prvy
druhy
tretti

sivrt^
piaty
siesly

siedmy
osmy

Months
Taden (Fad.)

linor (un.)

brezen (brez.)

duben (dub.)
kveten (kvet.)

cerven (6erv.)

Days
nedel'a
pondelok
utorok
sreda

Seasons

jaro
leto

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

spring
summer

Time
hodina
den
t^'den

hour
day
week

deviaty
desiaty
jedonlsty,
dvandsty
trinasty
dvadsiaty
stol^, sif
tislci

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
thousandth

cervenec (cerven.)

srpen (srp.)

zdri

rujen (ruj.)

listopad (list.)

prosinec (pros.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

stvrtok
piatok
sobota

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

jasen
zima

autumn
winter

mesiac
rok

month
year
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SLOVENIAN

A a a
B b b

g
c ts

V Vlo

D d d
DJ dj dj

E e e

fi e

F f f
G g 9
H K

I i i

J y
K i k
L 1 I

LJ ij ij

M m m

Dach

N n n
NJ nj nj,

0 0 0

0 6 0

p P V
R r r

RJ rj rj

S s s

s sh
T t t

TJ tj tj

U u u
V V V

KS ks ks

Z z z

z z zh
journal

The Slovenian language is related to the Serbo-Croatian language, vdih which
it forms the Yugoslavic language group.
The one-letter words, s, z, k and v, must not be placed at the end of a printed line.

Syllabication

Division is phonetical, though compound words are divided as though they
were separate words, as, po-mldd (spring) ; the consonantal combinations dj, Ij,

^j) 0> must not be separated.

Proper nouns only are capitalized and punctuation is as in EngHsh.

Abbreviations

dr. doktor, doctor ltd. in tak dalj, et cetera n.pr. na primer, for in-

i.dr. in drugi, and itn. in tak napred, and stance
others so forth p.K. pro Kristus, A.D.

Cardinal numbers
eden. jeden
dva
tri

stiri

p^t
sest

eedem
os6m

Ordinal numbers
prvi
drugi
tretji

cetfti

p6ti

sesti

sedmi
osmi

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth

seventh
eighth

devet
deset
jednajst
dvan^jst
trindjst

dvajset
sto, stotina
tisoc, tisoSiaa

deveti
deseti
enajsti, jednajsti
dvan^jsti
trindjsti

dvdjseti
stoti, stotni

tisoSni

nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred
thousand

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
hundredth
thousandth
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Months
januar, janvar (jan.)

februar, februvarij (feb.)

marec (mar.)
april (apr.)

maj
junij (jun.)

Days
ned^lja
ponedelj^k
torek
sreda

Seasons

pomUd, spomlad
leto, pol6tje

January
February-
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

spring
summer

julij (jul.)

avgust (avg.)

September (sept.)

okt6ber (okt.)

november (nov.)
december (dee.)

cetftek
pet^k
sob6ta

jes^n
zima

July
August
September
October
November
December

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

autumn
winter

Time
ura
dan, den
ted^n

hour
day
week

mesec, mes§c
leto

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

a k s V z
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SPANISH

CH ch
D d

E e

F f

G g

H
I

J

K
L

k
1

LL U
M m
N n

a in art

Preceding e or i, as th

in Martha. Other-
wise, as in car

ch in chart
Initial and following I

and n, d; elsewhere,
shading heavily to-

ward th in breathe
a in ale

/
Preceding e or i, as
kh energetically pro-
nounced ; otherwise as

in gate
Almost mute
6 in he
kh energetically pro-
nounced

k (only in foreign words)
I

llio in million

m
n
ny

O o

Q q
R r

RE, rr

S
T
U
V

W
X
Y
Z
A
E
I

0
tJ

ti

0 m note

q in quart
r in wary, trilled

r forcibly rolled

s in saw
t

00 in coo^
Between b and v, with

the V sound slightly

stronger
w only in foreign words
X in axle

e in he
th; z

As same letters unac-
cented

00 (dieresis indicates
that the % is pro-

nounced where it

otherwise would form
a diphthong with the
vowel following)

1 Softer than in English, produced by joining the lips without pressure; between vowels, almost v.

' Between g and e or i, silent, rendering the g hard.

Punctuation

Punctuation is practically the same as in English, and, in addition, inverted
interrogation and exclamation marks are used at the exact beginning of the
question or exclamation.

Si es asi, ique he de hacer? Pero,
i
ay de mi ! no es posible.

Quotation marks begin the first paragraph of a dialogue. The succeeding
paragraphs sometimes start with em dashes instead of quotation marks, and the
latter are not used until the dialogue ends.

"iEs asl, senor?
—Si; es verdad.

—iC6mo se puede averiguarlo?
—No se; pero es la verdad."

Capitalization

The Enghsh style of capitalization is followed, with few exceptions.

Adjectives derived from proper nouns are lower-cased, as las mujeres colom-

bianas (the Colombian women) and Zos cruceros brasilenos (the Brazilian cruisers).

The first word of a question occurring within a sentence is lower-cased, as:

Cuando viene la noche, ic6mo se puede ver?

Note the following forms of capitalization:

El senor Enrique Palava; el senor don Enrique Palava.
Days of the week and months begin with a lower-case letter.

In titles of books only the initial and proper nouns, are capitalized: Historia

crltica de Espana y de la cultura espanola.
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Accents

(1) Words ending in n, s, or a vowel, and emphasized normally on the last

syllable but one (penultimate), dispense with the accent mark.
(2) Words ending in a consonant except n or s, and emphasized normally on

the last syllable, dispense with the accent mark.
(3) Words not included in (1) and (2) require an accent on the syllable

carrying the emphasis, as e-po-ca, se-giln, in-c6g-ni-to. This includes verbs to
which pronouns are appended, as pdgaselo.

Words having a dual meaning, as mas (but) and mds (more), do not fall imder
these rules, and the proper accent should be carried.

Usually but one accent is used in a word, regardless of the number of syllables.

Formerly the words, a, e, o, and u were accented, but this has become obsolete.

However, changes should not be made without authority, as some authors follow
the old custom.
When the word o (or) is used adjoining numerals, as 14 6 15, the accent should

be used to prevent confusing the o with a cipher.

Syllabication

Words are usually divided on a vowel: a-si-mi-la-cion, pa-la-bras.

The letter y is considered a vowel when standing alone, or at the end of a word.
At the beginning of a word or syllable it is treated as a consonant.
The following combinations must not be divided: ai, au, ei, eu, ia, ie, io, iu, oi,

ou, ua, ue, uiy uo (a-li-via-dor) . This does not apply when either letter carries
an accent {pa-is, ri-o) , which permits the vowels to be separated, but exceptions
are made in certain cases.

The combinations of ay, ey, oy, and uy may be separated only when followed
by a vowel, but must not be separated when followed by a consonant or when
occurring at the end of a word:

ha-ya re-yes a-rro-yo cu-yo
but—

rey-na voy-me Go-doy muy

A consonant occurring between two vowels should be carried over: com-po-si-
cidn.

Do not separate the following combinations of two consonants:

hi hr cl cr dr fl fr
gl gr pi pr tl tr

Two separable consonants standing between vowels are divided: ac-ta, chas-co,

cuer-da, pron-to.

The letters ch, 11, and rr are never divided and always begin a syllable, as
ria-chue-lo, gue-rri-lla, fe-rro-ca-rril.

Prepositional prefixes form a separate syllable, as: des-agradahle, pre-colom-
hiano; but when the prefix is followed by s and another consonant, the s is joined
to the prefix. Examples: abs-tener, cons-trucci6n, but ah-solver.

A syllable cannot begin with s followed by a consonant, as cir-cuns-tan-cia.

The liquid consonants l and r, when preceded by any consonant other than s,

must not be separated from the consonant, except in uniting parts of compound
words. Examples: ha-blar, po-drta, sub-lu-nar, ab-ro-gar, es-la-bdn.

Double c and n may be divided as in English: ac-ce-so, in-na-to.

Abbreviations

Spell out names of countries, States, and Provinces, whether town is given or
not.

Titles preceding names are usually spelled out, but both forms are permissible;
uniformity should be adopted when possible. Observe the following form: el

Sr. (or senor) Enrique Palava.

A. autor, author C.A. Centroamerica, Central
AA. autores, authors America
ab. abril, April cap. capitulo, chapter
agto. agosto, August Cia. compafiia, company
art. articulo, article C.M.B. cuyas manos beso, very
B. beato, blessed respectfully {lit. whose
B.S.M. beso a sus manos, with hands I kiss)

great respect {lit. I kiss c/1. curso legal, legal proce-
your hands) dure.
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Abbreviations—Continued

D.
dbre.
D. F.

Dna,
Dr.
Dra.
eno.
EE. UU.,

E.U.
E.U.A.

fbro.

Gral.
hh.
Hnos.
Id.

lb.

Ilmo.
jul.

jun.
Lie, Lcdo.
L.S.

Mex.
mzo.
m/n.

n.a.

nbre.
No.,N?,
num.

N.Y.
obre.
P.R.
pag.
pdr.

R.A.

don, Mr.
diciembre, December
Distrito Federal, Federal

District

dona, Mrs.
doctor, doctor
doctora, doctress
enero, January
Estados Unidos, United

States
Estados Unidos de Ame-

rica, United States of

America
febrero, February
general, general
hojas, leaves
hermanos, brothers
idem, the same
ibidem, in the same place
ilustrisimo, very illustrious

julio, July
junio, June
licenciado, licensed
lugar del sello, place of

the seal

Mexico, Mexico
marzo, March
moneda nacional, nation-

al currency
nota del autor, author's

note
noviembre, November
numero, number

Nueva York, New York
octubre, October
Puerto Rico, Porto Rico
pagina, page
parrafo, paragraph
Republica Argentina, Ar-

gentine Republic

Q.E.P.D. que en paz descanse,
deceased

S.A Sociedad Anonima, stock
company; Su Alteza,
His Highness; Sud-
america. South Amer-
ica

ebre. septiembre, September
S.E.u.O. salvo error u omision,

errors and omissions
excepted

S.E. Su Excelencia, His Ex-
cellency

S.M. Su Majestad, His Maj-
esty

sec. seccion, section
Sr. senor, sir; also God
Sra. senora, lady
Sres. senores, sirs

Srio. secretario, secretary
Srita.,Srta. senorita, young lady,

miss
S.S. Su Senoria, His Lordship
S.Atto. S.S., su atento y seguro servi-

S.A.S.S. dor, your obedient and
faithful servant

Sto. santo, saint
t, tomo, volume
fp. tipografia, printing office

I'd.,V.,Vd. usted, you
Uds., VV. ustedes, pi. of you
V. vease, see
V.A. Vuestra Alteza, Your

Highness
V.E. Vuestra Excelencia, Your

Excellency
V.M. Vuestra Majestad, Your

Majesty
Vm. Vuestra Merced, Your

Worship
& y, and

Figures

Arabic and roman numerals are used as in English.
The following form is used in numbering paragraphs and sentences:

(1°) Todos los dias, etc. (2°) Los hombres, etc.

Note that a superior lower-case o not a degree mark, is used.

Cardinal numbers
un, -o, -a one diez ten
dos two once eleven
tres three doce twelve
cuatro four trece thirteen

cinco five veinte twenty
seis six veintiuno (veintiun) twenty-one
siete seven cien, ciento hundred
ocho eight mil thousand
nueve nine

Round millions preceding units of quantity are followed by the preposition
de: tres millones de pesos, 3,000,000 de pesos.
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Ordinal numbers
primero (1°)

segundo (2°)

tercero, tercer
cuarto
quinto
sexto
septimo
octavo
noveno, none

Months
enero (eno.)

febrero (fbro.)

marzo (mzo.)
abril (ab.)

mayo
junio (jun.)

Days
domingo
lunes
martes
miercoles

Seasons

primavera
verano

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

spring
summer

decimo
und^cimo
duodecimo
decimotercio
vigesimo
vigesimo primero
centesimo
milesimo

juho (jul.)

agosto (agto.)

septiembre (sbre.)

octubre (obre.)

noviembre (nbre.)

diciembre (dbre.)

jueves
viernes
sjlbado

otono
invierno

tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
twenty-first
hundredth
thousandth

July
August
September
October
November
December

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

autumn
winter

Time
hora
dfa
semana

hour
day
week

mes
ano

month
year

Articles to be disregarded in filing

un, uno una, unas el, los la, las
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SWEDISH

A
B
C

D
E
F
G

I

J
K
L
M

H h

1

j

k
1

m

a in father

h

k before a, o, u; s in for-

eign words and before
i, d and y

d
e in felt

/, but V at end of word
g before Z, r, t, a, o, u and

a; y before e, i, j, y, d, 6;

before n the French en
h aspirated, except be-
fore j and V

ee in tree

y in yellow

I; silent before j
m

N n n; before k has sound of ng
O o 0 in folio, also oo in boon
P p J5

Q q *
R r r, strongly enunciated
S s s, hard^
T t ^

^U u urn. value (no y sound)

;

when short, u in up
N Y V

W W 2^

X X a:
^Y y urn. German liber

z s hard
a aw in saw
a a in German Fahrte ;when

short, e in wren
o 0 in German Gotter

1 Before /, r, and v, and before the hard vowels a, a, o, v, as well as at the end of words,
vowels a, c, i, y, and o It has what Is called the "tje" sound, nearly equivalent to ch.

* Before e, i, j, y, d, and o, sh, sk, and stj are pronouncea as sh.

Before the soft

The Latin alphabet is universally used in Sweden, with the addition of the
letters d, d, and 6. The a, o, u and d are hard vowels; e, i, y, d, and.o soft vowels.
C, q, w, X, and z are used only in words of foreign origin and in proper names.

Accents

Accents are used only in foreign loan words (resum^) and in certain proper
names (TegnSr).

Capitalization

Capitals are used almost as in English: At the beginning of a sentence, in

proper names, but not in the case of adjectives derived from them. The names
of the months and the days of the week are not capitalized.

Syllabication

A consonant between two vowels usually goes with the following vowel {Id-

ra-re) ; when two or more consonants occur between two vowels, the last conso-
nant generally goes with the following vowel (fladd-ra) ; sch and sk when used for

the sj sound are not separated, but added to the following vowel (mar-schera,

mdnni-ska)
;
ng remains with the preceding vowel unless n and g belong to different

parts of a compound word. Compound words are divided according to their

component parts.

Punctuation

The rules of punctuation are essentially the same as in English, although the
Swedish punctuation is perhaps somewhat closer, the comma, especially, being
used more freely.
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Articles

Indefinite article

Definite article:

Common gender

en

Postpositivejia^^

/Singular
\Plural

Prepositive

-en, -n
-na (rarely

den-^ ^
ne)

Neuter gender

eit

-et, -t

-na, -a, -en

'del

de

The postpositive article, which is suffixed to the noun, is always used when the
noun is definite in sense; the prepositive article is used together with the post-
positive article when the noun is modified by an adjective.

Cardinal numbers
en, ett

tva
tre

fyra
fern

sex
sju
S,tta

nio
tio

elva
tolv
tretton
fjorton
femton
sexton

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen

sixteen

sjutton
aderton
nitton
tjugu (tjugo)
tjuguen

(tjuguett)
trettio

fyrtio
femtio
sextio

sjuttio

§,ttio

nittio

hundra
tusen

seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty-one

thirty
forty
fifty

sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
(den) f6rste(a)

andre(a)
tredje
fjarde
femte
sjatte

sjunde
attonde
nionde
tionde
elfte

tolfte

trettonde
fjortonde
femtonde

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
fourteenth
fifteenth

sextonde
sjuttonde
adertonde
nittonde
tjugonde
tjuguforsta
trettionde
fyrtionde
femtionde
sextionde
sjuttionde
§,ttionde

nittionde
hundrade
tusende

sixteenth
seventeenth
eighteenth
nineteenth
twentieth
twenty-first
thirtieth

fortieth
fiftieth

sixtieth

seventieth
eightieth
ninetieth
hundredth
thousandth

Months
januari (jan.)

februari (feb.)

mars
april (apr.)

maj
juni

Days
sondag
m§,ndag
tisdag
onsdag

Seasons

v§,r

sommar

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

sprmg
summer

juli

augusti (aug.)

September (sept.)

oktober (okt.)

november (nov.)
december (dec.)

torsdag
fredag
lordag

host
vinter

July
August
September
October
November
December

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

autumn
winter
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Time
timme
dag
vecka

hour
day
week

mS,nad month
year

Abbreviations

Where the last letter of the
word the period is not used.

abbreviation is the last letter of the complete

a.-b.

adr.

ang.
anm.

b. , bd
bl.a.

d.

d:o
dr, d:r
d.v.s.

d.y.

d.a.

etc.

ex.

f.

f.d.

f.m.

frk.

forf.

f.6.

H.M.
H.Maj;

aktiebolag, joint-stock com-
pany

adress, address, c/o

ang&ende, concerning
anmarkning, remark, ob-

servation
band, volume, volumes
bland annat, bland andra,
among other things, or
others

dod, dead
dito, ditto

doktor, doctor
det vill saga, that is, that is

to say
den yngre, junior
den aldre, senior; det ar,

that is

eftermiddagen, afternoon,
p.m.

et cetera, and so forth
exempel, example (illustra-

tion), e.g.

fodd, born
for detta, before this, form-

erly

formiddagen, before noon,
a.m.

froken. Miss
forfattare, author; forfat-

tarinn.n , authoress
for ovrigt, besides

Hans Majestat,His Majesty

hr
i st.f.

Jfr

kap.
kl.

kr.

kungl.
m.a.o.

m.fl.

m.m.
n.b.

nr, n:o
naml.

obs.

o.d.

o.s.a.

p.s.

red.

s., sid.

s.d.

s.k.

t.ex.

t.o.m.
und.

herr, Sir, Mr.
i stallet for, in place of
jamfor, compare
kapitel, chapter
klockan, o'clock
krona, crown; kronor,

crowns (coin)

kunglig, royal
med andra ord, in other

words
med flera, with others, and

others
med mera, etc., and so forth
nota bene, mark (notice)

well
nummer, numro, number
namligen, namely, viz, to

wit
observera, observe
och dylikt (dvlika) , and the

like

om svar anh&lles, an an-
swer is requested

och sk vidare, and so
forth

postskriptum, postscript
redaktor, editor
sida, page; sidor, pages
samma dag, the same day
sib kallad, so called

till exempel, for instance
till och med, even
undantag, exception

67289'
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TAGALOG

A a ah 0 0 0

B b h P P f
C c c, k E r r

D d d S s s

E e a T t t

G g Qj hard U u 00
H n

7

fl V V
7

0

I i e w w ua (wa) ; ao (aw)
TTXV K Often used for hard c

and q

A. X h, initial; only in Span-
ish words

L 1 I Y y ay (ai); also initial con-
M m m sonant
N n n Z z s, only in Spanish words

ng ng in ringing

The Tagalog is the most important of the Philippine languages, of which there
are some three score.

The vowels e and i are very often confused, but e does not exist in pure
Tagalog.

Syllabication

Division is on the vowel and a consonant goes with the following vowel; two
consonants between vowels are separated, but ng being a single letter must not
be separated.

Capitalization

The capital letters are used for initials of proper names and at the beginning
of a sentence.

Accents

The Tagalog uses three accents, the acute, grave and circumflex.
The acute may fall on any syllable, but usually the last or next to the last. In a

word ending with a vowel the accent indicates that the vowel has a broad sound
and that the suffixed particles an and in prefix an h when joined to such words:
Umiltang, to borrow; magutang, to lend; magpailtang, to lend freely. In some
cases the suffixing of han or hin draws the accent one syllable nearer the end of

the word.
As a rule words not carrying an accent take the stress on the last syllable if

ending with a consonant, except in the case of n or s, when stress is on the next
to the last syllable.

The grave accent marks words ending in a vowel which take an or in, instead
of han or hin, and the stress is on the preceding syllable: Batd, child, pronounced
"bdhta." The grave accent is not used in words ending with a consonant.
The circumflex is used only on the final vowel of words ending with an abrupt,

obscure vowel sound on which the stress is placed, and permits only an or in

as a suffix: Dumalitd, to endure.
Proper accentuation is very important as many words are only distinguished

by the accent, differing entirely in meaning: Gdtas, milk; gatds, trail; sumilang,
to rise; sumilang (stress on last syllable), to pass between.

Articles

The article of proper nouns is si and is generally prefixed to nouns designating
persons related or well known to the writer, as well as terms of endearment; it

may also be used with the proper name of an animal belonging to the speaker.

It is declined as follows:

Nom. Joseph si Josi
Gen. Joseph's; of Joseph ni Jos^; kay Jos6

Dat. To, for Joseph I

Acc. Joseph > kay Jos^
Abl. From, with Joseph]
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The plural article for names when coupled with words is declined as follows:
Nom. Joseph and his sind Jose

The field of Joseph and his family ang hilkid nina JoseGen.
Dat.
Acc.
Abl.

To, for Joseph and his
The field of Joseph and his family
From, by Joseph and his

ang kand Jose bukid

The article of common nouns is ang, and is declined as follows:
Singular

Nom. ang
Gen. nang, sa
Dat, sa
Acc. nang, sa
Abl. nang, sa

the
of the
to, for the
the
from, with the

Plural

ang mangd
nang marled, sa mangd
sa mangd
nang mangd, sa mangd
sa mangd, nang mangd

There is no indefinite article, though the numeral isd (one) may be used.

Numerals

In Tagalog there are four classes: Cardinals, ordinals, adverbials, and distribu-
tives.

Cardinal numbers
isd,

dalawd
tatl6

apat 1

limd,

anim i

pit6
walo
siyam
sangpouo
labing isd

labing dalawd,
dalawang pouo

Ordinal numbers ^

na6na
ikalawa
ikatl6
ikapat
ikalimd
ikd,nim
ikapit6
ikawalo

Adverbial numbers
minsan, ninsan

(rare)

makalawd
makatatl6
makadpat, makaf-

pat (rare)

makalimd,
makadnim
makapito
makawal6

Distributive numbers
i8d,isd

daladalawd,
tatl6tatl6

apatdpat
limdlimd,
animdnim
pit6pit6
wal6wal6
siyamsiyam

1 Stress on the first syllable.
' Ordinals are used for all the days of the month as in English.

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
twenty

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth

twice
thrice
four times

five times
six times
seven times
eight times

one by one
two by two
three by three
four by four
five by five

six by six

seven by seven
eight by eight
nine by nine

dalawang pouo't isd,

tatlong pouo
apat na pou6
limang pouo
anim na pou6
pitong pou6
walong pouo
siyam na pouo
isang d^an, sangd^an
sangdda't isd,

sanglibo

ikasiyam
ikapou6, ikasang pou6
ikalabing isd

ikalabing dalaw^
ikadalawang pouo
ikadalawang pouo't is^

ikasangda,an
ikasanglibo

makasiyam
makasangpouo
makalabing dpat
makadalawang pouo
makadalawang pou6't

limd,

makasangddan
makasanglibo, maka

libo

sangposangpou6
labilabing isd,

labilabing dalaw^
daladalawang pouo

sangdasangdd,an

sanglisanglibo

twenty-one
thirty
forty
fifty

sixty

seventy
eighty
ninety
hundred
hundred
and one

thousand

ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
twentieth
twenty-first
hundredth
thousandth

nine times
ten times
fourteen times
twenty times
twenty-five

times
hundred times
thousand

times

ten by ten
eleven by eleven
twelve by twelve
twenty by
twenty

hundred by
hundred

thousand by
thousand
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Months
enero (eno.)

febrero (fbro.)

marzo (mzo.)
abril (ab.)

mayo
junio (jun.)

Days
lingo
lunes
martes
miercoles

Seasons

ang tagd,rao

Time
ora
drao
lingo

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

the dry sea-

son

hour
day
week

juho (jul.)

agosto (agto.)

septiembre (sbre.)

octubre (obre.)

noviembre (nbre.)

diciembre (dbre.)

jueves
viernes
s^bado

ang taguldn

bud,n
ta6n

July
August
September
October
November
December

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

the wet sea-

son

month
year
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TAMIL

Char-
acter

Trans-
litera-

tion

Char-
acter

Trans-
litera-

tion

Char-
acter

Trans-
litera-

tion

Char-
acter

Trans-
litera-

tion

Char-
acter

Trans-
litera-

tion

Char-
acter

Trans-

tion

a u ai^ €1 na Li va, ha va

d (5T € au ta ma ra

i e ka^ga na KJ ya Sit la

I 0 na ta tr ra ra

2_ u 9 6 sa na la na

Combinations

a a, { I U u e e 0 0 ai ait

hh <95 S (3 (o)d5/7' l\JJ<JI f

71 fBi fEJfr f£ QfEJ QfEl QfSlfT QlEJT

S 9i 'Si- Qa=fT Qa^fT <ssy3=

il

t £_ (Si (B Ql_t QL^<QiT

n (S337 Q(^ 8om

t ^fT Q^fT Q^rr

n /BT Qfs QjB QjBfT Q/SfT GS)J5

P U UlT 61 d Qu Qu Out QufT (SS)U QUSYT

m Lb UbfT iB iS Old (Sim Qllit Qllh

y UJ lUT uS uS Qiu Qiu QlUT QlUT oniu Qiusrr

r J Jjrr if Qj (Srr QufT Qjd Ojj(srr

I €V SVfT sfi Qsv (Ssv QoVT QoVfT

V <su (oiJT aS) (olj Qaj G^aj QoUlT

r hp LpfT
ifi

Qlp (Stp QipfT QipT (o5)Lp QipofT

I (srr STTfT & Osrr Gsyr Q<otTfT QofTfT SSYT

I P jS Qp Qp Qqtj' GSip Qpsa

n (S9r & Q(5sr Qm Qi^ QmiofT

TamU is the language spoken in the Madras Presidency, Tanjore, Tinnevelly,

Coimbatore, Chittoor, and the Nilgris, as also in the coffee and tea districts of

northern Ceylon. It is the oldest, richest, and most thoroughly organized of the

Dravidian languages, and has also the distinction of having fewer Sanscrit words
than any of the others.

Tamil has borrowed words from the Hindustani, Arabic, Persian, and, more
recently, English, while a few Tamil words have crept into the English, as curry

(kari), mulligatawny {milagu, pepper, and tannir, cool water), cheroot {suruttu),

and pariah (pareigan)

.

The characters shown in the table have changed but little in the past 500
years. They differ from the other Dravidian alphabets, both in shape and
phonetic value.
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The alphabet is well adapted to express the 12 vowels of the language (o, a, i,

I, u, u, e, e, 0, 0, ei, and au), but the consonantal sounds are very meagerly served;
the character k must also serve for kh, g, and gh, and, occasionally, h, while ch

also serves for s; of the other surd consonants, ch, t, t, and p, each represents
the remaining three sounds of its class. Each of the consonants k, ch, t, t, and
p has its own nasal.

The short a remains with the consonant, but, if it should separate, a point will

be placed above the letter. All the other vowels will remain either before or

after the consonant.
In addition to the four semivowels, there are a cerebral r and I, as also a liquid I

,

that was formerly a feature of all Dravidian languages, the sound, however,
varying in different districts. There is also a peculiar n, differing in function
though not in pronunciation, from the dental n.

Vowel ligatures

(Sl^ (oiR) pJD ^ <3hf. <3L. iF
sha sa ha ja ksha ^ Day Month Year

or
Visarga

The consonants are classified as follows:

1. Hard k s t t p r

2. Soft (nasal) n n n n m n
3. Medium (semivowels) y r I v r I

Divide words on any syllable, but do not separate a consonant from its vowel.
The period is the only punctuation mark used.

Numerals

<S ^ flh ^ ® air <oT^ <9i> U) <D<35 /JT ^
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 100 1000
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TELUGU

Character
Translitera-

Character Translitera-
tion

Character Translitera-
tion Character Translitera-

tion

G 0 na pha

e3 0
ta ba

au
ifia

hha

I
0 n

da ma

u o h
dha

ka ra
u

kha la

T
<^

ta
va

f

e

gha

na

tna

da
sa

sa

e ca
$ dha

sa

cha
na

ha
ai S3 pa

y« la

jha ksa

Consonantal combinations

The second is often placed under the
first, often in widely variant form;
some forms are shown here:

6

Punctuation

C O

gra

sti

kva

ir
tha

ina

sma

Numerals

o

3

5(

Combinations

t_ 6

Z 7

vj- 8

r 9

o 0

d i i u w € 0 0 aw ai

k § i
"1 r

kh ? f
9 A -i

gh ?^ h
n 1

e x3^
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Combinations—Continued

d i 2i 0 0 au ai

ch

j
-73

a

t

jh 1^ "3

4

dh 1 ?

n coo

t

th -$ 9 <^

d "3 Co

dh

n 13 15

V io u

b ex) 23

bh ?

m Id ^5jo "Sod

y oco 00:5-° c3o

r XT' a 6 Co "5 6"

I 5

I

V

s 'To r
s OJk.

-5
oX

s 1^

h
^ •=--0

Jcs 1 >2?
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Teliigu is one of the most important of the five great Dravidian languages, and
is spoken by the non-Aryan subjects of the nizam of Hyderbad as well as some
who are under British rule. These occupy the territory extending from a point
north of the city of INIadras and extending northwestward to Bellary (where the
Telugu meets the_Kanarese), and northeast nearly to Orissa. It is the only
descendant of the Andhra dialect of the Old Dravidian and is strongly impreg-
nated with Sanscrit.

The text reads from left to right. Vowel signs are very similar to the Deva-
nagari.

Vowel signs

The consonant is inherent with the short a, even where the "hook" V is

missing, while the other vowel ligatures are as shown in the table.
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TIBETAN

Character Transliteration

f kha

ga

iia

ca

cJia

y«

na

ta

Character Transliteration

tlia

da

m
pa

pha

ba

ma

tsa

tslia

Character Transliteration Character Transliteration

< dsa ^ r sa

1

wa ha

za t

a

On

»»

1

za

a-, a

ya

ra

la

sa

?

f

fa

tha

da

na

$a

Ligatures

Char-
acter

Trans-
litera-

tion

Char-
acter

Trans-
litera-

tion

Char-
acter

Trans-
litera-

tion

Char-
acter

Trans-
litera-

tion

Char-
acter

kya % gva 1 rju I TYia

kra rga
t Ija

% sm

3! kla rgya rm
%

snra

kca Iga
1

sna pu

rka sga tra pya 1

rkya
i

sgya rta
^1 pra 1

Ika sgra Ita % Ipa

ska
! im sta % spa

skya rha thra spya

1
skra sha dra % spra

khya IhOf dva phu
\

khra cu rda phya
I

khva % lea Ida
% phra

\
3 9y^ chu sda bu i
51

gra 1 iu sdu bya

§1
gla 1 rja nra bra-

Trans-
litera-

tion

bla

rba

Iba

sba

sbya

sbra

mu

mya

mra

rma

rmya

sma

smya

smra

tsu

rtsa

risva

Char-
acter

Translit-
eration

stsa

X rdsa

zu

zu

zla

u

yu

ru

lu

rla

sra

su

sra

sla

hra

lha
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There are a number of dialects in the three groups which, with the Burmese,
comprise the Burman language family. This language was first reduced to writing
in the middle of the 7th century A.D., and the letters, which are really a variation
from those of the Indian Sanscrit of that period, follow the same arrangement
as the Sanscrit. The text reads from left to right.

The 30 consonants are considered to have an a sound and are as follows:

ka, k'ttf ga, nga, ca, cay ja, nya, ta, Va, da, na, pa, p'a, ha, ma, tsa, ts'a, dza,
wa, z'a, za, 'ha, ya, ra, la, s'a, sa, ha, a.

The Sanscrit cerebrals were introduced later and are written by the ta, Va, da,
na, and s'a, which were turned to face in the opposite direction as shown in the
table.

There are also a large number of ligatures made by combining two or more
letters, and each ligature will form a syllable.

The vowels are a, i, u, e, and o which are not distinguished as either long or
short, except in loan words.
The all-important feature of the language appears to be euphony.
The cases of the nouns are indicated by suffixes, and the plural is indicated by

adding one of several words of plurality.

The language has personal, demonstrative, interrogative, and reflexive pro-
nouns, as well as an indefinite article which is also the numeral "one".
The verb is really a kind of noun or participle and has no element of person,

denoting the tense and mood by an external inflection or the addition of auxiliary

verbs and suffixes when the stem cannot be inflected.

The Tibetans have developed tones along the same lines as the Chinese. It

is quite improbable that any of the original consonants were hard, since many
of these old soft consonants, which are hardened in the modern language, are
preserved in the Tibetan classics of the period extending from the 7th to the 9th
centuries.
The table shows the older text, known as the dhu-can, which has been preserved

in the sacred literature. Later this was followed by an italic-like face, known as

dhu-med, as well as a more flowing text: akhyug-yig.

Super- and subscripts Numerals

i tse 1 sS 6

NO
u Uo 2 V 7

e r 3 L 8

0

is

<

y

V

4

5

e
o

9

0
CNr"

Ui
0 m

Punctuation

"^^^^ Initial sign

j
Connna

II
Period

• Hyphen
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TURKISH (Ryk'a)

Name Isolated Final Median Initial Name Isolated Final Median Initial

Elif \ I Sad

Be • <! « i Dad la

Pe
A /» A A Ti i

)>

Te • 2 :»
Zi is

Se
/ /» A ^

m. X r,
'Ain t t

Djim

Chim

Ha

Kha

Dal

Zal

^

p

i

4

t

s

$
A

s

s

A

Ghain

Fe

Qaf

Kef

Lam

t

J>

V

d

J

t
ui

d

J

•

m

•

r

i

>

(

)

Re
Mim f

Zs
Nun

# •

; /

Zhe
<• Waw J

Sin
He 6

Shin
A ^ A Ye « 4

Ligatures

(Of characters that are distinguished by diacritical marks but one example is given)

l-a f k-h lyr l-m h-h h-i

H k-a It' H l-T i f-m S'h
J- V

k4 'J rti'J} m-r m-m ^> l-h //
k-l-a / m-h-m l^-m p-n-m I4'h i-i

H J m-h-m-d /i k-m l-iv

V m-fi m-j
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The Osmanic-Turkish language is the most important member of the Turko-
Tartar language group. It is highly impregnated with both Arabic and Persian
words, but its grammar is both clear and simple.
The language has a fixed rule that a strong vowel (a, o, and u), must be

followed by a similar vowel, and, likewise, a weak vowel is followed by a weak
vowel; e.g., dere (vaUey), dereler (valleys), ada (island) and adalar (islands).

' Until the introduction of the modified Latin alphabet the Turks used the
Arabic alphabet with the addition of three Persian characters. Of the many
different styles formerly in use the one that was the most popular was the Ryk'a,
which is here reproduced.
The text was written and read from right to left.

While Turkey has adopted the Latin alphabet it is well to bear in mind, be-
fore taking up the Latinized form, that it is very important from a philological

standpoint to acquire a knowledge of the old Arabic script, its grammar, spelling,

and pronunciation before taking up the New Turkish.
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TURKISH (New)

A
B b
C c

C Q
r>u A

U.

E e

F f

G

G g
H h
I i

1 i

J j

K k
K

a in father; also a in past

j in joint

ch, hard

6 in red

/ in fay

g, hard, sometimes mute
between consonants

g, soft, nearly gh in eight

A, always
i in ring

;
long, as in ma-

chine
i in high

j in French journal
k, hard

k, soft

L 1 I

M m m
N n In words with k like n
0 0 0 in or; also o in note
0 o oe in Goethe
p P
R r r

S s s in sun

§ s^/ in shape
T t t

u u in push; long as in

through
ii ue in German ueber, or u

in French musee
V V V in vain
Y y y in yet
Z z 2 in zero

1 In using the new alphabet p is sometimes substituted for b, as edip instead of edib, kutuphane instead of

kutubhane; this is also the case where t is substituted for d, as alaettin instead of alaeddin. However, this

is not always correct.

Remarks for transliterators

The language is practically phonetic; there being no silent letters, diphthongs
or compound consonants, each is invariably the symbol of but one sound.
The soft vowels are e, o, ii, and i.

The soft ^ cannot be used as the initial or final letter of a word.
The y is not always a consonant, as it sometimes takes the place of i, usually

at the end of a word.
When the circumflex is used over a, i, or u, the sound is long, but d and H after

g, k, and I are used for softening these consonants.
There is no silent e in the Latin transliteration, nor has the Turkish a vowel

sound corresponding to a in man, o in not, e in her, or i in bird, and o in not.

An infallible table for transliterating from the Arabic into the New Turkish
is out of the question, as only a thorough knowledge of the Turkish will enable
one to determine whether a vowel is hard or soft, or whether words are correctly

spelled or pronounced.

Accent
There is practically no accent, the long vowels replacing, to some extent, the

accent in other languages, but without stress.

Capitalization

Capitalize proper names, both personal and geographic, but lower case the
latter when used adjectively.

Capitalize the first word of a sentence, but lower case, as
Capitalize the name of the Deity as also the first word in

Syllabication

Divide on a vowel, but diphthongs must not be separated.
A consonant goes with the following vowel, but if there be two consonants,

they are separated.

Cardinal numbers

a rule, after a colon,

a line of poetry.

bir one dokuz nine
iki two on ten
viQ three on bir eleven
dort four on iki twelve
be§ five on UQ thirteen
alti six yirmi twenty
yedi seven yuz hundred
sekiz eight bin thousand
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Ordinal numbers
birinci

ikinci

iiQiincu

dorduncii
besinci

' altinci
^

yedinci
sekizinci

Months
Kanunusani

(Kanunus.)
Subat (§ub.)
Mart
Nisan (Nis.)

Mayis (May.)
Haziran (Haz.)

Temmuz (Tern.)

Days
Pazar giinii

Pazarirtesi
Sali

Qar§amba

Seasons

ilkbahar
yaz

Time
saat
giin

hafta

first dokuzuncu ninth
second onuncu tenth
third on birinci eleventh
fourth on ikinci twelfth
fifth on iigiincii thirteenth
sixth yirminci twentieth
seventh yiiziincii hundredth
eighth bininci thousandth

January Agustos (Agust.) August
Eyliil (Eyl.) September

February Te§rinievvel October
March (Tesriniev.)
April Te§rinisani (Te§rinis.) November
May Kanunuevvel December
June (Kanunuev.)
July

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Per§embe
Cuma
Cumairtesi

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

spring
summer

sonbahar
ki§

autumn
winter

hour
day
week

ay
yil, sene

month
year
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UIGHURIC

Median Initial
Transliter-

ation
Ligature

Transliter-
ation

Ligature
Transliter-

ation

kd, ga. ym

- M A

^ X

49

'i

( 0, 0, u,

\ it {m^w)

kn, gn,

kn (in,

/rr, gr

> ki, gi

ymci

\> mz

mkd, mgd

m'is, mis

L
\

^ M

yi 9^ X

g

r

«^

i,

( kii, gu,

\ kd, go,

I ku, gu

ku,gu, ko,ki

kd, gd

kz, gz

ml

pd, bd,

pa, ba^

pn, brty

pr, br

jji, bi

( pu, bu.

i

/

i

£ XT

I

t

d

a

kq, gq

kt, gt

( kkd, gkd,

\ QQd

kki, gki

j
po, bo,

\^pu,pd etc.

pd, bd

pz, bz

py, by

pq, bq

¥

s

V

kl, gl

km, gm

pt, bt

(pkd, bkd,

\ hga

1
ks

pki, bgi

%

b, p

V

w

'MP

A.

MM
> ks, gs

da, dd

di-

pkl

pl, bl

pm, bm

ps, bs

psy bs

m A do, du, do, dh cmbii

h dku, dg'd fo, su, sdySii
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The Uighurs were a Turkish people who reached a high state of culture only
in the time of their descendants who inhabited the region comprising the Provinces
of Kashgar and Khotan, and extending from the Orkhon to what is now Eastern
Turkestan during a period beginning about the eighth century. Their chief
city, Chotscho, which is now merely a ruin, lies some 19 miles east of the present
city of Turfan.
The alphabet was not, as formerly commonly believed, derived from the Syriac

Estrangela but owes its origin to an unknown Semitic text. The Manchu,
Mongolian, and Kalmuck alphabets have their origin in the Uighuric.
The existing literature is entirely of a religious character, and a great many of

the works are Buddhistic, some are Manichaeistic, while theminority are Christian.
The authors, following a Manichaeistic custom, were very fond of decorating the
pages of their books with a great profusion of miniatures and ornamental scrolls,

and the existing remnants are a perpetual source of admiration to book lovers. In
the main they were printed from blocks after the manner of the Chinese and
were often embellished with wood cuts. The text reads from right to left although,
at times, probably under Chinese influence, it was written in columns, reading
from the top downward, the columns, unlike the Chinese, reading from left to
right. The striking similarity of a number of the letters to one another adds
to the difficulty in reading the language.

Syllables must not be separated; and if there remains any space at the end of a
line, a space is inserted between the last and next to the last letters, or else an
extended final letter is used. These letters are shown in the table.

The following punctuation marks are used:
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UKRAINIAN

Character
Transliteration
and tone value

Ii6II13>rl^S on tODG VSilUG

A a a
B 6 b

B B V (w) After vowels and at close of syllable has weak
u sound

r r 9 (h) Before unvoiced consonants and at close of

syllable it becomes a weak x
t I' 9 (9) Softened to gi before e- and i-sounds

d
E e e Open e as in ever

e e je After p like ie

jtx m z (voiced) Like j in French journal

3 3 z {s) Voiced as in saw
H H e (closed) As in German Seele

I i i
••

I I

jH Before o like German j
K K k
JI JI I Like Polish I; before e, i, lo, h, b, like P
M M m
H H n
0 0 0 Mainly open o as in loss

n n V
p P r (lingual)

c c s (ss) Unvoiced as in German das; softened before

e, i, K), H, b
7 7 7 7

T T t Becomes before e, i, lo, a, b
y y u
o * f
X X ch As in German ach; before unvoiced consonants

as also after e, h, i, and in the initial sound
V/X UXlC/oC/ V U W v^XO XXXVCJ iylv XXX v^X XXX<XXX XV^XX

^ ^ c (ts)

c (tsh)

m m s (sh)

sc

K)
a

K)

H
ju

/

jAiter p like *u or 'a

h L Soft sign

The Ukrainian language group is also known as Ruthenian, and its territory
is bounded on the west by the Polish and Czech, and extends eastward over
southern Russia to the districts of Kharkov and Woronesch. In the north it

extends to Minsk and Tschernigov where White Russian is used.
The language is remarkably uniform when we take into consideration the

great variation in conditions in the widely separated portions of its realm. The
number of dialects is very small.
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by Peter the Great is

religious books. The
letters -l, li, % a, e,

In ordinary literature the Russian alphabet introduced
used, though the Cyrillic alphabet is still employed in

characters r, t, and i have been added, while the Russian
and V are not used.

Syllabication is the same as in Russian and punctuation as in English,

Cardinal numbers
O^HH one P^eCHTT> ten
nBa. nB'fe two 03HHaiIHT'B eleven
TpH three 3BaHa3;HT'L twelve
H^OTLipH four TpnHan,H:TB thirteen
nHTB five JIBaUHTB twentv
nricTB six ^BanHTB op;nH twentv-one
ciM seven CTO hundred
BICIM eight CTO 03;iIH hundred and one

nine TllCH^, -a thousand

Ordinal numbers

nepmnfi first ji;ecnTHH[ tenth
3pyrnii second o^nnanHTnit eleventh
xpeTin third aBaHauHTHH twelfth
^exEepTHH fourth TpnHaUHTHH thirteenth
HHTHn fifth aBanHTHH twentieth
mecTnn sixth flB^n;fl:TB nepmnn twenty-first
ceMnn seventh COTHHH hundredth
BOCbMHfl eighth cTonepmmt hundred and first

Ti;eB;iTH:a ninth TnCH^HHH thousandth

Months

JIioTnii, JIioxeHB
Mapem>
IlB-fexeHi.

Man
HepBen;i>

Days
He^iaH
IIoHe^inoK
[BijBTOpOK
Cepe^a

Seasons

BecHa
.TiTO

Time
ro^HHa

TBIHx^eHb

January
February
March
April

May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesdav

spring
summer

hour
day
week

JlHnei;i>

CepneHB
BepeceHb
^OBTeHb
ETa^ojiHCT
rp}';D;eHi>

"TeTBep
IIhthhiih
CyooTa

OClHb
SHMa

Micimb
piK

BiK

July
August
September
October
November
December

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

autumn
winter

month
year
centurv
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URDU (HINDUSTANI)

Name Iso-

lated
Final

Medi-
an

Ini-

tial

Translitera-
tion and
tone value

Name Iso-

lated
Final

Medi-
an

Ini-

tial

Translitera-
tion and

tone value

Alef

Be

1 I

*
•

t
•

' r

a)

6

Shin

Sad

A
•M*

A
s; sh

U; Ger-
< man
[ sz

Pe
V V

* Zad <> «^ d; soft s

Te
• To J, u t; as in

Italian

Te
« * • ^; cere-

bral
So la:

i

?; soft s

§e
A
A • t; sz Ain t C

• ^; gut-
tural

Jim •
• g; j in

joy

Ghain L C k g; g in

Wagen

Che

He

Khg

c

t

S

c

c

«

PC

>•
•

>>

•

c; tsh

(h; high-
J ly as-

)
pirat-

[ ed

k; ch in

loch

Fe

Qaf

Kaf

<3 if

A

A

<

•

i

r

/

tural

Dal d
Gaf s < f

Da s t «
d'; cere-

bral Lam J J 1 J I

2al d; soft s Mim V r
m

Re

Ra

r

r; cere-

bral

Nun

1

b

0

0

u

*
* n

n; nasal

Ze • 0; soft s Waw J w; w, 0,

Ze

Sin

*

(J-

A

J

cr
MM

FrenchJ

[s; sz in

\ Ger-
L man

He

Ye ^1

4 «

1

t5c A >

1 Depending on its location in the word.

Urdu is an Indo-Aryan dialect spoken by some 25,000,000 people. Its history
dates back to the early part of the nineteenth century.
With the exception of some dialectic differences, its grammar is like that of the

Hindi but differs from the latter in its extensive vocabulary, which contains large
numbers of Persian and Arabic words, so that it might well be termed the Per-
sianized Hindostani of the educated Moslems. Some European words have also

been incorporated, especially English technical terms. Because of the large
number of Persian words, it can be written best in the Arabic characters, with
the addition of some characters used to represent non-Arabic sounds.

Syllabication is the same as in the Arabic.
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Vowel and reading signs

Sukun ° or " is sometimes written " , but all the other signs are as in the Arabic.

Punctuation (used only in modern prints)

^ Interrogation mark.

— Period.

+ End of an extract.
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WELSH

A a 0- m latner T T
11

IT*
LI m Spanish and gl in

B b 6 in ban Italian

C c
7
fc

A IfM m m
CM ch c/t m ocotcn locn AT n n, liquid and nasal

D d
7

a O 0 0

DD dd m in they F P
hj e a in race TDTT ph jph in phimosis
b

i?

1 V in van, and j m oi
T>
XV r r, liquid, as in err

FF nr*n / m lor or jr m enort
TT) TT rn r

G g in log S s s, sibilant

H h h in hand, not A in hour T t t

I i ee in fee TH th t aspirate, as in Beth
J 3

ia sound; in foreign U u eu
words only W w 00 in wooing

K k c; seldom used Y y u in fur

L I If liquid

Cardinal numbers
un one naw nme
dau two deg ten
tri three unarddeg eleven
pedwar four dauarddeg twelve
pump (pimp) five triarddeg thirteen

chwech six ugain twenty
saith seven cant hundred
wyth eight mil (meal) thousand

Ordinal numbers
cyntaf
ail

first nawfed ninth
second degfed tenth

trydydd third unfedarddeg eleventh
pedwerydd fourth dauddegfed twelfth
pumed fifth trydyddarddeg thirteenth
chweched sixth ugainfed twentieth
saithfed seventh cantfed hundredth
wythfed eighth milfed thousandth

Months
lonawr (Ion.) January Gorffenaf (Gorf.) July
Chwefror (Chwe.) February Awst August
Mawrth (Mawr.) March Medi September
EbrilUEbr.) April Hydref (Hyd.) October
Mai May Tachwedd (Tach.) November
Mehefin (Meh.) June Rhagfyr (Rhag.) December

Days
Dydd Sul Sunday Dydd lau Thursday
Dvdd Llun Monday Dydd Gwener Friday
Dydd Mawrth Tuesday Dydd Sadwrn Saturday
Dydd Mercher Wednesday

Seasons
gwanwyn spring hydref autumn
haf (have) summer gaeaf winter

Time
awr
dydd
wythnos (eight nights)

mis (mease)
blwyddyn

hour
day
week
month
year

boreu
canol dydd
hwyrnos
gwawr
nos

mornmg
mid-day (noon)
evening
dawn
night
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WENDISH

A a a in far

B b b

B . b^

C c c, hard
C c tsz, soft

C c ch, hard
J) d d, hard
DZ dz dz

DZ dz soft

rOpen e in ten
[Closed a in day

E e ie in field

F f /
G g g, soft

H h A, soft

CH ch ch, soft; also M
I i e

J j soft

K k k, soft

L 1 I, soft

L r V
L i Guttural
M m //i

M
N
Is'

0
0
0
p
f
R
R
S

§
s
T
TS
U
W
^
Y
Z
Z
Z

ni

n
n
0

6

6

P

r

t

ts

u
w

y
z

z

mJf soft

n^', soft

0

0, long
oa

^>

p^, soft

r

r^", soft

s, hard

sA, soft

sA, harder: Pasha
t, hard
fs

00

V in value

soft

i in irritate

2, hard

2, very soft

^A (like j in French
journal)

Q, V, and x are used only in foreign words, and for the first kw is quite generally-

used, while ks takes the place of x; f is always used for the ph sound, as fosfor,

phosphorus.
Stress is invariably on the first syllable.

Capitalization

CapitaUzation is practically as in English.

Syllabication

The general rules of the west Slavic languages are followed in the division of

words.

Cardinal numbers
jeden one
dwa two
t^o, iii three
styfo, styfi four
pe§ five

sesc six

sedym seven
w6sym eight
^ewes nine
zases ten
jednasco eleven

dwanasco
t^inasco
dwazasca
jeden a dwafasca,'
dwaz a jeden

sto

iaze^ stow ']

iases hundertowl
towzynt

I

tysac J

twelve
thirteen
twenty

twenty-one

hundred

thousand
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Ordinal numbers
predny
drugi

stworty
pety
sesti

sedymy
wosmy
zewet}^

Months
januar (jan.)

februar (feb.)

mere
hapryl (hapr.)

mej
junij (jun.)

Days
njed^ela
p6ne:^ele

wutora
srjeda

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth

seventh
eighth
ninth

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Seasons

naleco
letnje

spring
summer

Time
gozina
dzeA
tyd^e6

hour
day
week

jadnasty
dwanasty
t^inasty
dwafasty
jeden a dwazasty
hundertny
towzyntny

tenth
eleventh
tweKth
thirteenth
twentieth
twenty-first

hundredth
thousandth

julij (jul.)

awgust (awg.)
September (sept.)

oktober (okt.)

november (nov.)

december (dec.)

July
August
September
October
November
December

§tw6rtk
pjatk
sobota

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

nazyma
zyma

autumn
winter

mSsac
16to

month
year
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YIDDISH

Yiddish, or Judaeo-German, is the language spoken by Polish and Russian

Jews whose forbears, early in the Middle Ages, emigrated to Poland from the

Rhineland. They carried the German language with them, but soon absorbed

words from the languages of the countries in which they lived as well as Hebrew
words.

The Yiddish uses the same letters as the Hebrew (see p. 77), with the Ashke-

nazic pronunciation; it also is read from right to left.

All Hebrew letters are consonants, but when employed in Yiddish K ,^ ,V are

made to represent vowel-sounds.

The vow^el-sounds a and o are represented by K e.g., *1K3 nar, DKT dos; e is repre-

sented by y e.g., "ly er; i is represented by ' e.g., 1'J3 fir; u is represented by 1 e.g.

bw shul; ei and ai are represented by '^e.g., 1^3 bein, fain; oi is represented

by »ie.g. a'l'? loib.

In addition to the vowel-letters, the Hebrew vowel-points are also frequently

employed.

Syllabication

A single consonant between two vowels belongs to the next syllable: 5''^"13

nu-tsig, yWKS-Xp ka-po-te.

Of two consonants between two vowels one belongs to the preceding, the other

to the following syllable e.g., IVpTT sin-ken, Jaw^KS'if spal-tung.

The letter ' preceded by K ,K ('K,'X) and followed by a vowel, belongs to that

vowel: ]y*"l<"Tl<3 na-ra-yen, ]yTi*y'"xn vo-ye-ven; when followed by a consonant, it

belongs to the preceding syllable: Vi^'^xa bai-ke, yp'^KBO stoi-ke.

The combinations n ,V^ ,nt5 representing simple sounds, are inseparable

and belong to the next syllable: 1V"1"'T!-Kp ka-vi-ren, ^yB^nn hu-zhen, lynW'KT

ra-then, ]yirt3"X9 pa-tshen.

Prefixes and suffixes are distinct syllables: I3j?m"y3 ge-drikt, ISKlJE^'nys fer-

stand, TV-p'Vj ghk-Hch, BDXiynr-lO freind-shaft.

In dividing words at the end of a line the rules of syllabication must be observed.

At the end of a line, compound words should be divided into the simple words

of which they consist: 01D-«n drei-fus, ^^»^3»n hand-tuch, ^nyjJ'a-E^a'Tl vinsh-

fingerl.
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INTRODUCTION

Before European contact the Indians north of Mexico had not evolved any
systena or systems for recording their languages by means of either phonetic or
syllabic signs. In 1809-21, a Cherokee named Sequoyah invented a syUabary,
based on the characters in our own alphabet, which was weU suited to his
language, was rapidly adopted by his people, and was used in the printing of parts
of the Bible and a native weekly newspaper, The Cherokee Phoenix.
With this exception, systems of writing and printing Indian tongues in this

portion of North America have been devised either by missionaries desiring to

convert the natives to Christianity or by linguists whose interests were purely
scientific.

In the former case (consult in the subjoined material Chippewa, Cree, Eskimo,
KaKspel, and Muskokee) the characters used were simpler and some of the
systems attained a certain amount of currency for a time, being used more par-
ticularly in religious works, but all, as well as that of the Cherokee, soon began to
faU into disuse as the younger generations of Indians acquired a knowledge of

English, and without exception they will be entirely discontinued v,ithin a rela-

tively short time.
Aside from the Cherokee syllabary, systems of representation used most widely

were those of the Chippewa, iSluskokee, and Choctaw. The Muskokee or Creek
alphabet was officially adopted by the Creek Nation, and many Creeks are still

able to employ it. The Choctaw"alphabet is that upon which the one contained
in the present work is based, and differed from it principally in using r for i,

V for a, and an underscore with the vowels (a, i, o, u) instead of the superior n
(a°, i°, 0°, u'') to represent nasalized vowel sounds. The Dakota system here
given, founded on the widely used alphabet of S. R. Riggs, came nearest of all

to enjoying both missionary and scientific currency.
The systems devised solely by students of language are not, of course, intended

for popular usage but merely as contributions to a scientific study of the languages
in question. In some cases, owing to the extinction of a dialect or because the
work has been done in an exceptionally thorough manner, the system of a single

student wiU persist for all time, but if several investigators have studied a variety
of speech, the phonetic signs may be progressively amplified or one or more
conflicting systems may arise. Numerous and serious efforts have been made,
both in the United States and abroad, to introduce a uniform series of characters,
and special mention may be made of the system of the International Phonetic
Association and that suggested by a committee of the American Anthropological
Association for use in recording Indian tongues. This last was published by the
Smithsonian Institution as volume 66, number 6, of the Smithsonian Miscellaneous
Collections, Washington, 1916. But Indian languages vary so widely and
investigators themselves approach the study of them from such different angles
that there seems to be no prospect of avoiding a considerable diversity of usage.
The languages in the accompanying sketch, other than those mentioned above,

illustrate almost entirely the alphabets and phonetic devices used by scientific

students of Indian tongues. That of Olbrechts, a painstaking modern worker
in Cherokee, may be contrasted with the syllabary of Sequoyah, invented for

practical use, in order to appreciate the varied forms linguistic representations
may take in response to differing demands.

Unless otherwise indicated, the vowel values of the various languages are those
of the continental system, and consonantal sounds are approximately those of

the same characters in English.
Diacritical marks over or after letters merely indicate the position of the

stress, unless otherwise indicated in tables of phonetic values.

197
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CADDOAN

a As in father r r trilled, in Pawnee and Ari-

a As u in but kara -

b b s A surd, more sibilant than in

c $h in show English
d Sonant t t, intermediate ^

e a in fate to Affricative in Caddo; more
€ e in met ^ intermediate in Arikara
h h ts Affricative intermediate; in

i ee in feet Caddo it is surd
L i in hit u 00 in hoot
k Intermediate, neither sonant

nor surd
w Shghtly more rounded than

in English
m m X Almost ch in German ich

n n y y
.

0 0 in go
\

^ aw in law; in Wichita
ei in height; in CaddoP P

' ai

• In the Pawnee rhis sound is made with the lips very wide, the aperture between them forming a very
narrow slit, and the e does not have the usual diphthongal Quality.

i In Kitsai and Wichita, where a distinct n occurs, the r more ne'arly approximates the English r, but
i5 not made as far back in the mouth nor trilled as strongly.

J Pawnee finfti t is nasalized, indicated by superior n (t°). Caddo t is a surd.

The above phonetic system is used by Drs. Lesser and Weltfish for the
languages of the Caddoan stock.

The Caddoan Unguistic stock is composed of four major languages; Pawnee,
Wichita, Kitsai (Kichaii, and Caddo. The Pawnee now occurs in three dialects;

the Wichita and Caddo probably each included several dialects, though but one
form is known, while the Kitsai has never developed dialectic differentiation.

Pawnee, Wichita, and Kitsai are mutually uninteUigible, and Caddo is the most
divergent of the four languages.

Diacritical marks
The glottal catch (') and the aspiration (') are used in the usual way. Stress

is indicated by the prime (') after the syllable: a'. Vowel length is indicated
by a raised period (•) after the vowel: a-; vowel shortness, by a breve (_) under
the vowel: g. Pitch accents are, d for high tone, and a for middle high. Tone
combinations occurring in Pawnee are, a* high to middle high, a* normal to

middle high, a • middle high to normal, and a", middle high to high.

Whispered or faintly articulated sounds are indicated by superior symbols: t°.
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CHEROKEE

a Long, open, as in far

a Long, closed, as in German Wahl
c Unvoiced, as in shut

A Voiceless, oral vowel

a Open vowel, as in far

£i
jNasalized vowels, but more commonly with less pronounced

a \ nasalization

d Voiced, as in dawn
dj Voiced, as in George

dz Voiced, as in hands up

D Intermediate between voiced and unvoiced dental

Dn Voiced nasal, as in near, but preceded by a hardly audible d

sound

Di Voiced, as in lid, but preceded by a hardly audible d sound

e Closed vowel, as a in baby^

8 Vowel of indefinite quality, as e in father

€ Long open vowel, as in air

€* Long nasal, as in French pain

g Voiced consonant, as in go

i Closed vowel, as in pin

I Voiceless, oral vowel

L Open vowel, as in seat

j Voiced, as in French jambe
k Unvoiced, as in back

k Unvoiced, but pronounced farther back than k
k^ Unvoiced, aspirated, as in come, but more emphatic

1 Voiced as in lid

1 Unvoiced I

m Voiced, as in mother

n Voiced nasal, as in can

N Voiceless nasal, followed by a strong nasal aspiration

13 Voiced, as in sing

o Closed vowel, occurs only in songs

o- Nasalized (usually long), as in French un
0 Open vowel, as in not

5 Very short vowel, as in German Gotter

0 Voiceless, oral vowel

D* Nasalized vowel (usually long), as in French bon
0" Nasalized vowel (very short), as in German Gotter ^

1 This sound is rarely heard in Cherokee, and then always finally; it seems to boa contraction of

(nasalized long e+i).

2 When only a slight degree of nasalization is heard a superior « is used after the vowel, instead of a

hook under it, as in cases where nasahzation is more pronounced.
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CHEROKEE—Continued

s Unvoiced fricative, as in sing

t Unvoiced as in hit

t* Unvoiced, aspirated, as in tin, but with aspiration more em-
phatic

tc Prepalatal affricative, unvoiced, as in China

ts Dental affricative, unvoiced, as in ants

tl Lateral affricative, unvoiced I, preceded by unvoiced dental stop

u Closed vowel, as in nook

u A short vowel sound between a and 6

u Voiceless, oral vowel

V Open vowel as in spoon

w Semiconsonant ^

X Unvoiced palatal, as in German nicht

y Semiconsonant ^

z Dental, voiced fricative, as in gaze

3 This letter may be strongly aspirated, when it is followed by a spiritus asper ('), but it may be voiceless

when it is rendered by a small-capital letter. The w is often preceded by a barely audible u sound, and

the phoneme is written

Note.—Phonemes that are scarcely audible and occur frequently as weakly
ai-ticulated vowels are indicated by small superior letters: o*^, e-'\ "w, 'y, etc.

Diacritical marks
* Indicates aspiration.
' Indicates glottalization.

2k Indicates nasalization.

\ Combination of the spiritus asper and nasalization hook indicates strong
nasal aspiration.

° Indicates slight nasalization.

After a vowel indicates that it is a long vowel.
: After a vowel indicates very long quantity.
" After a vowel indicates an abnormally short vowel.

After a vowel or consonant indicates a very slight pause.
' After a phoneme, indicates primary stress.

After a phoneme, indicates secondary stress.
' Over a vowel, indicates rising pitch.
^ Over a vowel, indicates falling pitch, but this and the preceding mark

can be combined to ie., "falling-rising," or to i.e., "rising-falling"

pitch.

67289°—35——14
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CHEROKEE SYLLABARY

In old prints this is erroneously called "Cherokee Alphabet'

a. He •

IE gu

life.

ma. ^mo V
^-

quir

E
A.

(§^dU ^Jda

Ji.

Me 6,„

11

Vowel sounds

a a in father; short, as a in rival

a in hate; short, as e in met
in pique; short, as i in pit

o aw in law; short, as o in not
u 00 in fool; short, as u in pall

V 1^ in but, nasalized

Consonant sounds

g nearly, but approaching h
d d, nearly, but approaching t

h, k, 1, m, n, q, s, 1, w, and y as in English

Syllables beginning with g, except f, sometimes have the power of A;; A, S,

are sometimes sounded to, tu, and tv, and those written with tl, except g, some-
times change to dl.
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CHINOOK
The Chinookan stock embraces a number of closely related dialects which

were spoken on both sides of the Columbia River from the Cascades to the sea,

and some distance up the Willamette Valley. There were two principal dialects,

Upper Chinook and Lov/er Chinook. These were again subdivided into slightly

different dialects. The Chinook proper of the Lower Chinook is treated here.
The phonetic system is characterized by a superabundance of consonants and

consonant-clusters, combined with a great variability of vowels.

The series of cr^nsonants may be represented as follows:

Semi- Semi-
Sonant Surd Fortis Spirant nasal Nasal Lateral vowels

Glottal * ________
Velar (g?) q q! x — •— —

—

Palatal g k k! x — — — —
Anterior pala-

tal (0-?) k- k-! X- — — — —
Alveolar (cl?) t t! s, c — n (1) (y)
Dento-alveo-
lar affrica-

tive — ts, tc ts !, tc !
— — — — •

—

Labial — P p' — mm — (w)

Lateral l l l! 1,1 — — — —

•

The system of vowels and semivowels may be written as follows:

Semi- Semi-
Diphthong vowel Vowels vowel Diphthong

E
w u 0 6 A (E) i y

au u 0 (6) a e (e) i ai

u 0 a a a e (I)

The accent affects the character of the vowel upon which it falls and modifies
consonants insofar as certain consonants or consonantic clusters are not tolerated

when they precede the accent.
The small-capitaj letter indicates an obscure sound.
The circumflex is often used instead of the breve.

a Has the sound of ai in hair.

6 Like o in top.

a Like aw in law.
u 00 in soon.
hw wh in who; when final, this sound is pronounced less distinctly,

c sh sound, quite generally.

X Like ch in the German ich.

tc Similar to tch or ch in English.
Laterals (l) similar to dl; l, similar to tl or kl; 1, a surd, somewhat similar to

thl.

Fortis= Explosive.
The glottal stop is a sonant stop.
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CHIPPEWA (Ojibway)i

A a a in fate

B b h

jy & d
E e 6 in met
G g ^ in go
I i ^ in mit
J j jm judge
K k A:

M m m
N n n

0 0 in note

p V
q 2.
s s m so

t t

u u in but
w if;

y y
z z

DIPHTHONGS AND DOUBLE CONSONANTS

AH ah As a in father, fast,

mahjah
AU au As in laugh, odenaun
EE ee As in feet, opineeg
00 00 As in foot

UH uh As in but, muhkuk
UY uy As in buy, chebuy
CH ch As in much, chee-

maun

QU qu
NG ng
NS ns

SH sh
wh

ZH zh

As in queen, equa
As in king, neebing
Almost nee in prince,

muhkukoons
As in wish, kookosh
Like w in cow, owh
Like French meezh

The Chippewa (Ojibway) are a large group of the Algonkian family of Indians,
occupying the wooded country about Lake Superior and westward as far as
northern Minnesota. They now number some 30,000 souls.

Cardinal numbers
pd,zhig one meddhswe ten
neezh two medahswe'zhe pazhig eleven
neswe three medahswe'zhe neezh twelve
neewin four medahswe'zhe neswe thirteen
ndhnun five neezhtuhnuh twenty
ningodw^uswe six neezhtuhnuh'zhe pazhig twenty-one
neezhwahswe seven ningodwduk hundred
ishwdhswe eight medauswauk thousand
shaunguswe nine

Ordinal numbers
netum, natumesing first

ako-n6ezhing second
ako-nesing third
ako-neewing fourth
ako-nahuing fifth

ako-ningodwduching sixth
ako-neezhwauching seventh
ako-ishwduching eighth
ako~shdunguching ninth

ako-medauching
ako-'zhe pdzhig
ako-'zhe neezhing
ako-'zhe nesing
ako neezhtuhnuhwag
akoneezhtuhnuhwag

'zhe pazhig j

ako ningodwdukwuk
ako medduswaukwuk

tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth

twenty-first

hundredth
thousandth

1 "The Ojebway Language, " by the Rev. Edward F. Wilson, Toronto, 1874.
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Months
muhnedoo-keezis
nuhmabene keezis
onahbune-keezis
babooquadahgemingl

keeziss /
wd,hbegoone-k'eezis
oddemene-keezis

January-
February
March

April

May
June

misqueemene-keezis
meen-keezis
muhnoomene-keezis
penahque keezis
kuslikudene-keezis
muhnedoo-keezisoons

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
uhnuhmeakezhegud i

ke-ishquah-uhnuhmea-
kczheguk, netum-
kezhegud

neezho kezhegud

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

ahbetoosa
neeo-kezhegud
nahno-kezhegud
ningodwausokezhegud

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

seegwun, menokumme
neebin

sprmg
summer

tuhgwdhge
peb6on

autumn
winter

Time
tebuhegun hour
kezhegud {pL -oon) day
uhnuhmeakezhegud week

keezis (pi. -oog) month
peboon 2 year

1 This word,meaninj^ Sunday, is also used for week, thus: two weeks would be neezho-uhnuhmeakezhegud,
two Sundays.

2 As in the case of week, year is expressed by "number of winters", thus: neezhopeboon.
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CHIPPEWA (Otchipwe)i

A o
d) LO 111 IcltllCl M ill //t/ 111 llldll

1) Ku C Hi UdU. N n11 /t' 111 11dilltJ

cw n
t/ JLIX W Ct U^JJ. 0 0 in note

D d in den p P p in part
E e a in same s S z in zeal

G g ^in go ss SS ss in mass
H h h in iioe T t ^ in top
I i in pin or like ee W w w in wet
J j j in jour (French) DJ di j in judge
K k k in kite

Except in foreign iDioper names there are neither /, I, q, r, u, v, x, y or z, as the
Chippewa cannot pronounce these letters correctly; he will therefore substitute

p or b for / and v, thus Dabid instead of David; for I and r they use n, as Mani
instead of Marie; Maginit for Margaret; N^ouis for Louis; Sanswi or Sosicen for

Francis, etc.

Every letter must be distinctly pronounced, as sagaam, sa-ga-am; sagiin,

sa-gi-in.

Cardinal numbers
bejig (ningot) one
nij two
nisswi three
niwin four
nanan five

ningotwasswi six

nijwasswi seven
nishwasswi (ishwassv/i) eight
jaugasswi nine

midasswi
midasswi ashi beJig
midasswi ashi nij ^

midasswi ashi nisswi
nijtana
nijtana ashi bejig
ningotwak
midasswak

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one
hundred
thousand

Ordinal numbers
netamissing, nitam first

eko-nijing second
eko-nissing third
eko-niwing fourth
eko-nananing fifth

eko-ningotwatching sixth

eko-nijwatching seventh
eko-nishwatching eighth
eko-jangatching ninth

eko-midatching
eko ashi bejig
eko ashi nijing

eko ashi nissing
eko-nijtanaweg
eko ashi bejig
eko-ningotwakwak
eko-midasswakwak

tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
twentieth
twenty-first
hundredth
thousandth

Days
anamiegijigad Sunday abitosse
anwebiwinigijigad Sabbath niogijigad
gi-ishkwa-anamiegijigak Monday (^)

(3) Tuesday mariegijigad

Wodnesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

1 " Grammar of the Otchipwe Language," by tho Rt. Rev. Bishop Baraga, Montreal, 1878.
2 In counting from 11 to 20, midasswi (lO) is usually omitted, as ashibejig, ashi nij, ashi nissiwi, etc.

3 V.'e have no record of the Chippewa terms for Tuesday and Friday [probably well-known to the
Chippewa, however, who form a large tribe]. In Lemoine's dictionary of the Algonkian dialect, which
is closelv allied to Chippewa, Tuesday is given as Anjeni Kijik and Friday as Tcipaiatiko Kijik, In
these tpfms, is pronounced as in French, and tc is equivalent to English eft.—Report Bureau of Ameri-
can Ethnology.
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Months
Manito-gisiss
Namebini-gis iss

Onabani-gisiss
Bebokwedagiming-

gisiss

Wabigoui-gisiss
Odeimini-gisiss

Seasons

sigwan, minokami
nibin

Time
gijig, gijigad
ningo anamiegijigad

January Miskwimini-gisiss July
February Min-gisiss August
March Manominike-gisiss September
April Biuakwi-gisiss October

Gashkadino-gisiss November
May Manito-gisissons December
June

spring tagwagi autumn
summer bibon winter

day gisiss month
week bibon, bibonagad year
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CHOCTAW

A
ii. a

• J 4-1.a m Iatrier 1 I aspu'ated
AA a 1L in tub and a in around. iVi m
i\JD Ku u 11 lb

Cil ch in church 0 0 m note
c- ill tllcj' dllUL bllUl L t/ 111 JT P p. . ...
met s s s m sir, never s in his

I J
1

sn sri m shall

H h T t t

I i i in marine and short i U u 00 in wool
in pin w w w in war

K k k Y y y in you
L 1 I

DIPHTHONGS

AI ai % in pine AU au ovj in how

NASALIZED VOWELS

A° a°^ These are pure nasals, and retain the vowel sounds, except
I'^ i° I before the letter k, when they are like the long ang, ing,

0° o""! ong, ung. The usual sound is softer than ang, and like

U° u°j that of the French vowel followed by n in the same syllable.

Each consonant has but one sound and the sounds ascribed to the vowels are
as indicated in accented syllables, while in unaccented syllables they have the
sound of short vowels. Do not give the English sound to the vowels, except as
indicated in the alphabet.
The Choctaws were a prominent Indian tribe of Muskhogean stock. They are

now located in eastern Oklahoma and in Mississippi and officially number about
18,000 pure bloods.
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CREE

A a a in hate M m m
A a a in far N n n
0 c ch in church 0 0 0 in note
E e e in me P P
G g g, hard s s s

^

H h h, aspirated T t t

t U u u in but
I i i in thine W w w
I i i in pin ^ Y y y
K k k 00 00 00 in soon
KW kw

h
EW ew u in pure

L 1 OW OW OW in now

1 Some syllables are strongly aspirated for which the ft is not always adapted, and so the Greek asper (') has
been adopted, usually at the end of the syllable aspirated. Some words depend on the asper for their
signification: ukochin, he hangs, but uWchin, ho hangs in a liquid, he Hoats.

2 The pronoun / is nela at Moose Factory; nena at Albany, Severn, and York Factory; neya on the east
main coast; netha at English River, and nera at Isle a la Crosse.

' Used at Moose Ferry only; elsewhere n, y, th, or r are substituted.
* The sh sound is confined principally to Moose Factory and vicinity, and we have sheshep, duck; sheshe-

pish, small duck, while elsewhere sesep and sesepis are used.

The Cree is an Algonkian Indian tribe occupying a large territory in Canada,
extending from Hudson Bay west to Manitoba and Saskatchewan. They are in

the main a forest people, though one branch is known as the Plains Cree. They
number about 15,000, including mixed breeds, which was probably about their

original number.

Cardinal numbers
payuk one
nesho two
nisto three
na6 four
neyalul five

nekotwas six

neswas, tapuko'p seven
yananSo eight
shaketat, payukostao nine

kakat metat
metat ten
payukoshap, metat eleven
payukoshap

There are no ordinals in the Cree language.

neshoshap
nistoshap
neshitanow
neshitanow payukoshap
nisto-mitanow
namitanow
neyalilo-mitanow
nekotwaso-mitanow
neswaso-mitanow
yanana-mitanow
shaketato-mitanow
metato-mitanow
kiche mitato-mitanow

Months
Kisapowatukinumoowepesim, Oosaaskoonepesim
Kisapesim
Mikisewepesim
Niskepesim
Une'kepesim
Wawepesim, Oopinaawepesim, Pinawawepesim, Asimoakoopesim
Puskoohoowepesim, Puskoowepesim Oopuskoowepesim
O'opuhoowepesim
Nimit'ahumoowepesim, Mit*ahumoowepesim, Ooskuhoowepesim,
Wesakoopesim

Powatukinusesewepesim, Misekamayowoopesim
*Akwutinoowepesim, Kuskutinoowepesim
Yeyekwutinoowepesim . Yeyekoopewepesim

twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one
thirty
forty
fifty

sixty

seventy
eighty
ninety
hundred
thousand

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

October
November
December
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Days
Ayum'eakesikow, Ayum'eawekesikow
Nistum kesikow, Pooneayum'eakesikow
Nesookesikow
Nistoo kesikow, a ap'etowipuyik
Naoo kesikow, a ap'etowipuyik
Neyanunoo kesikow
Matinuwa, kesikow, Nikootwasikoo kesikow

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

sekwun
meyooskume
nepin

early spring
late spring
summer

tukwakin
pipoon

autumn
winter

Time
tipp'uhikun, pesimooka- hour

netipp'uhikun tip-

p'uhipesimwan
kesikow ~ day

payukwow a ispuyik week
pesim month
pipoon, uske, uskewin year
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DAKOTA (Sioux)

A a a in far

B b 6
^

C c in chin
ch, aspirated

Q c Exploded ch, not in Eng-
lish

D d d
E e 6 in they
G g ^ in give

G g ^, velar fricative, voiced,

not in Enghsh
R h h

H h velar fricative, unvoiced
I i in machine
K k medial

Aspirate

K k Exploded k, not in Eng-
lish

L I I

M m m
N n n

U u
W w

n in ink (nasal)

Follows a nasalized
vowel

0 in go

p, medial
Aspirate
Exploded p, not in Eng-
hsh

s

sh in she
t, medial
Exploded t, not in Eng-

lish

00 in ooze
w
y
z

z in azure
Nasalized vowels
(Riggs used r) after the
vowels)

Glottal stop ^

1 Following s, s, and li (not glottalized s, s, and li).

The Dakota is the largest confederation of Siouan tribes, occupying the north-
western plains of the United States. Numbering about 25,000, they now occupy
10 reservations in several States.

Note.—Glottalized p', t', and k' must be distinguished from p, t, and k fol-

lowed by a vowel which opens with glottal closure.

Syllabication

As a rule every vowel ends a syllable, but the following are exceptions:
1. The nasal r) always closes a syllable, as ka-hir)-ta, sweep.
2. A syllable, contracted by dropping the vowel, is attached to the preceding

syllable, thus making it close with a consonant, as: i-pih-ya, cause to boil, from
i-pi-ga, boil, and ya, cause.

3. The words en, in, and is (he, she, it) and their compounds do not close the
syllable with a vowel.

Accents

A misplaced accent is as bad as a mispronounced letter, for it often changes
the meaning of a word; as md-ga means field and ma-gd, means goose.
Most words are accented on the second syllable and thus accent marks are

not usually printed; also all words beginning with wo are accented on the first

syllable, and the accent marks are not printed. In all other cases the accent is

printed and should be carefully noted.

Cardinal numbers
waij^i
noijpa
ydmni
topa
z^ptar)

sdkpe
sakowiq
sahdogaq

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight

napciwarjka
wikcemna
akewaqfi
akenoqpa
akeyamni
wikcemnanor)pa
opawirige
kektopawirjge

nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred
thousand
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Ordinal numbers
tokaheya
inorjpa, icinor)pa,"l

lyokihe J

iyamni
itopa, topayuspapi
izaptai]

isakpe

first

second

third
fourth
fifth

sixth

isakowir)
isahdogaq
inapciwaqka
iwikcemna
iakewarjzi
iakenoqpa
iakeyamni

seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth

Months
Witehi
Wicatawi
Mani
Wiitopa
Wozupiwi
Waziistecasawi

January
February
March
April
May
June

Mdokecokawi
Wiisahdogar)
Wnnapcir)war)ka
Wi iwikcemna
Tahecapsuqwi
Wiiakenorjpa

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
Aijpetuwakar)
Aijpetutokaheya
Ar)petuinor)pa
Aqpetuiyamni

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Agpetuitopa
Arjpetu Izaptar)
Owarjkayuzazapi

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Seasons

wetu
mdoketu

spring
summer

ptariyetu
waniyetu

autumn
winter

Time
wihiyaya hour
aqpetu day
uqpetuwakar) oko week

wi wiyawapi
wiakenoripa

month
year
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ESKIMO

A a a in fate 0 0 0 in not
A a a in far 0 0 0 in note
B b b p p p in poor
D d d K r r ^ (palatal)

E e e in me r' Like a deeply palatal
E e e in pen ch in German
F f /in if S s s ^ in so
(jT g 9 ss sri m snort
XT
11 n fi (rarely used) 1 t t in ten
I i i in thine u u u in but
TL X li 1 1 1 IJJIjJ. VV XTV U ill tJ V tJil u

J j y in yard

C)

w w w
K k Y J y ;L 1 Z in holy 00 00 00 in soonM m m in me ou ou ou in sound
NG ng AU au atf- in caught

1 iThas often a deep guttural sound something like we would pronounce rk or ak, and it is then represented
by a?.

2 JVfir is a deep nasal sound frequently heard amongst the natives.
3 (S and r are often pronounced forcibly.

There are peculiarities in the pronunciation of the Eskimo language that cannot
be described, but must be acquired by intercourse with the natives.
The accents are: short and sharp; ~, long and sharp; a, long and dull.

While the above is the generally accepted alphabet, the vocabularies from
Labrador westward to the Aleutian Islands, including Greenland, differ very
widely.

Cardinal numbers ^

attausuk one
maggook two
pingashoot three
sittamut four
tedlemut five

pingashoorooktoot, ig- six

gaktoot, (arkvenelet in

Baffin Land)
pingashoorooktoot attau- seven

sugio
sittamaurooktoot eight
tedlemuio sittamulo nine

tedlemaurooktoot
tedlemaurooktoot attau-

suglo
tedlemaurooktoot maggoo-

glo

tedlemaurooktoot pinga-
shoolo

avatoongegaktoot, tedle-
maurooktoolo sittamau-
rooktoolo attausuglo

avate tedlemat

ten
eleven

twelve

thirteen

twenty

hundred

Ordinal numbers
sivordluk
ipunga
pingarooat
sittamungat
tedlemungat

first pingashoorooktoongat sixth

second maggoongnut ikaktoongat seventh
third , sittamaurooktoongat eighth
fourth tedlemulogat ninth
fifth tedlemaurooktoongat tenth

1 There are names for only the first five numerals, after which a cumbersome system of addition and
multiplication is used, which is poorly adapted for large numbers. It is used and understood by only
the most intelligent of the natives on the eastern shore of Hudson Bay and Baffin Land.
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ESKIMO (No. 2)

(Bureau of American Ethnology)

a in far

a in father
a in man (about)
e in German denn
Stopped front palatal, voice-

less; transcribed tj or kj

c in German ich
e in French ete, but more

closed; when long, like a
long i

€, uvularized
e, uvularized, farther back

than E
9, uvularized ; short mid-vowel
Bilabial fricative

g in North German Bogen
h; sometimes heard in inter-

jections

i in French fini

Between i and e

y in yard

{')

c in French cas, unaspirated

}e)

r
3

n n

q ng in sing ^

N See q
o 0 in French rose, but slightly

more closed

00 Like a long u
o {')

0 0 in more
p p in French pas, unaspirated

q Uvular nasal
r Uvular fricative, voiced ^

rq g, long (modified form) ^

R r voiceless, short or long

s Usually voiceless ^

t As in French, especially be-
tween a and o ^

T See t

% See c

u ou in French jour
u u, long, between o and u
w Voiced sound corresponding

to F
X See c.

ii Between u and y in French
jour, rue

Y Related to ii as i to i, u to u
z s voiced, rare

1 These are uvular consonants, so called because they are articulated at the uvula; q is a stopped voice-

less consonant.
a These are articulated nearly alike, bilaterally, with the tip of the tongue against the back of the upper

teeth.
3 In some sections becomes an untrilled palatal r, as in Arab, but with a firmer pressure against the palate.
* Frequently this sound is so loosely articulated that it may be described rather as a nasalized g fricative.
« Uvularized o is rather closed like o in so, followed by the Eskimo fricative r or q.
8 Rather diflerent than the English r, but somewhat similai to the German back r, when untrilled. Its

articulation is especially tense when it is followed by q.
7 When the r stands alone between vowels, its place of articulation is often somewhat advanced, and the

friction is not very tense; in some districts it is nasalized.
8 In rs it resembles the English s; in ts the articulation of the s is tenser.
8 Before i, e, and u it is often aspirated, especially when the t is long.

Accent and quantity

Two or more sounds may follow each other in a word without being shortened,
and every sound, whether consonant or vowel, may be short or long, apart from
the fact that the voiced consonants, in case they are lengthened, become un-
voiced (except the nasals). Thus four types of combinations are possible: Short
vowel + short consonant, short vowel + long consonant, long vowel + short
consonant, and long vowel + long consonant.
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FOX
Consonants

stops Spirants Aflricatives Nasals Semivowels

Glottal

_

Palatal _

Alveolar
DentaL.
LabiaL..

t ^t (d)

P (b)

c tc He ^tc

s —

Vowels and diphthongs
Full sounding

:

a A e i o u
a a a e 1 0^

(e is always a terminal as a rhetorical lengthening of e or i, and then has an
i-vanish; o in a similar position has a u-vanish; a is found only after w.)

ai (only before y)
au (only in the exclamation *au ')

Voiceless and aspirated (terminally only):
A? a« e? U ot

The sibilants s and c occur only initially, elsewhere they are replaced by *s

and *c, respectively. The spirant * after back vowels is nearly intermediate
between a surd velar spirant and our h, although after front vowels the effect is

more palatal. It always occurs before initial vowels and ai. The stops g, d,

and b are articulated more forcibly than in English and never occur initially;

before terminal voiceless vowels g becomes g^; d and b (both rare), do not occur
in final syllables. Voiceless ^, y, and ^ are phonetic modifications of n, m, y,
and w, respectively, before terminal voiceless vowels. The affricative '^tc occurs
initially and medially, except in final syllables; ^tc occurs mostly in final syl-

lables, though also in medial ones. *k, *t, *p, and He are given as a series, because
(outside of verbal compounds after *a-, ni-, ki-, and wi-, where they are transfor-
mations of k, t, p, and tc), they correspond in Cree to a sibilant followed by k, t,

p, and tc, or, more rarely, followed by k, t, p, tc; *p, *t, and He never occur
in terminal syllables nor initially. The surds k, t, p, and tc are unaspirated, and
k never occurs in terminal syllables, p and tc rarely.

1 a, e, i, and u are open; i and o are closed.
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HUPA
The Hupa belongs to the Pacific Coast division of the Athapascan linguistic

stock and is spoken by Indians living on the lower portions of Trinity River in
northern California.

Consonantal continuants predominate among the sounds composing this
language, resulting in an absence of the definiteness produced by a predominance
of stops as well as the musical character imparted by full, clear vowels standing
alone or scantily attended by consonants.
The complete system of consonants is as follows:

Stops Continuants

Sonant Surd Spirant Affricative Nasal Liquid

Glottal — ^ h C) — — —
Velar — q x — — —
Palatal — k (k) hw (w) — n —
Palatii--^.^^ k,ky . aateral) l^'^^jj] - 1 Oateral)

Dental d t (t) s ts, dz n —
Labial — — hw (w) — m —
The consonantal sounds are the same as in Chinook, except gy, and ky are used

instead of g and k; k and t are the same as k! and t!.

The nine vowel sounds and two semivowels are represented as follows:

y, i, i, e, e, a, u, o, o, u, w

The vowels are formed with much less movement of the lower jaw and lips

than is emploj^ed in the corresponding sounds in English.

Words or syllables rarely begin with a vowel, but semivowels and consonants
are frequent initially. Many syllables end in vowels, and when final in the word,
and bearing the accent, some vowels, under certain conditions, seem to develop
semivowels after themselves, becoming diphthongs. This is especially true of

the vowel a in the roots of verbs.
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IROQUOIAN

a
1

a in father n ng in ring

0 in notea Same sound prolonged , 0

a a in what q ch in German ich

a a in hat r r, slightly trilled

a Same sound prolonged s s in see

a a in law t t \
ai i in fine u u in rule

au ou in out u u in rut

c sh in shall w in wit

9 th in health y y in yes

d th
' dj j in judge

e e in they hw wh in what
e e in wet tc ch in church
f / in waif n Marks nasahzed vowels ^

g in gig ( Indicates aspiration ^

h h in has Indicates glottal closure *

i i in machine f Marks accented syllable of

i Same sound prolonged every word
i i in pick th In this combination both let-

k k in kick ters are pronounced sep-

n n in nun arately

1 Pronounced in all cases with the tip of the tongue touching the upper teeth as in enunciating the English
th.

5 e°, 0°, ai°, e°, a°.
3 This is either in initial or final: 'h, e°' , o'

.

* This mark precedes or follows a eound: 'a, o', a', a°'.

The term Iroquois was originally applied to a group of five tribes at the time
united in a strong confederacy, bofh for offense and defense, and inhabiting what
is now central and eastern New York State. Other names were: Five Nations,
the League of the Iroquois, and the Six Nations after they adopted the Tuscaroras
in 1722. They were never numerically very strong but reached a commanding
position by an incisive and unexcelled diplomacy, an effective political organiza-
tion founded on maternal blood relationship, both real and fictitious, and by an
aptitude for coordinate political action, all due to a mentality superior to that of

the neighboring tribes. In fact they dominated the greater part of the Great
Lakes region during the latter part of the seventeenth century.

67289=—35 15
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KALISPEL

AA a a in arm M m m in my
CM en ch in church "NT n n in not
E e e in bet 0 0 0 in hot
G O'& h in TTebrew heth p 7) in r>aT*

H h h in home s s s in sack
I i i in river T t t in toll

K k k in kettle U u in bull

L 1 I in lad Z z ts not
L 1 w in wood

The Kalispel were related to the Flathead Indians and spoke a similar
dialect but the tribe was distinct. The Flathead were also known as Salish
and the latter name, in the form Salishan, has been given to the linguistic family
to which both the Kalispel and Flathead belong.

Cardinal numbers
chindksi one
esel two
cheles three
mus four
zil five

takan six

sispel seven
hanm eight

ganiit
open
6pen-el-nko
6pen el esel

6pen el cheles
esel6pen
nkok^in

nme
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
hundred

Ordinal numbers
Tes-shiit

lu ks-esel

lu ks-cheles
lu ksmils
klchzilzil

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

lu ks-takani
lu ks-sispel

lu ks-heenem
lu ksganut
lu ks'6pen

sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth

Seasons

skepz, tiimulegu
sa^nlka

spring
summer

s'cheei

siistch

autumn
winter

Time
s'lichch

sgalgMt
spelchdskat

hour
day

spakani
sp^ntich, smog6p

month
year
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KWAKIUTL
This is one branch of the two languages of the Wakashan stock which is spoken

by a number of tribes inhabiting the coast of British Columbia and extending
southward to Cape Flattery in the State of Washington. It has three main
dialects, each of which is divided into subdialects which differ somewhat in

phonetics, form, and vocabulary. That spoken by the Kwakiutl tribe of Van-
couver Island will be treated here.

The phonetic system is very rich, abounding in sounds of the k and the 1 series.

The system is represented as follows:

Sonant Surd Fortis Spirant Nasal

Velar g q q! x —
Palatal g(w) k(w) k!(w) x"(w) —
Anterior palatal g- k* k*! x- n
Alveolar d t t! s(y) —
Affricative dz ts ts! — —
Labial b p p! — m
Lateral l l l! 1, 1

—
Glottal stop,*

y, w

The vowels are quite variable, the indistinct e being very frequent. The two
pairs i e and o u probably represent each a single intermediate sound. The
entire series is represented as follows:

E
i e 1 e a 6 o u
1 e e a a o u

By certain grammatical processes, consonants may be weakened or hardened,
and these processes reveal a number of unexpected relations of sounds. For
example:

Spirants Hardened Weakened

X X* X
X (w) 'w w
X' n
s ts! y or dz
I *1 1

" Indicates a u position of the lips. The others are the same
as in Chinook.

e is an intermediate between e and ei.

(w) =w quahty accompanying the sound.
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MAIDU
The Maidu (or Pujunan) stock comprises the various dialects of the language

spoken by a body of Indians in northeastern California. The dialect spoken in
the mountain valley extending from Big Meadows south to the Sierra Valley is

given here.
The phonetic system is only moderately extensive. The glottal catch is but

little used. A peculiar feature is the existence of two weak inspirational sonant
stops B and d, the exact formation of these sounds not being clear. They occur,
as a rule, only before 6, and the difference between them and the ordinary b
and d is, in some cases, very slight, while in others it is very marked.
The consonant system is presented as follows:

Sonant Surd Fortis Spirant Inspirant Nasal

Palatal g k k! x — n
xilveolar d t t! — d(6) n
Dento-alveolar — ts — s, c — —
Labial b p p! — b (o) m
Lateral 1 — — — — —

Glottal catch (0
h y w

The vowels are quite variable, and one of the most characteristic features of

the use of vowels is the fondness for 6, a, and ii sounds. The vowels are as
follows:

ii

u ii

i i

e e

a E o

a o

a a o

Words may begin with a vowel, h, y, or w, or with &ny consonant except
X or n, though most of them begin with a consonant, most commonly t, k, b, or p.

The most frequent initial vowels are a, o, and e.
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MUSKOKEE (Creek)

A a a in far S s

C c che, for tch T t t

E e i in pin U u 00 in wood
F f / V V u in tub
H h h W w w
I i i in pine Y y y
K k k M se ae in Aenid
L 1 I AU au au in Milwaukee
M m m EU eu eu in Eiu-ipides

N n n OE oe oe in Oestreich
0 0 0 in note OU OU OU in houri
P P P UE ue ue in Nuevitas
R r hie for hi

The Muskokee or Muskogee Indians were the dominant tribe of the Creek
Confederacy, and their language is usually called Creek, but the confederation
included some peoples speaking related dialects and some speaking unrelated, or
only distantly related, dialects. They have given their name to the Muskhogean
linguistic family which includes several other languages, including Choctaw (q.v.).

The Muskokee language is also spoken by the greater part of the Seminole
Indians.

Cardinal numbers
hvm'ken
hokk61en
tut-cenen
o'sten
cah'kepen
epdken
kulvpdken
cenvpdken
6stvpdken

Ordinal numbers
hv'teceskv
svh6kk61v
svtucenat
sv-6stat
resv-cdhkepat
esepdke

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight
nine

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth

pdlen
pdlen-hvmkvntvldken
pdlen-h6kkol6hkdken
pdlen-tutcen6hkdken
pdle-hokk61en
pdle-hokk61en-hv'm
kvntvMken

ciikpe-hv'mken
cukpe-rdkko

es'kulvpdke
svcenvpdkat
es-ostoh-pd,kat
espd,lat

espdle-hvmkvntvldken

ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
twenty
twenty-one

hundred
thousand

seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh

Months
Rv'fo-cdse
H6tvle-hv'se
T^s^hcuce
Tasdce-rdkko
Ke-hv'se
Kv'co-hvse

January
February
March
April
May
June

Hiyuce
Hiyo-rakko
Oto-w6skuce
Oto-wdskv-rak 'ko
Eh61e
Rv'fo-rak'ko

July
August
September
October
November
December

Days
Net'tv-cdko
Mv'nte
Ttiste, Mvn'te-

enhfyvtke
Net'tv-c^kuce-
ennvrkvp'v

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday

Rv'ste, Nvr-kv'-
pvenhiyv'tke

Fhte
Sdtvte, netty-cdkocdse

Thursday

Friday
Saturday
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Seasons

tasd,hce

mes'ke, hiyo

Time
hv'se-vk^rkv
nettv
net'tv-cdkuce

spring
summer

hour
day
week

rafo-hakof
rvf'o

hvs'e-hv'mken
oh r61ope, meske

autumn
winter

month
year
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NAVAHO

a a in art

ae a in lather

b b

c Composite of t and s

d in dig

e a in fate

g ^ in get

gy followed by a glide

gh g, soft

gw gw, labialized

h ^ in her
* Glottal spirant
i 6 in peer

j j in judge
k' ^ in kirk, aspirated
kw qu in quick
k k-it in tack it

ky Denotes absence of aspira-

tion, sometimes kq

1 I in lad
1 Surd of I; no English equiva-

lent

m m in man
n 71 in name
n Indicates ellipsis of a vowel;

also stress

o 0 in more
q ch in German Licht
s s

sh sh in shall

t t, strongly aspirated
t' t-is in it is

u 00 in foot

w w in wart, a semivowel
X Interchangeable with q
y Palatal
z z in zigzag

The Navaho Indians are an Athapascan people living in northern Arizona,
related to the Apache and probably like them of northern origin. They now
number some 25,000 pure bloods.

Remarks
Capital letters are not used.
A long vowel is indicated by an inverted period after the vowel: a", e', i", o',

u', ae'.

An unusually short vowel is indicated by a breve after the vowel: a"^, e"^,

i'', o*-", u';', se'''.

Nasalized vowels are indicated as follows: ^, i, q, i^, ae: these may also carry
the long or short signs:

The colon is used to indicate the absence of a diphthong: a:i, e:i, a:o.
Punctuation is the same as in English, with the exception of the colon just

mentioned.

Accent

Syllables are not regularly stressed as in English according to some rule, but
the Navaho either raises or lowers the tone, and thus syllables may have either
level, raised, or lowered tones.
When used, the acute accent usually indicates a rising inflection of the voice.

In polysyllabic words its position will indicate the point of rising inflection and
show that both preceding and following syllables require an even or slightly

lowered tone. When the acute accent occurs twice the tone is either even, or
waving from high to low to high.

Syllabication

The vowel or diphthong sounded by itself forms a syllable: se, ai, but aa, a'i,

a:i, ^i, having two distinct impulses, represent two syllables. The syllable may,
therefore, begin with a vowel and end there, or it may begin with a vowel and
end with a consonant, or a consonant may begin the syllable, followed by a
vowel. The usual rule, therefore is a succession of consonants combined by a
single impulse exerted in their utterance, and two consecutive syllables require
two impulses which are separated in some manner: cx^:ats' os (a-ts' os).
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Cardinal numbers
one iJoC ILl ctLl C*

ri3/k*i two
txa' three ii3,di'ii

Hi* four LlciLiiiJ. \A.yJ KJChc^ KXcLXiXxy

<loUxct> five llclLlilX let

liO'tllll LIU \Jcidl> \X<Xrk.Ly

DC V Cll

tsebi ifAdLll 11

disdi-n
nseznd ten asdlddi-n
ladzd*"da eleven xastxddi'n
nakidzMa twelve tsosts'edi'n
txa'dzd-da thirteen tsebi'^di-n

didzada fourteen naastadi-n
asdla^da fifteen nsBznddi-n
xastxadda sixteen mi'l, dalai di mi-1
tsosts'edzd,da seventeen

There are no ordinals.

eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty-one

twenty-two

thirty
forty
fifty

sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
hundred
thousand

Months
ydsnlt'es
atsd biya-5
gwosc'id
t'4-c'il

t'4'tso

yais jdsc'ili

Days
daml'go
damigo biskdni

January
February
March
April
May
June

Sunday
Monday

naeesjastso
bini-nt'4"ts'osi

bini'nt'^-tso

nlts'i ts'osi

nlts'i tso

damou na-bisk^ne
isk^go damogoyaed^-

July
August
September
October
November
December

Tuesday
Saturday

These names are all modern and reference to the other days is usually made
by numbering the days to and from Sunday.

Seasons
d^
si

sprmg
summer

Time
6'la hour
ji, sa bi'ga day

There is no word for week.

ak'sed autumn
xai winter

na^'hidizi'di, ndi^zi'd month
n^xai year
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OSAGE

A a a in father HN hn 0)
B b b in bad 0 0 0 in note

Q Q th in thin '0 'o 0, exploded
0, nasalizedD d d in dog 0^ 0°

E e e in prey p p p in pipe
e, exploded p p V, medial; between v

and 6G g in go
H h in he s s s in sit

I i i in pierce SH sh sh in shun
'I 'i i, exploded T t t in ten
P i, nasalized T t medial; between t

1° i, exploded, nasalized and
K k k in kin TH th if/i in then
K k k, medial; between k U u u in rule

and g •u 'u 11, exploded
U m 771 in man w w w in wet
N n n in no X X ch, German

D
n, nasahzed ZH zh z in azure

1 The sound of the initial letter is scarcely audible.

The Osage Indians lived in Missouri and Arkansas prior to their removal to the
present State of Oklahoma. Their speech belongs to the Siouan family. '^Miile

their original population consisted of 5,000, thev now number in the neighbor-
hood of 2,200.

The accent is the most important item to be considered in the Osage words.

Cardinal numbers
wi°
tho^-ba
tha'-bthi°
do'-ba, du'-ba
5a'-to°
sha'-pe
pe'-tho°-ba
ki-e'-do-ba

Ordinal numbers
pa-ho°'gthe-the
u-thu-a'-to"^
we'-tha-bthi'i

vre' do-ba
we'-ga-to^
we'-sha-pe
we'-pe-tho^-ba

Months
Mi'-uko°-dsi
Ho^'-ba-stse-dse
Mi u'-k'o° thi^-ge
I'-wa-bl
Hiu' -vra-thi-stha-xtha-

zhu-dsa bi

Xtha-^ka zhi°-ga ts'e-

the
Hiu'-vra-thi-xtha-dse

zhu-dsa bi

one
two
three
four
five

six

seven
eight

first

second
third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh

January
February
]NIarch

April

gthe'-btho^tse wi^ thi^-ge nine
gthe'-btho° ten
a-gthi^' wi^ xtsi eleven
a-gthi^ thc^-ba twelve
a-gthi°-tha-bthi'^ thirteen
gthe'-btho^ tho^ba twenty
gthe'-btho°-hu-zhi°-ga hundred
zho°-ku-ge thousand

we'-ki-e-do-ba ' eighth
we'-gthe'-btho°tse wi°- ninth

thi^ge
we'-gthe-btho° tenth
we'-a'-gthi° wi° xtsi eleventh
we'-a'-gthi"^ tho°-ba twelfth
we'-a'-gthi'-tha-bthi^ thirteenth

Tseki'-the-xa bi July
Xtha-^i'-bi August
Xtha-gi'btho ga-gi September
Ta-ki'-thi-xa-bi October
Ta-he'-ba-xo^ bi

\ Vnvember
Mi-ka'-ki-thi-xa bi]

^^^^^

Wa-ya'-be we-da-tha-bi December
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Days
Ho°'-ba Wa-ko°-da-gn
0^'-ba-wa-ko°-da-gi j

Ho°'-ba pa-ho°-gthe
Hc'-ba we-tho°ba

Seasons

be
do-ge'

Time
mi-u'-tha-ga u-ta-no°
ho°'-ba
ho°'-ba wa-ko°-da-gi

Sunday-

Monday
Tuesday

spring
summer

hour
day
week

Ho'^'-ba we-tha-bthi''
Ho'^'-ba we-do-ba
Ta-tha'-ta-zhi ho'^-ba

Hc^'-ba u-ga-xe-thi°-ge

to°
ba'-the

mi'-o°-ba
u-mo°'-i°-

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

autumn
winter

month
year
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PIMA

a a in father

a a in law
a a in what
a a in hat
B Indeterminate, between

a and a
c in shall ; rare

d in dread
e e in they
e ein then
f /in fife

J Mere breathing

g ^ in good ; in foreign words
5 Between k and g
h A in he
i iin pique
1 iin pick
k k in kick
1 Z in lull

1 I as with a faint % following

m m in mum
n 71 in nun
n n^jr in sing

o 0 in note
6 0 in whole

p ^ in pipe

r r, initial uvular
s s in sauce
t tin touch
td Between t and d
u uin rule

u uin pull

ti uin but
a 0 in German Gothe
V 2; in valve
A Synthetic sound, v +w
w 1^; in wish

y yin you
hy hu in hue
ng ng in finger

ny ny in canyon
tc ch in church

Exploded breathing

X k sound with expulsion of

breath before sounding it

t m, with lips closed
* Exploded breathing
' Laryngeal closure

The Pima Indians are a semi-civilized tribe living on their reservation in

southern Arizona.
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TAKELMA
This language was spoken in the southwestern part of the present State of

Oregon, along the middle portion of the Rogue River and certain of its tributaries.

The consonant system is represented as follows:

Aspirated Voiceless Spirant
tenuis media Fortis v. unv. Lateral Nasal

Labial p b p! w -V — m
Dental t' d t! — 1 n
Sibilant — — ts!, ts*! s, s* — —
Palatal — — — y (1)

—
Guttural g k! x — —
Faucal — — ' h

In the above table the spirants have been arranged in two columns, the voiced
and the unvoiced. The rare palatal lateral I is also voiceless. Any of the above
consonants may occur initially, except the voiceless labial spirant which
occurs only with k at the end of a syllable. The catch (*) as an organic con-
sonant occurs only medially or finally, the 1 only initially. The pronunciation
of w, s, y, h, 1, m, and n does not differ materially from the English.
The simple vowels appear, quantitatively considered, in two forms, short or

long, or, quite appropriately called, pseudodiphthongal, meaning that a long
vowel normally consists of the corresponding short vowel plus a slight rearticu-
lation of the same vowel (indicated by a superior letter), the whole giving the
effect of a diphthong without material change of vowel-quality in the course of
production.

Vowels

Short Long Short diphthong Long diphthong

a a% (a) ai, au, al am, an ai, au, a4, a*m, a*n
e e«, (^) ei, eu, el, em, en ei, eu. e^l, e^m, e®n

i is a) iu, il, im, in iu. 1*1, i*m, i'n

o,(u) o^ (o) oi, ou,

.(5°),

ol, om, on
(ul), (urn), (un),

oi. o4, o"m, o"n

u u", (u) ui, uw, til, um, un iii. u"(w), u"l, u"m, u"n

ill, iim, tinii iii, tiw,

(ii")

ui. ii^(w). u4, u^m, u"n

The ii has a sound between that in the German Miitze and muss.
O is the same as u in rude.

Under proper syllabic conditions, i and u may, respectively, appear in semi-
vocalic form as y and w; thus o" and ii" appear as ow and uw when followed
by vowels. Similarly ai, au, ai, and au may appear as ay, aw, and a»w, and
correspondingly for other vowels. Sometimes, though rather unusually, a diph-
thong may appear in the same word either with a semivowel or vowel as its

second element, depending on whether or not it is followed by a connecting
inorganic a.
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TSIMSHIAN
This language is spoken on the Skeena River in northern British Columbia and

on the islands farther to the south.
Its phonetic system is in many respects similar to that of other languages on

the north Pacific Coast, abounding, particularly, in k and 1 sounds.

The system of consonants is represented as follows:

Glottal -

[Voiced
Lateral continued]Voiced fortis

[Voiceless posterior

Breathing

Semivowels

Stops Affricatives Continued Nasals

onantj T)
(-1

D
'ortis onant

1
urd

j

ortis onant
trill?)

s
onantj ortis

J
CQ 02 02 CQ CQ CQ R

b P m m!
d t t!

k-!

dz ts ts! s n n!

g k k! r

e

q X

Semivowels, fortis.

The series of vowels is presented as follows:

Short u o

Long — o

With parasitic vowel — ou ao aa

e

a
ae

e

e

ee

1

1!

1

h
f y
I w

w!

Has the sound of y.
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ZUNI

a a in father

a a in hat
ai i in high
c sh

e a in may
h h, but more affricative

' Glottal stop
i e in me
k c in Spanish boca
k k, palataHzed, unaspirated

E k, palataHzed, glottalized

k k, glottalized

1 I

I I, voiceless

m m
n n

r) ng, before k only
0 0

p p in French pere

p Pj slightly glottalized

s s

t As in French te

1 tf slightly glottalized

ts z in German Zeit, without as-

piration

ts dz almost; glottalized

tc ch in church

tc ch, glottalized with slight

force of articulation

u 00 in mood
w w; vowel

y y; vowel

Note.—Both vowels and consonants may be long, and the length is indicated
by a point following the letter. All accented syllables are lengthened, some of the
length being accorded to the terminating consonant. Unless otherwise indicated,
the primary accent is on the first syllable and the secondary accent, in words of

four or more syllables, on the penult. Compound words retain their original

accents.
The Zuni Indians, numbering less than 2,000 individuals, live on their reserva-

tion in western New Mexico.

o
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